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ORIGINS OF ATTACHMENT: CULTURE AND CUE SENSITIVITY

M. Colleen Stainton

ABSTRACT

A phenomenological study based on the works of Heidegger and

Merleau-Ponty was conducted to gain understanding of the origins of

human attachment. The development of cue sensitivity, as a precursor of

attachment between mothers and their infants, was examined within the

context of culture and the shared body experience of pregnancy and the

early postpartum period.

Sixteen multiparous, upwardly mobile, Anglo-American mothers and

their partners were interviewed and photographed four times between the

eighth month of pregnancy and the eighth week postpartum. At each

postpartum interview, the mothers completed The Mother's Assessment of

the Behavior of Her Infant Scale and the investigator completed the

Sensitivity in Mother-Infant Interactions: The AMIS Scale.

Photographic data and accounts of the pre- and postbirth

experiences with the infant were treated as texts and systematically

interpreted using the hermeneutic method. Consensual validation was

sought with the participants. Repeated measures procedures were applied

to the instrument scores to determine changes over time.

The data revealed the origins of attachment are in the embedded

cultural meanings and embodied experiences. The value on individual

success and achievement motivated the use of power and control to create



a project-like, cognitive orientation to pregnancy and childrearing.

The newborn's individuality, dependency, and softness had transforming

power that enabled the parents to partially transcend the technological,

cognitive orientation of the culture. Transactional experiences with

the baby generated feelings of intense pleasure and satisfaction that

motivated generosity with time and energy.

Maternal-infant sensitivity began with the sensing of the other

during shared body experiences in pregnancy and a continuing proximity

of the maternal and infant body postbirth. This body closeness led to

maternal possessiveness and paternal protectiveness. As the infant

developed, the mothers described the infant's behavior in constellations

of cues, then patterns. Cue sensitivity is therefore better understood

as pattern recognition.

The strong orientation to self-reliance and independence sometimes

blunted sensitivity to the infant's capabilities. Episodes of over

stimulation from the lifestyle of these urban mothers led to sleep

disturbances and evening irritability in the infant.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The nature of human attachment and the processes through which it

is achieved are not yet fully understood. Two major approaches to the

study of the maternal-infant relationship have emerged during three

decades of intensive study. Analysis of the interactive behaviors of

the mother and/or the infant produced a catalogue of traits, behaviors,

and cognitive operations that are considered representative of a special

relationship between a mother and her infant (Affonso, 1976; Ainsworth,

1964, 1969; Anderson, 1981; Bower, 1978; Bowlby, 1958; Brazelton, 1977;

Chao, 1979; Condon & Sander, 1974; Field, Woodson, Greenberg & Cohen,

1982; Klaus & Kennel1, 1970, 1976; Korner & Thoman, 1970; Stern, 1974).

Another school of thought concerned itself with maternal and infant

adaptation to each other as a transactional process. The outcome is

described in qualitative terms such as mutuality, reciprocity, and

synchrony (Brazelton, Koslowski, & Main 1974; Caudill & Weinstein 1969;

Demos, 1982; Field, 1978; Korner, 1971). A considerable body of

knowledge describing what attachment looks like when it is thought to be

present or not present is available. Still unknown is why attachment

occurs, how it is achieved, or the meaning of the experience to the

participants.



Maternal-infant attachment is most commonly conceptualized as a

commitment to the infant on the part of the mother and a mother-specific

dependency on the part of the infant (Ainsworth, 1964, 1969; Bowlby,

1951, 1958; Brazelton, 1982; Klaus & Kennell, 1976). This perspective

seeks a cause and effect relationship between maternal variables and/or

infant variables and mother-infant attachment behaviors. The repertoire

of interactive behaviors identified as representative of maternal-infant

attachment (e.g. eye to eye contact, en face, proximity seeking) has not

accounted for individual or cultural variability in maternal, infant, or

dyadic behavioral styles or change over time. None of the behavioral

criteria alone or together adequately explain what motivates or guides

the development of maternal-infant attachment.

Past study of mother-infant interaction endeavored to follow the

methods of empiricism or natural science by rendering the mother-infant

dyad into an objectified, decontextualized phenomenon for study,

reducing its dynamic complexity into small units of behavior. The

majority of studies took place in settings and situations that did not

contain environmental features such as materials or sounds natural to

the mother or her infant. It seems timely to question if the purely

empirical, behavioral approach of the natural sciences has been

appropriate for the study of a human phenomenon such as mother-infant

interaction – a highly contextual, unstable, and relational variable.

Another issue is the focus on attachment as an outcome variable

rather than as a process. The developing body of knowledge describing

mother-infant interaction as a complex, transactional variable involving

cue sensitivity, reciprocity, and synchrony includes descriptive



accounts of interactions. This transactional perspective contains the

potential for understanding the development of a synchronous maternal

infant relationship beyond the behavioral outcome level. Cue

sensitivity between mother and infant, that is, appropriate reciprocity

and synchrony in responding to needs expressed in behavior, has recently

been shown to have high predictive validity for later attachment (Price,

1983).

Those who work with mothers in the formative phases of the

mother-child relationship need knowledge to assist them in understanding

the range of styles possible in healthy mother-infant interaction. In

the reality of practice, neither mothers nor practitioners who work with

them will find the particular mother-infant behaviors they encounter

well-explained by rules or prescriptions of cause and effect. What is

1acking is a contextually-based understanding of how a mother and her

specific infant acquire and develop the cue sensitivity necessary for

interactional synchrony and eventual attachment. This study utilized

both the philosophy and methodology of phenomenology to search for

cultural meanings which guide the development of cue sensitivity between

mother and infant.

Background of the Study

The development and maintenance of a relationship between a woman

and her infant is a lived physical and emotional experience for both.

Little emphasis has been placed on the practices, bodily experiences,

thoughts, feelings, perceptions, and beliefs which influence this

relationship.



The mother-infant relationship develops within a context composed

of the culture, the family, significant life experiences of the mother,

father and offspring, the maternal history of pregnancy-related

experiences, and the dyadic-specific characteristics in interaction with

the environment. Mothering an infant occurs in a meaningful context

consisting of values, rituals, intentions, skills, feelings, and

expectations. It is assumed that a range of common meanings are

embedded in the practices of childrearing within the same language and

skills of a cultural group.

A special dimension of the context of mothers and infants is a

lived body experience in which both participants share aspects of each

other's physical body during both the prebirth and early postbirth

period. There is physical attachment during pregnancy and during

holding and breast-feeding after birth. The mother and her infant thus

share a bodily history which is unique to their dyad.

At the turn of the century in Europe, a group of philosophers

emerged who empathized with the need for rigor in scientific method but

questioned the ability of humans to stand detached and explain observed

human behavior objectively. In translated works of these European

philosophers, such as Dilthey (1976), Heidegger (1927/1962, 1962/1977),

Merleau-Ponty (1934/1962, 1942/1963, 1947/1964), the more current work

of Dreyfus (1979, 1980, in press), Taylor (1979, 1982), and other

interpretive philosophers, are claims that human beings are

fundamentally different from physical objects in that objective,

decontextualized explanations of human behavior always fall short of

full understanding. Cultural practices or the shared meanings within

which humans become humans form a contextual background against which
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all human behavior takes place. Humans are never free of this

background of meaning and thus cannot be completely objective or

objectified. Mother-infant interaction is therefore not enacted with

radical freedom but within the boundaries of shared cultural meanings.

That is, the mother is not free to choose all the meanings and practices

associated with mothering de novo. Having been raised within a

particular culture and language, she comes to the experience with a host

of unexamined or taken-for-granted meanings and practices that define

what it means to be a mother of an infant in that culture. Humans,

unlike physical elements, are self-defining and self-interpreting, and

thus understanding can only be derived from interpretations of

interpretations (Rabinow & Sullivan, 1979; Taylor, 1979). The basic

postulate of the interpretive approach is that

a web of meaning constitutes human existence to such an extent
that it cannot ever be meaningfully reduced to constitutively
prior speech acts, dyadic relations, or any predefined
elements. Intentionality and empathy are rather seen as
dependent on the prior existence of the shared world of
meaning within which the subjects of human discourse
constitute themselves. (Rabinow & Sullivan, 1979, p. 5)

From this perspective, cue sensitivity between a mother and her

infant can be assumed to be culturally specific. A mother's practices,

grounded in her interpretation of folklore, mores, and traditions,

contain skills she has developed while growing up within a cultural

milieu. The infant, responding to mothering practices, develops a

repertoire of culturally appropriate behaviors. The individuality of

mother and infant, reflected in the style of their interaction, will be

based in salient meanings which discriminate their culture from another.

For example, this investigator witnessed Nigerian mothers quickly move

infants, seemingly asleep against their mother's backs, into a squatting





position near the ground or to the breast. Within one week after

delivery, they were expected to sense the arousal of their infants and

know the need for nursing, elimination, or both. A mother with a wet

back or a crying infant was ridiculed by her peers. A female toddler

was seen playing with a stick, trying to get it to stay in place on her

back while four-year-olds were successfully carrying their youngest

sibling. Another example is shown in a study of Japanese and American

mothers and infants in which, by three to four months of age,

differences in the infant's behaviors could be seen to have been

produced by culturally specific patterns of maternal responses and

expectations (Caudhill & Weinstein, 1969).

There is substantial evidence that the human neonate is not

inexperienced at birth and exerts a powerful influence on the

maternal-infant exchange in social interaction (Brazelton, 1977;

chamberlain, 1983). The third trimester fetus is known to be able to

process varied sensations and respond with control (Als, Lester, &

Brazelton, 1979). Parents describe interaction with their fetus during

the eighth and ninth months of pregnancy (Stainton, 1985). The nature

of the link, if any, between the prebirth lived mother-infant history

with the early postbirth period is unknown. Merleau-Ponty's (1934/1962,

1942/1963) argument that lived body experiences result in embodied

intelligence that guides perception and human behavior may be

illuminating. The shared body history of the mother and her infant has

been typically ignored in studies of pregnancy and attachment. There is

also a paucity of descriptive accounts of mother-infant prebirth

interaction and how this may influence 1) human maternal-infant

interactive behavior, 2) interactional synchrony, and/or 3) the process

of attachment.



Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to determine how cultural meanings

make it possible for mothers and their infants to establish a sense of

interconnectedness and a mutually satisfying rapport. In doing so, it

was hoped further understanding of the origins of maternal-infant

attachment would be made available.

Statement of the Problem

The problem was to uncover the meanings which guide the practices of

a sample of American mothers from the eighth month of pregnancy to

eight weeks postpartum. This is a period in which the development of

cue sensitivity between a mother and her infant reflect lived bodily

experiences and an interpretation of the cultural meanings which guide

maternal practices.

The line of inquiry was to determine how meaning is created,

sustained, and changed for the mother by social interaction with her

infant. The following questions guided the study:

1. Are there common meanings reflected in the lived prebirth and

postbirth experiences between mothers and their infants?

2. If so, how do these cultural meanings guide the development of

cue sensitivity between mother and infant?



Significance of the Study

This study has potential significance in three areas .

Understanding how mothers acquire the practices of mothering against a

background of implicit cultural meanings and shared bodily history with

the infant has relevance for the extension and expansion of attachment

theory. Secondly, understanding the culturally embedded aspects of

mother-infant interaction will facilitate further intracultural studies

followed by cross-cultural comparisons. Thirdly, nursing, as well as

other human sciences which claim a holistic perspective, can benefit

from research that examines human behavior within the social context

which distinguishes it as human.

Reproduction in the Western world takes place within a continuously

changing context. Increasing numbers of reproductive options are

available both before and after conception (Andrews, 1984; Gold, 1985).

Scientific advances make it possible to control and plan pregnancies and

later diagnose and treat the fetus in utero if necessary (Harrison,

Golbus, & Filly, 1981; Powledge, 1983). While common meanings,

culturally based, are held by groups of people in similar situations

(Heidegger, 1927/1962), the evidence suggests that pregnancy in the

Western world is surrounded by such rapidly developing technology that

health care workers cannot assume common meanings are held regarding the

status of the fetus or about the appropriateness of technological

interventions (Fletcher, 1981; Grobstein, 1982). It is therefore

important to know the meaning of the infant, born and unborn, to each

pregnant woman and her family so that support can be given on an

individualized rather than a generalized basis.



This study aims for understanding of the implicit cultural meanings

that make a synchronous maternal-infant relationship possible.

Understanding how culturally specific meanings guide maternal-infant

interaction over time should foster increased cultural sensitivity in

providing health care which is both effective and appropriate.
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CHAPTER 2

ORIGINS AND PROCESSES OF

MATERNAL-INFANT ATTACHMENT:
LITERATURE REVIEW

Study of the psychodynamics of the maternal-infant relationship has

followed, almost exclusively, the tradition of scientific empiricism.

In this epistemological orientation the elements or components of a

complex human social interaction are pulled out of the context for

objective examination. The existing body of knowledge is vast and

diverse, characterized by numerous conceptualizations, designs, sampling

techniques and temporal dimensions. The resulting delineation of the

elements inherent in cue sensitivity, with reciprocity and synchrony in

the interaction between a mother and her infant, provides a valuable

foundation upon which to mount further study of attachment at a

different level of inquiry.

This chapter reviews only that research literature pertinent to the

development of a maternal-infant relationship during the last trimester

of the prenatal period and the first eight weeks postpartum. A

phenomenological perspective will be introduced and cultural variations

presented. The chapter is divided into three major sections: 1) the

infant's pre- and postbirth orientation to interaction and attachment 2)

maternal pre- and postbirth orientation to interaction and attachment,

and 3) cue sensitivity as a prelude to attachment.
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Section 1

The Infant's Pre- and Postbirth Orientation
to Interaction and Attachment

Examination of the human infant in both the intrauterine and

extrauterine environments has challenged the previously held belief that

the human newborn is a tabula rasa at birth and that psychosocial

development is an extrauterine phenomenon. This section reviews the

research that contributes to an appreciation of the newborn infant's

capacity to interact with caregivers as an active participant. Selected

studies reveal a developmental continuum that begins in the early

prenatal period.

Few linkages have been made between fetal behavior in utero and

neonatal behavior. Recent contributions from clinical psychiatrists,

psychologists, and thanatologists suggest the fetus not only perceives

sensations from the external environment but has life-long effects from

the intrauterine experiences (Chamberlain, 1983; Schwartz, 1980; Werney

& Kelly, 1981). While regarded with skepticism by those with a view of

science requiring empirical evidence, this movement has helped to draw

attention to the of ten underestimated capabilities of the fetus and

newborn. The same skepticism surrounds those who try to demonstrate

influences from maternal emotions on the developing fetus (Mayer, 1967;

Montagu, 1962; Sontag, 1941, 1944).

By contrast, physiological interrelationships between mother and

fetus are well accepted (Adair, 1932; Liley, 1972). More than 100 years

of research presents strong evidence that from six months gestation

onward, the human infant is capable of selectively responding to the
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environment. The phenomenological philosophies of Merleau-Ponty and

Heidegger provide the possibility of linking the prebirth and postbirth

experiences into a holistic perspective.

Fetal Activity

According to Hooker (1952), the earliest observations of the living

human fetus were made in Germany by Erbkam in 1837. Hooker's own

experiments on the human fetus began in 1932 and spanned three decades.

Using motion picture recording, Hooker and his colleagues determined the

first reflexive movement to occur at seven and a half weeks gestation.

These studies, known as the "Pittsburgh studies" detailed the change and

expansion in the pattern of human fetal response as sensory and muscle

development occurred throughout the gestation period. By 13 1/2 weeks,

all areas of the body appeared sensitive with the exception of the top

and base of the head. Other discoveries included an increased

stimulation threshold, with increasingly larger periods of inactivity at

16 weeks, grasping by 18 1/2 weeks, and strong sucking by 29 weeks.

Hooker's findings from experiments on fetuses outside of the

uterine environment have been supported by contemporary studies using

real-time ultrasonic scanning devices which allow voyeuristic

observation of the fetus in the natural habitat (Van Dongen & Goudie,

1980), with no known effect on either fetal movement or heart rate

(Hertz, Timor–Tritsch, Dierker, Chik, & Rosen, 1979). Nicoll (1983)

reported a significant correlation between last trimester fetal movement

and infant movement in the first 24–48 hours postbirth.

Recent work by Italian scientists using ultrasound with a large

sample of unborn infants in their natural habitat adds fascinating
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propositions to the study of maternal-fetal interaction. Ianniruberto

and Tajani (1981) observed various postures and movements in normal and

abnormal pregnancies including lying with hands behind the head,

climbing over fibrous growths, retraction of a limb when touched by

amniocentesis needle, pedalling motions to change position, and even a

boxing match between twins ! Hyperactive fetal movements occurred when

the mother was under acute emotional stress. Further study with the

sample of 10,000 fetuses indicated the fetus to be the initiator of

labor by movements against the uterine wall when ready to be born, as

well as a collaborator in the mechanism of labor (Comparetti, 1981).

Awareness

Purpura (1975a, 1975b) established that between 28 and 32 weeks

gestation, the dendrites and dendritic spines of the cerebral cortex

form the connections necessary for consciousness and self-awareness.

These structures integrate the synaptic inputs which come to the brain

from various parts of the body. Waughn (1975) used EEG measurements to

demonstrate that primary and secondary cortical regions are able to

respond to peripheral stimulation of vision, touch and hearing senses by

32 weeks gestation.

Knowledge about how various stimuli are transmitted into meaningful

messages via some interconnectedness between the brain structures and

their function is still in its own stage of embryonic development. The

establishment of an exact time of the onset of awareness is made

difficult by the complexity of the brain and the yet undetermined

methodology required to separate one part of the brain from another to

determine its specific function.
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Support for the work of Purpura and Vaughn related to fetal

consciousness comes from the observations of pregnant women themselves.

For example, one multipara, in an interview volunteered that she does

not try to interact with the fetus until after the sixth month as "they

really aren't too aware until then, but after that time they seem to be

increasingly aware of what is going on" (Stainton, 1983). Merleau-Ponty

(1934/1962) would claim that this mother had formed a perception of her

unborn, not only from felt movement, but from her past and current

experience in sensing a developing human being within her body and from

a background of meanings about being human. This implies that the

unborn baby is behaving in ways which are recognizable to her from that

background. The puzzle remains as to how the unborn infant acquires

behavior which is species specific and therefore meaningful to the

mother. Merleau-Ponty (1942/1963) refers to an inborn complex. The

human organism has built-in structures for perceiving patterns and

anticipating or being receptive to certain kinds of sensory experiences

that present configurations or patterns recognized as human (pp. 81-84).

This inborn complex guides recognition, response, and commitment.

Behavioral States

As the infant's central nervous system matures, movement becomes

patterned into rhythmic cycles of active and quiet periods. These

patterns have been studied extensively in the newborn and defined as

"behavioral states" (Barnard, Blackburn, Kang, & Spietz, 1978;

Brazelton, 1961, 1973, 1982; Brown, 1964; Parmelee & Stern, 1972;

Precht 1 & Beintema, 1964; Wolff, 1959). Studies of fetal movement all

point to a change from continuous to periodic movement beginning at
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approximately 12 weeks. A gradual slowing down occurs and a sequential

patterning of active and inactive periods is evident by 28 weeks

(Dierker, Pillay, Sorokin, & Rosen, 1982; Sadovsky & Polishuk, 1977;

Timor–Tritsch, Dierker, Hertz, Deagan, & Rosen, 1978; Timor–Tritsch,

Zador, Hertz, & Rosen, 1976). Active and quiet periods are longer with

fewer cycle changes in 38 to 40 week fetuses when compared to those of

28–30 weeks (Dierker et al., 1982). The newborn continues the patterns,

with periods of being awake and alert lengthening with increasing age

(Parmelee & Stern, 1972).

The state of the infant is analogous to the state of alertness.

Wolff's (1959) classic observations of four infants provided a beginning

description of the intricate balance the newborn is able to maintain in

an environment of multiple sensations. Later work of Prechtl (1972)

demonstrated a variation in the behavior responses of the human infant

with changes in the state of wakefulness or sleep. Currently, six

states of the neonate are generally accepted: 1) deep sleep, 2) light

sleep, 3) drowsy, 4) quiet alert, 5) active alert, and 6) crying. Each

state is characterized by a cluster of behaviors including body

activity, eye movements, breathing pattern, and level of response to

internal and external sensations.

Categorization of heart rate and movements of third trimester

fetuses delineated three fetal behavioral states: active, quiet and

transitional (Timor–Tritsch et al., 1978). In two separate studies,

maternal reports also discriminated three fetal states by continuous

sensing over time (Brazelton, 1982; Stainton, 1983). In a longitudinal

study of 14 fetuses (32–40 weeks gestation), Nijhuis, Prechtl, Martin,

and Bots 1982) found evidence of wakefulness in the human fetus but
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concluded that variations in the variables chosen to represent state

occurred by chance.

When patterns of fetal activity in the third trimester are studied

within the framework of neonatal behavioral states, inferences can be

drawn that fetal and neonatal life are part of a developmental continuum

during which the neuromuscular system gradually becomes an organized

system of responses and behaviors. Behavioral state is therefore an

important consideration in studying fetal and newborn responses to the

environment as the degree of alertness may moderate the infant's

perception and related behavior.

The identification of different states of consciousness in the

neonate was a turning point in infant research. The neonate, previously

considered to be neurologically chaotic, disorganized and unable to

interact with his environment or caregiver, was understood to have

patterns of responses suited to his adaptive and social needs and to

possess a unique individuality – an important consideration when

studying adult-infant relationships and congruent with Merleau-Ponty's

notion of an inborn complex.

Sensory Capacities

Touch. Most pregnant women can verify that the fetus touches the

uterine wall during pregnancy. However, in doing so, the fetus

experiences touch. Visualizations of the fetus with ultrasound show the

fetus touching himself and the umbilical cord as well as the uterine

wall (Van Dongen & Goudie, 1980). The fetus has been observed exploring

its own body as early as 17 weeks gestation (Ianniruberto & Tajani,

1981). This touching has the capacity to bring the fetus into bodily
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self awareness through differences in tactile sensations and awareness

of physical attachment to his mother through this intrauterine contact

with her body and her body sounds. The concept of shared space is part

of the maternal-fetal relationship which, according to maternal reports,

must at times be negotiated (Stainton, 1985).

By 13 1/2 weeks gestation, the fetus moves in response to touch

suggesting that tactile experiences begin to become meaningful. The

evidence suggests the fetus has the ability to discriminate pleasure and

pain perhaps as early as the first trimester (Hooker, 1952; Humphrey,

1964). According to Weiss (1979), "development of perceptions and

conceptions which provide each individual with meaning can depend on the

initial tactile stimulations to which one is exposed" (p. 77). Touch

derives its meaning from the "qualitative nature of the touching which

occurs between two individuals" (p. 76). Fetal response to touch

through the uterine wall has not been studied with ultrasonic

observation but parental reports of its effect are consistent. Pregnant

women are commonly seen to be touching their abdomen and describe

success in assisting their unborn infant to "calm down," or "settle when

upset" (Stainton, 1985). Perspective fathers too have reported being

able to "calm" a restless fetus by patting or rubbing the maternal

abdomen (Stainton, 1983).

Other current examples of fetal behavior validate the notion that

the fetus perceives sensations before birth. Fetal surgery requires

anesthesia of the fetus (Harrison, Golbus, & Filly, 1981). A fetoscope

placed on the maternal abdomen with pressure will usually result in

fetal movement away from the site; the insertion of an amniocentesis

needle near or touching the fetus will also provoke moving away movement
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(Liley, 1972); a catheter used to offset the effects of urinary at resia

needed a specially designed insertion end which would cause discomfort

to the fetus if pulled to ensure its tenure during the remaining weeks

of gestation (Manning, 1982).

The importance of intrauterine tactile experiences can only be

hypothesized. Two sensory cutaneous systems would seem to be operant:

the protective system designed as a warning of potential harm and the

higher level, discriminative system which develops meaning from the

sensations received (Weiss, 1979, p. 78). The newborn's responses to

touch suggest this sensory system is well prepared to receive and

process tactile messages. Sensory pathways for kinesthetic and tactile

activities are the first to complete myelinization in the infant (Kolb,

1959; Purpura, 1975b). These studies treat touch as a representative

term, explained by having the ability to receive it as a stimulus. In

the practical human world, touch is relational and is perceived within

the contextual field in which it is both created and experienced.

Hearing. The fetus 11ves in an environment bombarded with sound.

Pulsations of maternal blood flow and noise emanating from the maternal

digestive tract has been measured to be as high as 85 decibels

(Henshall, 1972; Walker, Grimwade, & Wood, 1971). The auditory

components of the eighth cranial nerve are the most developed of the

sensory system at term (Tomatis, 1983). The embryonic structure of the

fetal inner ear is nearly adult size (Liley, 1972). The fetus is able

to hear both internal and external sounds by the 5th month of

pregnancy. External noise in the maternal environment is transmitted

through the abdominal/uterine wall in such a way that the intrauterine

sounds are in the same frequency range as adults (Als, Lester, &
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Brazelton, 1979; Clements, 1977; Liley, 1972; Sontag, 1941; Tomatis,

1983).

Within this noisy environment the fetus discriminates sounds.

Clements (1977) found four to five month old fetuses kicked and moved

violently when the music of Beethoven, Brahms and rock groups was played

and quieted with Vivaldi and Mozart. Fetal response to noxious sound is

well known to pregnant women and has been documented. Loud noises such

as raised human voices, bombing, and rock music all increase fetal

activity, (Sontag, 1941, 1944; Stainton, 1983). Bernard and Sontag

(1947) and Grimwade, Walker, Bartlett, Gordon, and Wood (1971) reported

that increased fetal heart rate and fetal body movement occurred when

tonal stimuli were produced near the abdominal wall of pregnant women in

the last trimester of pregnancy. The latter study demonstrated that

hearing was affected by the level of awareness of sensations.

Hearing depends on structural components which have been determined

to be laid down in early prenatal life (Hooker, 1952; Liley, 1972).

Listening requires the ability to perceptually sort out multiple sounds

and process them (Eisenberg, 1979). Eisenberg (1965, 1969, 1979)

conducted numerous studies of the newborn's capacity to selectively

respond to environmental sounds as an adaptive function oriented toward

the development of social responsiveness.

The newborn shows acute sensitivity to the human voice in

experimental tests. Simner (1971) observed the responses of quiet,

alert newborns to computer-simulated cries and the cries of human

newborns. More restlessness and crying occurred in response to the

genuine cry. Newborns less than 35 hours old typically began to cry
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when submitted to the cry of other newborns but quieted at the sound of

their own cry. Martin (1981) successfully replicated these findings.

These studies showing the innate but species specific behavioral

responses of the human infant to cry sounds point out the possibilities

in Merleau-Ponty's (1947/1964) phenomenological view of perception:

In the conditions of life – if not in the 1aboratory — the
organism is less sensitive to certain isolated physical and
chemical agents than to the constellation which they form and
to the whole situation which they define. Behaviors reveal a
sort of prospective activity in the organism, as if it were
oriented toward the meaning of certain elementary situations,
as if it entertained familiar relations with them, as if there
were an "a priori of the organism," privileged conducts and
laws of internal equilibrium which predisposed the organism to
certain relations with its milieu. As this level there is no

question yet of a real self-awareness or of intentional
activity. Moreover, the organism's prospective capability is
exercised only within defined limits and depends on precise,
local conditions. (p. 4)

From this phenomenological perspective the human infant's

differentiation and preferential selection of human sound is congruent

with being a human. The infant shows the capability of recognizing

human patterns. Newborns, one minute of age, turned correctly, and

looked toward sound presented on either side. They were especially good

at detecting sound directly in front of them, particularly the direction

of the mother's voice in the en face position (Wertheimer, 1961).

Single sounds are preferred (Clifton, Morrongiello, Kulig, & Dowd, 1981)

with the mother's voice being most preferred (Brazelton, 1977). Cry

imprints of newborns show marked similarities to the mother's speech

patterns (Bosma, Truby, & Lind, 1965; Truby & Lind, 1965) as do those of

prematures (Truby, 1975) suggesting the fetus may receive and store

speech features from the mother through hearing and listening while in

utero. Condon and Sander (1974) found newborns coordinated their

movements to the sounds of adult speech patterns in "interactional
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synchrony," indicating the infant's responsiveness to voice speed,

inflection, and tone. The higher pitched voice used by women when

talking to a baby can raise the infant state to a more alert level

(Brazelton, 1982).

These studies point to a selective listening to the maternal voice

sounds and rhythms during intrauterine life which prepare the newborn

for recognition and interaction with his primary caregiver — his mother.

Spelt's (1948) study of fetal response to noise-vibration stimuli

motivated an examination of the question of intrauterine conditioning.

However, the repeated demonstrations of preference for the human voice

and the sounds of a maternal heartbeat (Salk, 1961, 1973) also presents

a strong argument for intrauterine learning. Merleau-Ponty (1947/1964)

and Heidegger (1927/1962) add the third possibility of innate potential

for perception in the organism at another level in which specific

orientation is present without self-awareness or conscious intention.

Taste. Human infants have repeatedly demonstrated a preference

for sweet fluids over sour or bitter ones (Castrini, 1913; Crook, 1978;

Nowlis, & Kessen, 1976; Kobre & Lipsett, 1972; Kussmal, 1859; Pratt,

Nelson, & Sun, 1930; Preyer, 1882). Injecting foul tasting Lipiodal

into the uterus, a solution causing neonates to grimace and cry, will

stop fetal swallowing. Cold solutions reduce drinking rates and often

induce hiccoughs while saccharin produces a doubled rate of swallowing

in some fetuses and less swallowing in others (Liley, 1972). The fetus

has a larger number and more widely distributed taste buds than either a

child or an adult. Lipsett and colleagues (1977, 1979) conducted

several experiments of newborn response to fluids of various consistency

and taste placed on the tongue. When infants were given sweet fluids,
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they sucked for long periods with shorter rests than the normative

newborn sucking pattern of a burst of intense sucking followed by a rest

period. Photographs of premature, normal newborns, anencephalics,

mentally retarded, facially deformed, congenitally blind adolescents and

normal adults showed the same responses; sour fluids precipitated

puckering of the lips, bitter fluids caused retching and/or spitting and

sweet tastes resulted in relaxed expressions interpreted as enjoyment

and satisfaction (Steiner, 1973, 1977, 1979). These studies not only

demonstrate the response to various tastes but the strength of the taste

response and its independence from cortical levels of the nervous

system. They show a correspondence to Merleau-Ponty's (1937/1964,

1942/1963) thesis of the body's orientation to meaning that is familiar

without reflex response. Merleau-Ponty's (1942/1963) notion that

certain body activities originate and are directed by the body itself is

based on the proposition that the human organism is inherently an

intentional system oriented or set to behave in human ways. The fetus,

as described in observational studies, does behave as if humanness is

familiar.

Smell. Several studies tested newborn response to odors (Engen,

Lipsitt, & Kaye, 1963; Reiser, Yonas, & Wikner, 1976; Steiner, 1977,

1979). Reiser et al. and Steiner used photographic recordings of facial

expressions 1ater coded by a panel of judges to examine the response of

newborns to food odors, some of whom were only hours old and had not

experienced the odors since birth. The findings led to the belief that

newborn humans have a preference for smells deemed pleasant by adults in

the species and the ability to learn and remember. Again,

Merleau-Ponty's thesis of being oriented to species specific meanings
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with active perceptual capabilities to recognize humanness (1947/1964,

p. 4) challenges the stimulus-response notions of the theory as the only

perspective with which to view these phenomena.

Further power for Merleau-Ponty's plea to consider the background of

meaning against which perception is mounted comes from the well-known

Oxford studies of infant recognition of maternal odor (Macfarlane,

1975). By two to seven days of age, infants turned more often toward

their mother's used breast pad than an unused one when both were placed

above them. Within another few days, these infants turned

preferentially toward their own mother's used breast pad. Porter,

Cernock and Perry (1983) demonstrated mothers' ability to choose their

own infant's odor on used shirts within 42 hours postdelivery. Animal

studies have consistently argued that smell oriented the newborn and the

mother to each other (Rheingold, 1963).

Sight. For a long time, newborns were thought to be only slightly

light sensitive and unable to see. It is now known that light enters

the uterus, especially in late pregnancy when the tissues are thin and

that both rods and cones are present at birth (Dobson, 1976). Fetal

movement is elicited with the use of bright light shone on the uterus

(Grimwade et al., 1971). Als, Lester and Brazelton (1979) found the

last trimester fetus startled when bright light was shone on the

maternal abdomen near the head and turned actively but smoothly towards

a soft light. Their findings were based on maternal reports confirmed

with ultrasound. Fetal electroencephalography via scalp electrodes

after rupture of the membranes demonstrates brain wave changes in

response to sound, touch, and visual stimuli (Rosen & Satran, 1965).
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Vision in utero is difficult to study. Most of the effort is in

the neonatal period aided by equipment designed for measuring visual

responses. The increased survival rate of preterm infants makes the

study of visual and other abilities in early life possible. Studies on

preterm newborns indicate eye movement is absent until after 28

postmenstrual weeks at which time continuous movements occur at a rate

of one to four/min. (Parmelee & Stern, 1972). By 32 weeks, eye movement

is clustered into epochs of movement (94/20 sec.) decreasing in amount

by 40 weeks.

Accurate assessment of newborn visual capabilities is not yet

available. Findings vary regarding the flexibility of the newborn's

lens to accommodate stimuli at various distances. Dayton and associates

(1964a) used electronically recorded eye movements of one day old

infants presented with a series of stripes decreasing in width. The

infants were moved through a 180 degree arc 14 inches from the eyes.

Nystagmus and fixation occurred at a level indicating visual acuity

similar to that of adults given the same test. In a similar study using

five black dots, Dayton et al. (1964b) found coordinated movement of

both eyes was present in these one day old infants as they purposefully

pursued the moving dots. Fantz (1963, 1964, 1965, 1967) found newborns

preferred patterned, colored and curved stimuli by measuring the length

of time a visual target was reflected in the cornea of infants 10 hours

to five days old. Huntington (1975) and Cohen (1979) have also

demonstrated preferential selection of colored stimuli and faces by

newborns presented with several visual targets. Huntington found two

week old newborn's scanned a series of faces and colored forms, then

fixated on a picture of their own mother's face.
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These studies of newborn visual ability identified a visual range

of 10–14 inches as the norm. The intrauterine flexion of the fetal body

suggests that a term fetus of 21 inches long would have a visual range

to his feet of approximately 10–14 inches. Postbirth, this range is of

considerable importance in the achievement of eye contact with the

mother. The distance between the newborn and maternal face in a

nursing stance at the breast is within this range. Eye contact is known

to be a critical component of the interaction between mothers and their

newborns (Robson, 1967; Robson & Moss, 1970).

In summary, the sensory capacity of the human newborn is

considerable. The neonate shows preferential recognition of human

voices, soft lights, soft sounds, sweet tastes, and perhaps patting and

rubbing. The human infant's body is indirectly oriented to recognizing

sensations which are meaningful in human interaction (Merleau-Ponty,

1934/1962). The infant's body would seem to contain what Merleau-Ponty

described as an intelligence of its own, which guides the organism's

response to that which is significant in the perceptual field. He

argued: "The body is the vehicle of being in the world, and, having a

body is, for a living creature, to be intervolved in a definite

environment, to identify oneself with certain projects and be

continually committed to them" (p. 82).

Uniqueness and Individuality

Habituation. The neonate is able to control the type and amount

of incoming sensation from the environment with the ability to

habituate. Habituation is a psychological and physiological phenomenon

based on the reflex arc theory whereby the response to excessive or
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repetitive stimuli is decreased and overload avoided (Brazelton, 1977;

Bridger, 1975; Ornstein, 1972). Overload may result in crying or

sleepiness. The ability to habituate enables the neonate to select

sensory data from the perceptual field which have meaning, such as the

mother's face or other salient features of the social world. The

importance of meaning to perception is striking when it is noted that

the infant does not habituate to the maternal face or voice which are

within the perceptual range frequently.

From the empirical stance, habituation can also be explained as an

early form of social learning (Stone, Smith, & Murphy, 1973). The

neonate quickly learns the constant sounds in a newborn nursery and in

the home environment and is able to sleep in their midst. The selective

responses of the neonate indicate cerebral organization capable of

remembering and choice-making. The ability to habituate is dependent on

state, hunger, fatigue and temperament as are consolability, cuddliness

and irritability. To Merleau-Ponty (1942/1963), habituation would be an

example of two interconnected processes, one of which is addressed in

the reflex arc theory. Various sensory experiences are considered a

"field of forces which express concurrently the intraorganic state and

the influence of external agents" (p. 46). Habituation would be the

balancing of the two inputs according to "certain modes of preferred

distribution and to obtain movements from the mobile parts of the body

which are proper to this effect" (p. 46). According to Merleau-Ponty,

this balancing "ensures a flexible regulation which is needed in order

to account for effective behavior" (p. 46).

Consolability. Korner (1971) reported several studies conducted

over several years which describe variations in the ability of newborns
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to console themselves or to be consoled. In the crying state, most

neonates initiate one of several ways to reduce their distress and move

to a lower state. Hand-to-mouth movements are common with or without

sucking, as well as alerting to voices, noises or visual stimuli in the

environment.

Cuddliness. The degree to which a newborn molds into the contours

of the person holding them varies. Korner and Thoman (1970) tested the

effect of body contact and vestibular stimulation in both soothing

babies and creating alertness. The vestibular stimulation of being

picked up and moved had the greater effect. Schaeffer and Emerson

(1964) observed 38 mother-infant dyads through the first 18 months and

found classifications of newborns into cuddlers, non-cuddlers and an

intermediate group that continued throughout the study period.

Irritability. Some newborns cry longer and harder than others.

For some, the sensory threshold seems low and they are readily upset by

unusual noises, hunger, wetness or new experiences and respond

intensively. Others with a high sensory threshold require a great deal

more stimulation and variation to reach the active, alert state (Korner,

1971).

Temperament. Each newborn has a repertoire of behavioral

characteristics unique to the level of central nervous system maturity

and a predisposed capacity to handle the multitudinous stimuli in the

external world (Aleksandrowicz & Aleksandrowicz, 1975a, 1975b;

Brazelton, 1961; Brown, 1964; Escalona, 1962). Individual variations in

the primary reaction pattern of newborns are termed temperament (Meares,

Penman, Milgrom-Friedman, & Baker, 1982; Thomas, Chess, & Birch, 1970;

Thomas, Chess, Birch, & Robbins, 1961). The infant's style of
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behavioral response is guided by its temperament which affects sensory

threshold, ability to habituate, and response to maternal behaviors.

Nine categories of primary reactivity are used to evaluate

behavioral style (Chess, 1969): 1) activity level – the diurnal

proportion of diurnal active to inactive periods, 2) rhythmicity — the

regularity and predictability of bodily functions and sleep–wake cycle,

3) approach or withdrawal - the response to a new stimulus, 4)

adaptability – the speed and ease with which current behavior is

modified in response to environmental changes, 5) intensity of reaction

– the energy in a response regardless of its quality or direction, 6)

threshold of responsiveness – the intensity of stimuli required to

evoke a response, 7) quality of mood - the proportion of happy behavior

to unhappy behavior, 8) distractability – the efficacy of external

stimuli in changing the direction of on-going behavior and 9) attention

span and persistence - the length of time one activity is pursued and

the effect of distraction.

These descriptors, when grouped, define three major patterns of

behavioral style or temperament (Thomas et al., 1970). These are:

1) the easy child who demonstrates regularity in bodily functions,

readily adapts to change, has a predominantly positive mood, a moderate

sensory threshold and approaches new situations or objects with a

response of moderate intensity, 2) the slow to warm up child who has a

1ow activity level, withdraw on first exposure to new stimuli, are slow

to adapt, low in intensity of response and are somewhat negative in

mood, and 3) the difficult child who is irregular in bodily functions,

intense in reactions, generally negative in mood, resistant to change or

new stimuli and cry often, loudly and for long periods.
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Measurement of Individuality

These features of newborn individuality were developed into a

standardized test of the ability of the newborn to organize and

stabilize his or her behavior (Brazelton, 1973). The Neonatal Behavior

Assessment Scale (NBAS) is widely used by trained examiners. The test

does not account for the newborn's preferential selection of

environmental stimuli. Therefore, a continuing threat to the test's

validity is the need for sensitivity of the examiner to the infant

(Sameroff, 1978).

Correlation between newborn state behaviors and habituation

measured by Brazelton (1973), the behavioral responses outlined by Chess

(1969), and the temperament categories of two to three month old infants

remains unexamined. The 9-point temperament scale developed by Thomas,

Chess, and Birch (1970) has not been applied to neonatal and fetal

behaviors. Parental reports provide evidence that the beginnings of

behavioral style and temperament may be present in the fetus in the last

trimester of pregnancy (Stainton, 1985).

Summary

The social capabilities of the fetus and neonate are of particular

importance in examining the development of an emotional tie between

mother and child. The phenomenological perspective suggests an innate

knowing or orientation guides human behavior. This knowing is expressed

through the body, which is an active system of equivalences that moves

according to its nature (Heidegger, 1927/1962) or embodied intelligence

(Merleau-Ponty, 1934/1962, 1943/1963). The moving or behavior is an

expression of being-in-the-world (Merleau-Ponty, 1934/1962), that is,
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inhabiting time and space on a background of pre-existing meanings that

guides perceptions of sensory experiences and response. This notion of

the body is an active way of knowing rather than through muscles, bones

or mechanistic processing systems.

The behavior of the infant both during and following pregnancy is

perceived and interpreted by the mother. The meanings derived

influence her ability to respond appropriately and her capability to

form an attachment to the child.

Section 2

Maternal Prebirth Orientation to
Interaction and Attachment

A recurrent theme in the attachment literature is that special

bonds with significant persons occur throughout the lifespan and that

the ability to form such bonds is grounded in the early mother-child

relationship (Ainsworth, 1964, 1969; Bowlby, 1951, 1958, 1969, 1982;

Parkes & Stevenson-Hinde, 1982). Attachment is considered a cyclical

process in that attachments formed in childhood provide the foundation

or model for the development of attachments in adult life.

Merleau-Ponty would refer to this foundation as part of the "ground"

against which the "figure," determines what is salient (1934/1962). The

ability to establish and maintain meaningful relationships to others

has been identified as the foundation of physical and mental health,

(Bowlby, 1951, 1982, 1983; Dunn, 1961; Maslow, 1968).
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Little is known about the special thoughts and meanings fetal and

newborn behaviors evoke in the mother, father and other significant

attachment persons such as siblings and grandparents. Another handicap

in understanding attachment processes is the unidirectional notion of

attachment as being the emotional tie the child forms with the parent,

primarily the mother, with bonding being the mother's emotional

investment in her infant (Klaus & Kennell, 1982). For purposes of this

study, attachment is conceptualized as a process mutually undertaken by

the mother and her infant originating during pregnancy; bonding refers

to that phase of the process which occurs in the early postpartum

period. The term, mother, refers to the major caretaker during both the

pre- and postbirth periods.

Attachment and the Psychodynamics of Pregnancy

The incorporation of an infant into an existing attachment matrix

requires the development of a strong emotional commitment and personal

investment of all persons involved. Attachment becomes a major focus

during pregnancy. The relationships the pregnant woman has formed with

significant others and her mate appear to exert a strong influence on

her response to pregnancy and to motherhood (Arbeit, 1975; Ballou, 1978;

Bibring, Dwyer, Huntington, & Valenstein, 1961; Breen, 1975; Deutsch,

1945; Entwisle & Doering, 1981; Grossman, Eichler, & Winickoff, 1980;

Leifer, 1980; Mercer, Hackley, & Bostrom, 1982; Richardson, 1981; Rubin,

1970, 1975; Shereshefsky & Yarrow, 1973). Grossman et al. (1980)

stated, "conception is the beginning, not only of the growing fetus but

also of the family in a new form with an additional member and with

changed relationships" (p. 3). These studies describe the developmental
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tasks of pregnancy variously to include: the ability of a pregnant

woman to be concerned for the embodied infant as well as herself; to

reconcile tensions with her own mother; to feel positive towards herself

in developing the new role of mother and to prepare physically and

psychologically with her mate to incorporate another person into their

attachment system while maintaining their own relationship. The

accomplishment of these tasks is dependent on the extent to which the

social system is perceived as nurturing and supportive during pregnancy.

While a complete support system will include other persons such as

friends and relatives, a reconciled mother-daughter relationship and a

harmonious relationship with the mate form the basis for maternal

attachment to an infant.

The mother-daughter theme pervades the pregnancy literature. While

studied from various perspectives, it seems vital for the woman,

particularly in a first pregnancy, to view her own mother positively as

a role model in order to commit herself to the maternal role (Arbeit,

1975; Ballou, 1978; Caplan, 1959; Lederman, 1984; Mercer et al., 1982;

Rubin, 1967; Shereshefsky & Yarrow, 1973). The early attachment to her

mother is reshaped by the pregnant woman and her mother into a collegial

style relationship as they both prepare for the next generation.

The husband's role during pregnancy has had 11ttle attention until

recently. Ballou (1978) found the husband's role in pregnancy to be one

of nuturance and responding to his wife's feelings of vulnerability in

both her biological state and in her relationship with her own mother.

The husband's support during pregnancy is thought to be an indicator to

his wife of involvement in the pregnancy and his preparation for

attachment to their child (Caplan, 1959; Grossman et al., 1980; Leifer,
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1980; Lederman, 1984; Shereshefsky & Yarrow, 1973). The husband's style

in experiencing his mate's pregnancy ranges from being highly involved

to being a detached observer (May, 1980). The readiness for parenthood

also varies among men (May, 1982).

The multigravida has changes in her relationships with previous

children as part of the preparation for and incorporation of another

child into the family unit (Jenkins, 1976; Ulrich, 1982; Walz & Rich,

1983). Most specifically, preparation of the first-born for the birth

of a second child is an additional task of the secundigravida

(Richardson, 1983).

The psychodynamics of pregnancy have been mainly studied from the

perspective of the experience of the primigravida. Less is known about

the multigravida. A temporary intrapsychic state occurs during

pregnancy with increased awareness of inner psychological processes.

Pregnancy has been variously described as a period of disequilibrium

(Deutsch, 1945), a crisis (Bibring et al., 1961; Caplan, 1959; Pines,

1972), symbiosis (Benedek, 1949; Deutsch, 1945), or a turning point

(Bibring, 1959; Entwisle & Doering, 1981). Pregnancy can perhaps be

best interpreted as a time of maturational, developmental change as

transitions take place in self, body and ideal image in preparation for

a new level of caring and responsibility. The dynamic interaction

between intrapsychic and biological processes are functional and

adaptive in changing the self-concept to be ready to mother. Pregnancy

then is a time of integrating increased awareness of self while bodily

and psychosocial changes occur to facilitate a healthy environment for

the embodied infant. While these processes are primarily concerns about

self, a balancing force in preventing total egocentrism is the

increasingly felt and seen presence of another – the developing infant.
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Most studies of pregnant women point to anxiety as an over-riding

emotion throughout pregnancy. It has been thought to be a problematic

response. Leifer (1980) recently differentiated anxiety for the

well-being of the fetus from anxiety about self. She suggested anxiety

for the fetus was indicative of attachment to it. Anxiety about the

fetus included fear of loss, deformity, harm from sexual intercourse or

1ifestyle factors of mother or father. This is consistent with Bowlby's

thesis that attachments formed are the precursors to feeling of loss

(Bowlby, 1983). Entwisle and Doering (1981) also found worries related

to the child's prognosis occurred in pregnancy and the puerperium,

peaking at the sixth month of pregnancy and decreasing by term. By

contrast, Grossman et al. (1980) found the peak of anxiety at the eight

month. These findings may reflect more the differences in methodologies

and definition of anxiety than sample characteristics. It does appear

that anxiety in pregnancy is positively correlated to attachment to the

fetus if the content of that anxiety includes concern for the fetus and

later newborn.

Developing Awareness of the Embodied Infant

Attitudes toward the fetus and toward the pregnancy are not always

distinctly separated in studies of pregnancy with the former often

subsumed under the rubric of the latter (Entwisle & Doering, 1981; Grimm

& Venet, 1966; Grossman et al., 1980; Shereshefsky & Yarrow, 1973;

Zemlick & Watson, 1953). Caplan (1959) did differentiate the attitude

toward the fetus as much more of a determinant of the mother-child

relationship than a woman's attitude toward her pregnancy. Bibring et

al. (1961), however, continued the theme of symbiosis between mother and
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her fetus established by the early psychoanalytic tradition (Benedek,

1959; Deutsch, 1945). From this perspective, the mother's narcissistic

1ove for herself had her perceive the fetus as part of her body, a

parasite, whom she regarded with increasing love as the pregnancy

progressed. The love was mainly accumulated for a fantasized

child-to-be. This process is similar to the eastern philosophy that the

fetus, while alive during pregnancy, does not receive human rights until

born (Yamamoro, 1981). Bibring et al. (1961) and later Rubin (1977) set

out a specific developmental task of Western women to be the formation

of a relationship to the embodied infant as a separate person. Leifer

(1977, 1980), as part of a longitudinal, exploratory study of 19

primigravidae, concluded the major psychological task of pregnancy was

forming an emotional attachment to the fetus and that the success of

this task was predictive of early maternal behavior and attitudes.

Leifer described the maternal-fetal relationship as an interactive one

but the variable, "attitude toward the fetus" is conceptualized as part

of the woman's response to her pregnancy and, as such, is not as

distinct as Caplan advocated.

Four phases in developing an awareness of the fetus as a sequential

process can be extrapolated from the studies of pregnancy. These four

phases that are purported to occur in concert with the developmental

tasks of pregnancy are: 1) incorporating the fetus into body and self

image, 2) differentiation of the fetus from self, 3) gaining a sense of

the child, and 4) attachment to the fetus.

During pregnancy, the infant's activity is most commonly felt by

the mother between 16-20 weeks, indicating a presence at quickening as a

1iving, growing entity within the mother's body. Entwisle and Doering
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(1981) found a positive relationship between a woman's attitude toward

fetal movements and the expressed enjoyment of pregnancy. A pregnant

woman acquires information about the baby from the felt movements,

perceptions of sensations, and the enlarging size of her body as it

encompasses the unborn child. An anterior position of the placenta is

reported to reduce perception of fetal movement (Neldham, 1982).

A feature distinguishing a human mother from an animal mother is

the intense centering on the unborn child during pregnancy, forming

opinions, attitudes and a mental image of the child within her (Benedek,

1959; Deutsch, 1945; Erikson, 1964; Leifer, 1980; Lumley, 1980a, 1982a,

1982b; Klaus & Kennell, 1982; Rheingold, 1963; Rubin, 1970, 1975). She

accepts on faith that the child will come into being and begins to

develop a relationship with the unborn infant who is unknown to her.

Young (1984) presented a rare philosophical and phenomenological

perspective on the subjective experience of pregnancy. She argued that

the embodied fetus created new meanings of body and self for the

pregnant woman. Rubin (1970) described the mother's prenatal idea of

her infant as a separate being in the indistinct terms available to the

mother – unknown sex, estimated size from mother's size, shape and

weight, the mother's own ideation, beliefs, appetite and interest

changes as well as the activity levels of the fetus.

The Maternal-Fetal Relationship

The formation of feelings about the unborn child shows variability

among pregnant women. While most pregnant women do not shift the focus

of concern from themselves to the fetus until after quickening, some

show warmth and affection toward the fetus in the first trimester.
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Miscarriage is experienced as a significant loss by most women

(Swanson-Kauffman, 1984). The maternal-fetal relationship has only

begun to be studied systematically (Carter-Jessop, 1981, 1983; Cranley,

1981a, 1981b; Fuller, 1984; Lumley, 1980a; 1980b; 1982a; 1982b; Rees,

1980a, 1980b). Lumley (1980a, 1980b) studied maternal-fetal bonding in

30 Australian primigravidae and found a relationship with the infant

began as early as the first trimester for 30% of the women. By the

third trimester, 92% of the sample had feelings for the fetus as a

separate person. Cranley (1981a, 1981b), in the process of developing a

tool to measure maternal-fetal attachment, collected data from 71

pregnant American woman, both primigravidae and multigravidae. She

found 78% of the sample engaged in the defined attachment behaviors with

their fetus by the third trimester. Lumley attributes the first

trimester ability to attach to their unborn infant to an

over-representation in her sample of women from 1arge families,

suggesting that nurturing experiences fostered early involvement with

the fetus. Cranley (1981b) also found the presence of a strong social

support system enhanced maternal-fetal attachment.

Arbeit (1975), in a descriptive study designed specifically to

explore the relationship between 30 primigravidae and their unborn

children, measured the extent to which women felt differentiated from

their fetus in the second or third trimester. Those who described

themselves as most similar to their own mothers were those who scored

highest and lowest on the differentiation scale. Those in mid-range of

differentiation in perception of the fetus were the most differentiated

from their parents, especially the mother. Her conclusions were that

the more mid-range group were most attuned to their own development and

change.
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Ballou (1978) set out to explore pregnancy as the gestation of a

person. She found a trimester-to-trimester development of a

relationship to the fetus with differentiation from self necessary

before the pregnant woman could attach to her unborn infant. This

exploratory study of 11 primigravidae from 10 weeks gestation to three

months postbirth described the process in object-relational terms as

developing a sense of the child in phases: as part of one self in the

first trimester; as a separate self in the second trimester; and a sense

of the child s a real person in the third trimester.

A field study revealed that some parents interact with their fetus

during the last trimester of pregnancy and perceive the fetus to respond

to tactile, verbal and other environmental stimuli in an individualized,

personalized manner (Stainton, 1983). Four levels of parental awareness

were delineated: 1) awareness of the fetus as an idea, 2) awareness of

fetal presence, 3) awareness of specific fetal behavior and 4) awareness

of fetal interactive ability. Interest in the baby after birth did not

follow a pattern from the prenatal level of awareness.

The husband's interest in the fetus has been associated with a

positive maternal attitude toward the child within her (Ballou, 1980;

Leifer, 1980). In a longitudinal, exploratory study of 120 couples

through their first pregnancy, a relationship (r-. 24) was found between

husband's attitudes toward fetal movements and those of their wives

(Entwisle & Doering, 1981) while lack of husband's support or interest

in the fetus has been shown to negatively affect maternal-fetal

attachment (Lumley, 1980a).

The relationship between the maternal-fetal relationship and

maternal-infant attachment is unclear. It has been postulated that
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there is a direct correlation between the feelings developed about the

fetus during pregnancy and the ability of the mother to relate to her

newborn (Als, 1975; Arbeit, 1975; Ballou, 1978; Bibring et al., 1961;

Cranley, 1981a, 1981b; Klaus & Kennell, 1982; Leifer, 1980; Lumley,

1982b; Robson & Moss, 1970; Rubin, 1975; Wiggins, 1983). The

development of a sense of attachment to the unborn child is embedded in

a kaleidoscope of situational variables, meanings and processes

emanating from the psychological, social and physiological context in

which pregnancy occurs.

The social context within which pregnancy occurs is constantly

changing. The availability of effective contraception has made the

planning of pregnancy possible. The decision to have a child is

therefore been brought to within a range of control. Technology for

prenatal assessment draws attention to fetal movement and to the actual

image of the fetus through ultrasonography. Intrauterine photography

has brought real life documentaries to the television screen. Fetal

movement counting and monitoring could increase awareness of fetal

presence and behavior. Kohn and associates (1980) found some pregnant

women felt more vulnerable after visualizing the fetus through

ultrasound while others felt closer and more attached to a real baby.

Grace (1984) found visualization of the fetus and knowledge of fetal

gender did not affect maternal attachment behaviors.

Little is known about the impact of rapidly developing technology

on the mother, the fetus, the newborn or the family. Amniocentesis,

sonography, embryonic implants, in vitro fertilization, prenatal genetic

diagnosis, fetal surgery, and surrogate motherhood create a

technological set of meanings that have an impact on the nature of the
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maternal-fetal/infant relationship. The woman's body is treated as an

object, an incubator for the embryo that is raw material at the early

end of production. Questions of ownership can transform meanings of

commitment and attachment and bring into view new puzzles about

incentive relationships and commitment (Klinger, 1975). More

information is needed about the meaning of these experiences to the

development of feelings and attitudes about the nascent infant.

Culture and Pregnancy

Culture groups vary in explanations about pregnancy and childbirth.

Culture provides the medium through which life experiences are

interpreted. The few sources available indicate that a pregnant woman's

perception of her fetus is deeply rooted in cultural mores. Mead and

Newton (1967) pointed out the variety in perceptions of the fetus and

the pregnant woman's responsibility in protecting it in differing

cultures. Women generally are held responsible for the outcome of

pregnancy for the fetus. Each culture has specific expectations for the

behavior of the pregnant woman and those around her to ensure the safe

outcome of pregnancy (Jordan, 1983; Kruger & Maetzoid, 1983; Saltz,

1982). Culture also influences the perceptions of birth experiences

(Mercer & Stainton, 1984). Glass (1983) found that maternal prebirth

attitudes influence the postpartum adaptation to the infant.

In the philosophy of oriental cultures, the fetus is considered

alive and assigned human characteristics while in the womb but does not

receive human rights until born (Yamamoro, 1981). Harris, Linn, Good,

and Hunter (1981) studied a number of perinatal variables

cross-culturally to conclude differences in cultural norms influenced
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differences in mother's responsed perceptions of fetal and newborn

activity. The most significant finding was the women's perceptions of

fetal activity, even when marital status was controlled. In early

pregnancy, the activity was perceived similarly but by 30–40 weeks, the

Black-American and White-Anglo American women reported an increase in

fetal activity and even more so in the newborn while the Cuban-Hispanics

(who had the most positive attitudes toward pregnancy) perceived the

activity level of their unborn and later newborn baby as unchanged from

12–20 weeks of pregnancy.

Summary

The existing paradigm for the analysis of maternal-fetal attachment as

precursor to maternal-newborn attachment integrates major figures in the

pregnant woman's social support system, her ability to form a

relationship with the fetus and maternal variables of anxiety,

self-identity, culture and fetal/infant behavior. The paradigm requires

refinement of the research definitions, instruments and analysis used.

There is a dearth of retesting of instruments and replication of

studies. Terms such as "anxiety' and 'the mother-daughter relationship'

are not used in a consistent manner nor adapted to the pregnancy

experience. Regardless of the limitations of the work to date, it does

appear that some degree of maternal awareness of the fetus occurs to a

variable extent and that maternal-infant attachment is formed against a

background of previously established attachments.
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Section 3

Maternal Postbirth Orientation to Attachment

This section reviews the major studies pertaining to mother-infant

interaction in the first eight weeks postpartum. It focuses on the

development of extrauterine cue sensitivity as it relates to synchrony,

rhythmicity and later attachment. The mother-infant relationship is

conceptualized from a transactional perspective as an appropriate and

powerful model for the investigation of the psychodynamics within the

mother-child dyad.

From a transactional perspective, "one searches neither for

determinant traits in the person, nor for inescapable forces in the

environment, but for the ways individuals and their particular

historical environments mutually influence one another" (Wrubel, Benner

& Lazarus, 1981, p. 64). Attachment, conceptualized as a transactional

variable, would be the " global summation of . . . the many and specific

encounters with the social environment" (p. 64). Another feature of the

transactional variable is that it "refers to the dynamic, constantly

changing relationship between a person and an environment" (Wrubel et

al., 1981, p. 65). Application of this framework to maternal-newborn

attachment makes it possible to assume that the development of cue

sensitivity between a mother and her newborn is a major theme in the

first eight weeks postpartum and is the prelude to attachment.

Attachment, becomes the interpretive term given to the new and special

relationship; this relationship is the adaptational response of the
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mother and infant within a changing environment in which each is a major

component of both the environment and the change.

Birth provides the first major change in environment for the

newborn. The mother too may be in unfamiliar surroundings. At their

first extrauterine meeting, new variables about each other become

available such as appearance and direct tactile contact. As well, both

partners are orientated to a human style of response to the environment.

Early Maternal Behavior

Studies of this early stage of extrauterine interaction delineated

phases in the development of a relationship. Rubin (1961), in the

seminal study of nascent maternal behavior, described American mothers'

identification of their children in which appearance was referenced to

familial traits. Personality characteristics associated with maleness

or femaleness were projected onto the infant, mimicry of her own

mother's behavior toward her occurred while identifying with the

infant's behavior, and a concern for the infant's intactness and

normalcy in both appearance and bodily functions was expressed.

Simultaneously, the mother was anxious in dealing with concern about her

competence as a mother. Repeated success in physical care and

comforting reduced the anxiety and promoted satisfaction. Subsequent

work accented these early findings. A sequential pattern of early

maternal touch was described in further clinical ethnographic work

(Rubin, 1963) and replicated (Cannon, 1977; Klaus & Kennell, 1970).

Descriptions similar to Rubin's were identified from observations

and interviews of non-American mothers during the early postpartum

(Gottlieb, 1978; Stainton, 1981). Gottlieb's observations of
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Canadians mothers included: 1) variability in desire for contact with

the infant, 2) a personal style of communication of each mother, and 3)

change in maternal and infant behaviors over time. Interpreting of

infant behavior was found to both increase and become "richer in detail"

by the fourth postpartum day (p. 41), a finding similar to that of

Robson and Moss (1970). Stainton charted similarities and differences

in maternal behavior in a maternity population through the first eight

weeks postpartum, using the Rubin (1961, 1963, 1967) framework.

Variability in individual progress through the Rubin (1977) phases of

identification and claiming were evident. Goverts and Patino (1983)

found Egyptian maternal smiling and en face behavior were culturally

dependent. Touching behaviors were similar to Rubin's (1963)

descriptions but contrasted to those of Klaus and Kennell (1970)

suggesting the hospital practices of swaddling infants influenced

maternal touch.

The Question of a Critical Period

The study of the neomaternal period is an inchoate science.

Conceptualization includes an array of constructs and propositions

borrowed from animal studies (Bowlby, 1969; Harlow, 1958; Klaus &

Kennell, 1976; Rheingold, 1963; Rosenblatt, 1977), those resulting from

the study of pathological relationships between older children and their

mothers (Bowlby, 1951; Robertson, 1953; Spitz, 1945) and clinical field

observations (Rubin, 1961, 1967, 1984). Concentrated study revealed

that the separation of newborns from their mothers after birth resulted

in diminished mothering ability, developmental delays or child abuse

(Barnett, Leiderman, Grobstein, & Klaus, 1970; Kempe & Helfer, 1972;
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Klaus & Kennell, 1970, 1976; Klaus, Kennell, Plumb, & Zuehlke, 1970;

Minde, Marton, Manning & Hines, 1980). Wahlberg's (1982) serendipitous

finding of more frequent colicky cry/pain in three month old Swedish

infants who were placed in incubator care right after birth warrants

further investigation of possible disruption of maternal-infant

rhythmicity if separation occurs.

Interest in the early post-birth period prevailed throughout the

1970's with a unrelenting focus on the importance of the first hours

after birth. An "imprinting-like" phenomenon (Lorenz, 1937), entitled

"bonding" was proposed and the mother-infant relationship was initiated

with instrumental and expressive behaviors already described. Bonding

was considered crucial to the quality of the resulting maternal-child

relationship (Klaus, Jerauld, Kreger, McAlpine, Steffa, & Kennell, 1972;

Klaus & Kennell, 1970). Various attempts to demonstrate this time as

critical to the later development of attachment produced variable

results when tested under similar conditions in several Western

countries (Curry, 1979a, 1979b; DeChateau & Wiberg, 1977a, 1977b;

Grossman, Thane & Grossman, 1981; Klaus et al., 1970; Klaus et al.,

1972; Kontos, 1978). Infant behavioral state or temperament were not

reported in any of the studies.

A dispute erupted between and within disciplines focused on the

"bonding" phenomenon and specifically the purported "critical period."

One group claimed the importance of keeping the mother and newborn

together whenever possible (DeChateau, 1976; Freud, 1983; Klaus &

Kennell, 1976). The others cited inadequacies in the animal model, the

research designs, and the samples' size and composition (Chess & Thomas,

1982; Hock, 1979; Lamb, 1982a, 1982b; Klaus & Kennell, 1983; Korsch,
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1983; Minde et al., 1980; Mitchell & Mills, 1983; Seigel, 1982; Svejda,

Campos, & Emde, 1980; Tulman, 1981). The latter group made a case for

the resilience of the human model and its uniqueness from the animal

world. Neither side situated the process into the whole context in

which it occurred. Consistently, a developing human emotion was

treated as an stable object which could be observed from an outside

vantage point. Also lacking was the "possibility of varied expressions

of the same theme . . . a multiplicity of perspectives" that

distinguishes human from animal behavior (Merleau-Ponty, 1942/1983),

despite the considerable variability in maternal behavior that has been

reported (Carek & Capelli, 1981; Jones, Green, & Krauss, 1980; Svejda,

Campos, & Emde, 1980; Trevathan, 1983).

Throughout the argument, bonding was viewed as an event in which

the mother has an upsurge of emotional response to her newborn that

fosters positive maternal behavior and the infant's attachment to her.

However, studies of the postpartum period reveal that mothers vary

considerably when they report feeling comfortable in the maternal role

and/or attached to their infant regardless of time of first contact

(Brazelton, 1982; Curry, 1979a, 1979b; Mercer, 1985; Mercer et al.,

1982; Robson & Moss, 1970; Rubin 1967; Stainton, 1981). Further neither

the role of the maternal body which has housed and known the infant as a

sensed experience, nor the baby's innate responsiveness in both the

intrauterine and extrauterine world are accounted for in any of the

studies. The orientation to salient human meanings which exists as

embodied intelligence according to Merleau-Ponty (1934/1962) is neither

claimed or refuted. The pervading force is cognitivism, a framework

that is ascendent in the Western social sciences.
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The First Eight Weeks

The goals of the early postbirth period are to "produce optimal

performance in the neonate" (Brazelton, 1982) and a sense of competence

in the maternal role for the mother (Chao, 1979; Ludington-Hoe, 1977;

Mercer et al., 1982; Rubin, 1967). The newborn is oriented to be

selectively sensitive to human cues in the environment, the human face,

the mother's voice and perhaps her body rhythms. The mother also has

had access to her infant's cues during pregnancy. The earliest

interactions seem to focus on attraction, with mutual gazing and

touching between mother and infant. Chao (1983) found both American and

Chinese mothers used orienting behaviors toward their infants. American

mothers used evaluating and delineating behaviors more frequently than

did Chinese mothers.

In the early postbirth period, the newborn's level of awareness is

often in the sleep state, and it is difficult for the newborn to

maintain the inactive, alert state (Brazelton, 1982; Field, 1978;

Parmelee & Stern, 1972). It requires work on the mother's part to

assist her infant to attain and maintain this state so that interaction

can occur. Infants vary in their ability to control and modulate their

states due to variations in their biological rhythms and mothers vary in

their ability to "tune in" to their infant's individual temperament and

response cycles.

Engaging Each Other

As a neonate changes state from sleep to awake, control and

modification of the change is brought about by self-regulatory behaviors

such as hand-to-mouth movements and perhaps sucking on a fist. As a
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more alert state unfolds, the newborn will become increasingly attentive

to sensory experiences in the environment. Selective attention will be

given to visual patterns and/or bright colors and to soft noises. When

the maternal voice and face enter the environment, alertness will

increase and preference will be given to these cues: Frame-by-frame

analysis of newborn expressions in response to the maternal-face show a

fixation on the mother's face, eye widening and softening of the face

(Brazelton, 1982; Brazelton, Koslowski, & Main, 1974; Condon, 1977).

The largeness of the infant's head and eyes and the fixation and

following of the mother's face, combined with a softening of the facial

features signals pleasure to the mother. She becomes involved with her

newborn's face, making eye-to-eye contact and maintaining an en face

position within the infant's visual field. Robson (1967) and Robson and

Moss (1970) found visual contact with the infant important in assisting

mothers develop a perception of their infant as a person. The infant

begins to assemble a memory of the image of the maternal face.

Attractiveness and responsiveness are important aspects of the

eye-to-eye and en face contact. Wahlberg (1982) found the routine,

prophylactic use of silver nitrate eye drops into the newborn's eyes at

birth significantly reduced alertness and scanning behavior on the

second and third day after birth. Instead of becoming more familiar

with their infant's facial expressions, these mothers were repulsed by

the eye irritation and avoided eye contact with their babies. Fraiberg

(1974) noted that mothers of blind babies have considerable difficulty

in forming attachment bonds due to the lack of feedback from the eyes in

the neonatal period.
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Attention-Withdrawal

When attracted by their infants, mothers add sensation and in doing

so, prolong or increase the state of consciousness. The mother smiles

with continued gazing and eye-to-eye contact. The infant intersperses

periods of gazing with periods of looking away (Stern, 1974) requiring

the mother to be sensitive to the infant's need to integrate the

incoming sensations before returning to mutual eye contact. The

mother's behavior during this period will predict whether or not the

infant returns the gaze or reduces the state of consciousness

(Brazelton, Koslowski, & Main, 1974). A mother, unaware of her

newborn's need for recovery may withdraw and thus understimulate her

baby. Attempts to recapture the baby's attention before recovery has

taken place may overload the infant. The capacity for attention and

need for periodic withdrawal varies from infant to infant, dependent on

the sensory threshold of the baby and the match of the visual, tactile

and auditory stimuli provided by the mother (Brazelton, 1982; Field,

1978). A baby with a high sensory threshold will require more

stimulation than those with a lower threshold (Brazelton et al., 1974).

Korner and Grobstein (1967) in exploring the hypothesis, "If mutuality

between mother and child is to develop, the infant's individuality must

evoke differences in mothering" (p. 677), found a wide variation in the

number of reflex smiles, motor activity, sensory thresholds and

self-regulatory ability which inferred the need for a variety of

maternal responses. Maternal sensitivity to the neonate's needs for an

attention—withdrawal cycle is crucial to the development of

interactional synchrony.
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Infant Soliciting Behaviors

Numerous infant behaviors have been examined in detail. While not

all were studied in concert with maternal response, many behaviors

solicit the mother to attend to the infant. The infant is entirely

dependent on the body for interaction with the environment. The

mother's interpretation of the infant's behavior is essential for

survival and for shaping behavior.

Crying. Crying is a powerful infant behavior. It creates feelings

of discomfort in the mother who in turn initiates activities aimed at

terminating it (Bell & Ainsworth, 1972). In the crying state, an infant

can be brought to an alert state by verbalizing to the infant placed in

the upright position (Brazelton, 1982; Korner & Grobstein, 1966; Korner

& Thoman, 1970). Slow, soft tones can help the infant achieve and

maintain the quiet, alert state while a loud or arrthythmic tempo may

overload the infant who will return to a crying state. This position

combines vestibular stimulation, body contact and the olfactory,

tactile, kinesthetic sensations from the mother. Thus alerted, the

infant quiets and molds into the adult body contours, contributing to

feelings of warmth and satisfaction as well as success. Even more

powerful in reducing crying irrespective of temperament or reason for

the cry was the consistency and promptness of maternal response (Bell &

Ainsworth, 1972).

Neonates have been found to cry more frequently when out of visual,

auditory and tactile contact with their mothers as well as when they are

hungry (Bell & Ainsworth, 1972; Sander & Julia, 1966). In categorizing

infants' initial cries, Wolff (1959) found newborn's cries to be

expressive and characteristic for hunger, anger and pain. A "sham cry"
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developed by four weeks as a new form and seemed to be used by an

otherwise undistressed baby to achieve proximity to the mother.

Reaching. Infants use their hands in early interaction with their

environment. Analysis of filmed sequences of mother-infant

communication patterns revealed Caucasian neonates' quick development of

a social form of reaching toward an object in the "reach space" (10–13

inches in the midline). An observable, predictable total attention was

given to the object (Trevathan, 1977). By two to three weeks of age,

the infants reached toward animate objects more readily if presented

with both animate and inanimate ones. By four weeks the hand of the

infant touching the breast during feeding is common.

Imitating. The neonate seems not only to prefer a human face but

also have the capacity to imitate it. Field et al. (1982) have

photographed the imitation and discrimination of human happy, sad, and

surprised facial expressions in 74 Caucasian neonates with a mean age of

36 hours. Steiner claimed a basic catalogue of facial expressions is

innate based on a reflex response below the cortical level (1977,

p. 175). The human typology of facial expression is relevant in that it

facilitates the mother's ability to recognize and interpret her

non-verbal infant's responses from meanings known to her through

cultural interpretations. Konrad Lorenz's (1943) description of the

stereotypical appearance of the human newborn adds to Steiner's thesis

of innate newborn properties which facilitate communication with the

mother. Rounded body contours and especially round face with large eyes

set in a disproportionately large head on a small, helpless body were

set out as characteristics of "babyness" and theorized to be innate

releasers of mothering behavior. Testing of the theory has produced
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variable but generally affirmative results (Fullard & Reiling, 1976;

Gardner & Wallach, 1965; Sholder, 1981).

The newborn will imitate movements of parts of the face (Bower,

1978; Meltzoff & Moore, 1977). Bower (1978) has observed babies less

than a week old, imitating opening and closing of the mouth, fluttering

of eyelashes, sticking out the tongue and waving of fingers in response

to an adult model. While the newborn will be observed to exhibit these

behaviors spontaneously, Bower has shown they occur more frequently when

modelled. This study and others showing neonatal movements in synchrony

with a human voice have convinced Bower that the neonate has "a very

abstract awareness that "I am human" and "they are human" and "I am like

them" (1978, p. 15). They indicate a perceptual identification rather

than a conceptual one. Bower's interpretation provides additional

support for the phenomenological perspective on innate humanness.

Infant Individuality and Maternal Responsiveness

The interactions between maternal and infant components of the

relationship are individual and varied. Research to date has not

delineated the range of responses possible, given the number of maternal

and infant variables inherent in the relationship and affecting the

potential for synchronous or asynchronous outcomes. Increasing maternal

awareness of her infant's individual response patterns through

information programs given by nurses in hospital environments has been

shown to have only a short-term effect (Dean, Morgan, & Towle, 1982;

Furr & Kirgis, 1982; Perry, 1983; Roberts, 1983).
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As the mother and infant adapt to their extrauterine relationship,

the relationship itself changes. By four weeks, the infant has

developed specific rhythmic response patterns for interaction with his

mother and father which are different from each other and different from

the response that occurs in interaction with a stranger (Dixon, Yogman,

Tronick, Adamson, Als, & Brazelton, 1981). These patterns are

reproducible and predictable to the extent that an observer can detect

whether the infant is responding to the mother, father or a stranger.

Brazelton (1982) referred to the learning that occurs in the early weeks

as "joint regulation" of the interactive systems, the powerful signaling

systems, the regulatory systems of state control, and the non-verbal

communicative systems that are available in the first few weeks in the

human infant. "If these patterns are shaped so early, they must be

predetermined in utero to some extent and shaped in the first few days

and weeks by important messages and cues that are offered by each parent

and quickly recognized by the infant" (p. 13). Brazelton comes close to

Merleau-Ponty's (1947/1964) suggestion of species-specific orientation

to selective perception.

In developing a reciprocal, rhythmic pattern of interaction in

which the mother and baby both enjoy optimal responses from each other,

feelings, meanings, and growth are nurtured as they create and change

each other's social world and their relationship to it. Interactional

synchrony is composed of not only cue sensitivity but also meanings,

skills, feelings and thoughts. Sroufe and Waters (1977) claimed

attachment could only be understood by examining the functions, outcomes

and context sensitivity of attachment behavior.
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Maternal Practices

Mothers interacting with newborns do so as if the infant's behavior

was intentional (Brazelton et al., 1974; Field, 1978). Field (1978)

described the "highlighting" which occurs when mothers give a commentary

on their infant's behaviors as they occur, such as "Oh, you've got the

hiccoughs." Brazelton and colleagues (1974) found American mothers

respond to an inactive infant with exaggerated facial expressions as if

the neonate was communicating, greeting the infant as if the greeting

were reciprocated and appears generally enthusiastic about whatever the

neonate does. They summarized by stating, "Most mothers are unwilling

or unable to deal with neonatal behaviors as though they are meaningless

or unintentional. Instead, they endow the smallest movements with

highly personal meaning and react to them affectively. They perform as

if highly significant interaction has taken place when there has been no

action at all" (p. 68). Packer (1983) would agree that the mother

regards her infant's behavior as having intentions beyond the infant's

actual capacities, but he would disagree that there was no action as the

infant experiences the adult's response due to the meaning and

significance the behavior has for the adult.

Heidegger (1927/1962) and Merleau-Ponty (1934/1962) would find

these good examples of perception or interpretation based on common

meanings in the contextual background of the exchange. Body skills of

both mothers and infants show ethnic differences (Brazelton, 1974;

Freedman, 1979). Mothers expectations of their infants result in

adaptive responses of the infant. For example, in Zambia, newborns 24

hours old straightened when put on their mother's hips in a carrying

position in response to maternal expectations (Brazelton, 1974, p. 7).
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What is salient and meaningful to a mother is culturally specific.

Competence and self-esteem are important to American mothers (Clark &

Affonso, 1976; Mercer, et al., 1982). American mothers verbalize to a

happy baby; Japanese mothers use vocalizations to soothe (Caudill &

Weinstein, 1969). American mothers do not disturb sleeping babies for

caretaking as do Japanese mothers (p. 35) and rock distressed babies to

1ull them in contrast to Japanese mothers' verbalization. Freedman

(1979) noted that Caucasian mothers sought their babies' attention and

turned toward and away from their infants more than Navajo mothers (p.

41). American mothers interpreted infant irritability as a response to

their maternal attentions and began to feel dissatisfied and incompetent

(Adams, 1963; Brazelton, 1961; Mercer, 1985). A sample of 94 Canadian

mothers expressed concern and distress regarding their infant's crying

at two weeks, interpreting the cry to be reflective of their

inadequacies as a mother. By four weeks, while fatigued, they reported

pleasure with the infant's changing behavior and greater confidence in

their ability to meet their infant's needs (Stainton, 1981).

In a 10ngitudinal study in which 294 American primigravid were

followed through the infant's first year, Mercer et al. (1982) found

inability to read infant cues and adapting to the infant's schedule were

major themes reported in the one month interviews but ratings of the

stress of accommodating to the infant were in the mid-range on Hobb's

Checklist of Bothersome Factors. Those in the age range of 30–40 years

described the most fatigue and least gratification in the maternal role

(Mercer et al., 1982). However, 80% of this group perceived their

babies as better than average compared to 76% of the 20–29 years group

and 66% of the teens.
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Ruddick (1984) characterized mothering as a specific discipline

with its own conceptual scheme, values, vocabulary, and tenets. She

claims there is a "unity of reflection, judgement and emotions" which

she entitles "maternal thinking." She claimed maternal practice is

governed by three interests: 1) an interest in preserving the life of

the child; 2) an interest in fostering the child's growth, and 3) an

interest in shaping an acceptable child. Preservation began during

pregnancy with concern about and care for the fetus. Ruddick's thesis

supports this investigator's use of the term 'mother' during the

prenatal period.

Parents as Informants

In the years of research on the maternal-infant interaction, parent

reports have not played a significant role. While reasons are not

given, it could be assumed the goal of objective science interfered with

consideration of this source. Substantial current evidence supports

maternal reporting as a valuable source of accurate data. Sadovsky and

Polishuk (1977) found an 87% correlation between maternal reports of

fetal activity and those measured electronically. Remarkable congruence

exists between the maternal reports in Brazelton's (1982) and Stainton's

(1983) qualitative data and the quantitative data of Timor–Tritsch et

al. (1978) regarding fetal behavioral states. An adaptation of

Brazelton's NBAS found assessments made by mothers correlated with those

of independent raters (Field, Dempsey, Hallock, & Shuman, 1978).

Maternal reports have shown acceptable validity when tested against

measues thought to be more objective.
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Summary and Implications

Studies related to maternal-infant interaction have yielded an

impressive inventory of symbolic behaviors, precursors, developmental

sequences, and sensory abilities. They have guided practitioners who

work with mothers and infants in establishing care modalities which

provide for the proximity thought necessary for developing attachment.

Universal laws about the mother-infant relationship, however, have

resulted in one rigid health care delivery system being replaced by

another (Stainton, 1981). A system of context-free categories is not

adequate to guide nursing practice, which is relational and requires

theory that provides the context and content to account for variability

in human experiences and changes in behavior over time.

In the practical world, a mother and her infant attach to each

other within a context of common meanings of being human. They interact

with a coalition of bodily sensations and movement. These sensations

are understood as significant upon a background of implicit meanings

specific to the culture (Heidegger, 1927/1962) and species

(Merleau-Ponty, 1934/1962, 1942/1963). Sensory perception takes place

in a background of meaning which determines the salience of the

experience and is enacted through embodied intelligence which guides

movement. It hardly seems possible that universal laws, mechanisms, or

structures will be found independent of the cultural meanings in which

the experience is lived. Universal laws or mechanisms necessarily

exclude bodily skills based upon cultural practices and meanings.

The internal and external social environments of both mother and

infant change during the prebirth, birth, and postbirth periods. Their
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responses to each other create and shape each other's behavior while

attachment is occurring. In order to further theory developing in this

field, a different line of inquiry is needed to explicate an

understanding of the meanings motivating maternal-infant interactive

behaviors. The next step is to recognize the holistic, contextual

dimension of the pre- and postbirth maternal-infant relationship in

which attachment develops. This study took up the challenge, put

forward by Merleau-Ponty and Heidegger, to preserve and account for the

background meanings, practical knowledge, skills and practices when

studying human behavior.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODS

This chapter describes the study design and the rationale for its

selection. The sampling and data collection procedures are then

presented with the ethical considerations. The next section describes

the interpretive analysis of 16 data sets each composed of four

interview transcriptions, more than 50 photographs and six instruments.

A discussion of methodological issues follows. The chapter concludes

with an introduction to the presentation of the findings.

Design

This study followed the design of a naturalistic, longitudinal

study using the hermeneutical method established in the early 1900's by

the German phenomenologist, Heidegger (1927/1962). Heidegger digressed

from the version of transcendental phenomenology of his teacher,

Husserl. He extended the philosophical stance that practice and skills

are the reservoir of conceptual and theoretical knowledge. Heidegger

saw man's being-in-the-world disclosed in everyday lived experiences

(Palmer, 1969) where it is impossible to get completely free of the

background skills and practices by making them explicit (Dreyfus, in

press). Members of a culture group share a similar background that

makes understanding possible. Heidegger elaborated the hermeneutical
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method first used by Dilthey (1896/1976) to interpret historical,

written accounts. Hermeneutics is the uncovering or interpretation of

the meanings in a text. The goal of hermeneutics is understanding of

human behavior in its situated context (Bernstein, 1983; Bleicher, 1980;

Dilthey 1896/1976; Dreyfus, in press; Rabinow & Sullivan, 1979).

Bernstein (1983) interprets the philosophy of Heidegger's hermeneutics

as, "We are 'thrown' into the world as beings who understand and

interpret – so if we are to understand what it is to be human beings, we

must seek to understand understanding itself, in its rich, full and

complex dimensions" (p. 113).

Heideggarian Phenomenology

According to Heideggarian phenomenology, the practices of mothers

are self-interpreting activities which take place against a background

of shared cultural meanings. A public interpretation, embodied in the

roles and goals available in the culture and language, prescribes the

essence of human nature in that culture. Maternal practices are an

interpretation of what it means to be human in the culture. Maternal

practices include the feelings, expectations, beliefs, tacit knowledge,

and skills which guide a mother's relationship with her infant.

Practices can be observed by others but the performer, in this case the

mother, cannot specify the details of her activities as she adapts her

practices to a specific infant within the boundaries of cultural

meanings. Merleau-Ponty would add that practices are also guided by the

body's orientation to behavior, which is specifically human.

Understanding requires a method that will describe the meanings embedded

in the practices.
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Language is shaped by cultural practices and has the capability of

bringing implicit or tacit understanding into explicit awareness

(Taylor, 1980). Meanings are therefore to be found in the vocabulary of

social practices (Taylor, 1979). Taylor (1982) explains the

constitutive dimension of language as " the kind of explicit awareness

that we call consciousness in the full sense is constituted by our

language" (p. 305) and further, "that we delimit our boundaries through

language" (p. 293). Articulation of feelings changes the feeling and

the language constitutes self-description. Maternal feelings and

language are culturally dependent in order to have common

understandings.

The Hermeneutic Method

This study applied the hermeneutic method to the interpretation of

meanings guiding maternal practices during the pre- and postbirth

period. Self-description of experience with her infant and mother and

infant body expressions were assumed to contain the meanings guiding a

mother's practices. All visual and descriptive data of mothers'

experiences while developing a relationship with their infant were

considered analogous to a text to be interpreted. The descriptions were

interpreted and the meanings uncovered through hermeneutics.

The interpretive approach has only begun to be applied to the study

of maternal-infant interaction. Holistic interpretation of the changes

in German family dynamics occurring over a two-year period of

observation discovered a three-phase process occurred when a second

child was added to a family (Kreppner, Paulsen & Schuetze, 1982). The

three phases delineated, 1) initial integration of the infant into the
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family (0–8 months), 2) age of crawling and walking of the second child

(9–16 months), and 3) differentiation within the family, contain both

the changes due to the child's development and the continuity of the

family as a system. Packer's (1983) interpretation of video-taped

interaction in an American mother-infant dyad over the infant's first

year of life contributed to an understanding of how communicative

practices developed and challenged previously held theories.

Sample Selection

The goal of sampling for a study of this nature is to acquire a

homogenous group of participants who share a common language and

culture. The sample consisted of 16 partnered, English-speaking

American multigravid women who were inducted during the last month of a

healthy pregnancy and were expecting to deliver and keep a single, live,

healthy newborn. It was assumed that the multigravida, having made the

initial transition to the maternal role, would be immersed in the

subculture of childbearing and childrearing in culturally specific ways

and that her body expression and language would reflect common meanings

inherent in maternal practices within the culture. It was also assumed

that, having previous experience in developing a rapport with a child,

her accounts of lived experiences might include comparisons to the

previous child, thus making her interpretation of the development of cue

sensitivity to the new baby more accessible to the interpretive

investigator.
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Sample Acquisition

This convenience sample was obtained through several sources. A

marathon walk with a church group yielded the first participant, an

expectant father who volunteered to ask his wife. She in turn knew two

other families who met the criteria and agreed to participate. Two came

from an ambulatory maternity care clinic at a university medical center.

The remainder of the sample came through the investigator's attendance

at prenatal and maternity exercise classes, explaining the study and

inviting interest by passing around a sign-up sheet. Those who signed

were later contacted by telephone, the study was explained further, and

the initial appointment was made.

Three class participants did not sign due to plans to move. One

initially signed but declined before the first interview due to

hospitalization of their asthmatic child. One participant withdrew

after delivery due to family stress.

Sample Characteristics

All women were Caucasian Americans partnered to the father of the

expected child. Of the 16 sets of parents, one couple was of Italian

heritage and one father was Chinese, born in Hong Kong. During the

third interview, one couple stated they had just had the baby named in a

ceremony in the synagogue; the father had converted to his wife's

Jewish faith. These families were included in the sample as the mothers

were all deeply entrenched in the American traditions.

The length of time married ranged from 0–13 years." Three mothers

and four fathers had been married previously. One mother had two

1. One couple married when the infant was six months old.
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children from a previous marriage, one of whom lived in the current

household. Two fathers had children from a previous marriage but none

1ived in the current household.

Mothers' ages ranged from 24–39 years (X=32). Fathers' ages ranged

from 26–54 years (X=35). The age of the youngest child in the family

prior to delivery of the infant ranged from 2–6 years (X=3.25).

Of the 16 mothers, one was expecting the fourth child, two were

expecting the third, and the remainder were having a second child.

Previous reproductive history was varied. Three secundigravida had

emergency cesarean deliveries with the first child: one for hemorrhage

during labor with a diagnosed placenta previa, one for undiagnosed

breech in term labor, and another for undiagnosed frank breech with

premature rupture of membranes resulting in labor at 35 weeks and

prolapsed cord at 5 cm dilatation. Another secundigravida had delivered

at 35 weeks while in the east visiting relatives. Her infant had

hyaline membrane disease, was in hospital for six weeks, and then on an

apnea monitor for six months. All four children were healthy as were

previously delivered children in the remainder of the sample. Five

women had experienced miscarriages, three of them occurring between the

youngest child and the current pregnancy. One had two therapeutic

abortion for inconvenient pregnancies. Five had previously delivered in

another state.

The current pregnancies progressed normally. All had vaginal,

family-centered deliveries. Three had Nistentil during labor and two

had an epidural. Fifteen returned to their own homes within 48 hours

after delivery. One, who had a postpartum tubal ligation, remained in

hospital five days.
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The newborns were healthy, with birth weights ranging from

6 pounds, 10 ounces to 9 pounds, 14 ounces (X = 7 lbs, 8 oz). There

were eight females and eight males. Three had high bilirubin levels,

one of whom stayed in phototherapy for 48 hours, remaining in hospital

overnight after the mother was discharged, and two of whom were

monitored with daily assays for 3–4 days after discharge. A11 infants

were breast fed for at least eight weeks; only two received periodic

formula during that time.

A11 families were upwardly mobile urban families in the San

Francisco Bay area. Of the 13 professional and three non-professional

couples, nine changed residence within a year of the study infant's

birth to obtain larger living space, a better job, or both. Two others

were planning to move as soon as appropriate accommodations could be

found.

Human Subjects Assurance

The study protocol was reviewed by the University of California San

Francisco Committee on Human Research and approved (No. 933424–01). At

the first interview, signed informed consents were obtained for four

tape-recorded interviews, photographs and completion of instruments

(Appendix A). Confidentiality of interview, visual and instrument data,

and the ability to withdraw at any time were explained. Participants

signed an informed consent and were given a copy for their records.

They were also provided with a card containing the investigator's

address and telephone number.
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Consideration was given to the possibility of the unfortunate

occurrence of fetal or infant demise or malformation. It was agreed

with the Human Subjects Committee that a participant who had an ill or

malformed neonate would still be involved with attachment issues and

that they would be given the option of remaining in the study so as not

to add to their distress by devaluing them as a study subject.

Fortunately, this option did not need to be operationalized.

Data Collection Procedures

Data were collected between May 1984 and December 1984. Two major

modes were used to obtain the quality and quantity of data necessary to

answer the research questions. Interviews, augmented with photographic

documentation, provided the data for interpretation. Two instruments

measured evidence of changes in the mother-infant unit over time. These

changes estimated the degree to which the mother and her infant were in

the process of attachment during the study period.

Interviews

Each participant was interviewed four times: during the last month

of pregnancy, within a week following birth, between 4 and 5 weeks

postbirth and between 8 and 12 weeks postbirth.” Each interview was

tape-recorded with permission. All interviews were conducted by the

investigator in the participants' home. Each interview was semi

2. Seven families had a final interview between 10-12 weeks due to the
investigator's participation in the International Midwives Congress
in Sydney, Australia. The remainder were interviewed at exactly 8 weeks.
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structured as per the Interview Guides (Appendices B & C). All but two

partners (considered observers of the mother's practices) participated

in one or more interviews; one participated in all four. Siblings were

often present and, in the first week, two maternal grandmothers joined

in the "discussion" for a brief period.

The interviews were conducted in an informal style, often taking

the form of a conversation but not benignly in the social sense. While

there was no attempt to redirect the participants' accounts toward the

line of inquiry, refocusing was done with questions such as "what else

do you know about this baby?" or "let's go back to . . . ." Interviews

were what Bellah and associates (1985) described as active, that is,

they created the possibility of public conversation and argument (p.

305). The investigator often heard descriptions of experiences that

connected to the literature reviewed in Chapter 2. Thus the interviews

were also a form of dialogue between the mothers and the investigators

cited in the literature. The interviewer sought further understanding

of a specific area of the interpretive account by raising questions from

the scientific context of the study. For example, the response to light

demonstrated by Als et al. (1979) was deliberately introduced in the

following discussion with a participant at 39 weeks:

I: Does the baby move or change on a sunny day like today?

P: (1ooking surprised and pleased) Yeah, actually it kicked a
1ot more today. We do a lot of walking so we were out in it
and it was definitely hot. I did notice it moved a lot more.

I: Do you think that is the light?

P: It could have been. I hadn't thought about that. At the
time I thought it was the heat but it could have been the
light because I was wearing summery things, light wear.
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It was assumed that demographic, obstetric, and other sample

characteristics would enter the data set via the parent's accounts when

relevant as content for a current experience being described. Previous

pregnancy and childrearing experience, family and personal history, and

socio-economic aspects of the participants' lives were often included in

their interpretive accounts. Parents' age was the one datum that most

commonly had to be solicited directly.

Observation Notes

As is common in naturalistic research, field notes were used to

record descriptions of the setting, behavior of the respondents or

other interactions observed during the interview. Telephone

conversations were also summarized immediately.

visual Data Recording

During each home visit, the investigator photographed parts of the

home setting where equipment and space for infant care was available as

per the photo script on the interview guide. During the interview, the

participants were photographed as they interacted with the infant or

others. Some participants also submitted photographs to become part of

the study.

Two cameras were used, one with black-and-white film (ASA 400), the

other with colored film (ASA 400). Interaction photographs were mainly

black-and-white. The ASA was set at 800 to offset lighting difficulties

and developing of the film was appropriately compensated. In the early

months of the study, an Olympus camera mounted on a seven-inch tripod

positioned near the tape-recorder was used. In August, a Nikon L-35
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camera became available and proved much easier to use due to the

auto-focusing, auto-winding, auto-exposure, and wide angle capabilities.

Colored photographs were taken with a Pentax Spotmatic to record the

color use in equipment and in decorating the infant's environment. Some

close-up photographs of mother-infant interaction were also taken in

color, using the Tamron (20–80mm) lens.

Photographs augmented and supported the ethnographic field

observations made and extended the possibilities of interpretation by

recording symbols of cultural meanings which may not have been noted by

visual observation alone (Collier, 1967, p. 4). Photographs of items

for infant care, changes in the environment over time, and use of the

body by mother and infant were captured and preserved for further

analysis of content and interpretation by the investigator, committee

members and participants themselves. This study was a search for

understanding of intracultural meanings associated with mothering.

Collier pointed out, "It is difficult and sometimes impossible to

observe accurately phenomena we do not understand (p. 9)." Wagner

(1979) claimed that photographs provide a visual language of social

reality that leads to questioning the meaning of what we see (p. 22).

Ziller and Smith (1977) used photographs in phenomenological studies and

found they revealed hidden meanings as well as overcame the constraints

imposed by language. The photographs were taken not as illustrations

but to record data to become part of the text (Newhall, 1964).

Photographs taken during one interview were brought to the

Participants in a subsequent interview. Language used in the recall of

everts and feelings stimulated by the investigator's photographs and

those the participants themselves shared were recorded as part of the
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interview. The photos augmented not only the maternal descriptions and

the investigator's observations of mother-infant interaction but also

those of the fathers and siblings.

Instruments

Two instruments measured infant and maternal factors relevant to

the construct of cue sensitivity as a precursor of attachment. At each

of the three postpartum interviews, the following two instruments were

used to assess change over time:

1. Mother's Assessment of the Behavior of her Infant: (MABI)

MABI (Field, Dempsey, Hallock & Shuman, 1978) is an adaptation of

the Neonatal Behavioral Assessment Scale (NBAS) (Brazelton, 1973) to

determine mothers' perceptions of their infant's behavior (Appendix D).

The MABI Scale contains 23 items and takes less than 30 minutes to

complete. It achieved acceptable reliability and validity when tested

against the unmodified Brazelton scale in a repeated measures (3 days

and 1 month) design with 32 term and 32 post term infants. Trained

raters using the unmodified NBAS, and mothers using the MABI, assessed

the post term infants lower than term infants on each of the dimensions

of the scale; social interactive, motoric, state control and response to

stress (p .001). Testers assigned higher scores than the mothers on

the social interactive dimension of term infants (p .001).

Inter-rater reliability assessed between mothers and trained observers

achieved not less than .80. Walidity of the instrument was established

when MABI scores of both testers and mothers correlated with those on

the Bayley developmental assessment at 8 months. The tool was consonant

with the philosophical base of this study in that the mother did the
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rating of her own infant, adding to the self-descriptive accounts.

2. The Assessment of Mother-Infant Sensitivity Scale: (AMIS)

AMIS (Price, 1983) is designed to measure cue sensitivity as a

function of reciprocity between mothers and infants ( Appendix E). It

is a 25-item scale: 15 evaluate maternal behavior, 7 evaluate infant

behavior, and 3 evaluate dyadic behavior. It has achieved acceptable

interobserver reliability (.92 to .94). Internal consistency levels in

measuring the quality of mother-infant interaction was measured by

Cronbach's alpha; for the maternal items (N=206, alpha = .70 to .87),

infant items (n = 206, alpha = .29 to . 74), and dyadic items (n = 69,

alpha = .82 to .84). Predictive validity for 1ater attachment was

determined with maternal scores from 53 dyads in a play context at 4–6

weeks and the Ainsworth interactive scale at 12 months.

Inter-rater reliability for the AMIS in this study was done with a

specialized neonatal nurse by returning to two consenting participant's

homes after the data collection was complete. Percent difference

determined inter-rater reliability, which was . 86 for maternal items and

100 percent agreement for each of the infant and dyadic items.

Equipment Used for the Study

1. Compact cassette tape-recorder with built-in microphone

2. Eight GE rechargeable batteries

3. GE battery recharger

4. Cassette tape-recorder with remote control and footpedal

5. Olympus camera. Changed to Nikon L-35 with data base,

automatic flash, rewind and focus and wide-angle lens

6. 7-inch camera tripod
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7. Pentax Spotmatic with Tamrom lens (wide-angle and zoom)

8. IBM PC with Words tar 3. 3.

Table 1. Data Collection Schedule

B

i

9 months r 3 days 4 weeks 8 weeks
t

h

Consent

Interview Interview Interview Interview

MABI MABI MABI

AMIS AMIS AMIS

Photographs Photographs Photographs Photographs

The final data bank consisted of 16 data sets containing four

transcribed interviews, photographic sequences on contact sheets and

selected proofs, three MABI and three AMIS. One MABI was inadvertently

forgotten at four weeks. One film containing black-and-white

photographs from two fourth-week interviews was accidently damaged in

processing. However, the colored photographs from those interviews were

available. Backlighting from large windows caused over-exposure in the

early phases of the study but was corrected in later interviews by

requesting the participants to sit in different light or by closing

draperies.

Data Analysis

The hermeneutic method is holistic in that the examination of any

Part of a text is done while maintaining the contextual whole. The

analytical process was one of moving from whole to parts to whole, that
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is, back and forth from interview exerpts to whole interviews, from

interview to photo sets, from one interview to the set of four

interviews, from a contact sheet to selected photo proofs, from one data

set to another, from data sets of one time period to those of another,

from grouped data sets to the whole data bank, from maternal practices

to the context in which they took place, from signs of cue sensitivity

to meanings guiding the interaction, and from the collected data to the

interpretations to consensual validation by the participants and

committee members. Interpretation leads to further interpretation until

consensual validation is achieved. This circular interpreting and

reinterpreting process is referred to as the "hermeneutical circle"

(Taylor, 1979).

Interviews: Qualitative Analysis and the Personal Computer

The interviews were transcribed verbatim on a personal computer

using Wordstar 3.3 with wide margins. A topic such as "gender" or

"maternal theory" was noted in the left margin and beginning

interpretive notations made on the right. Using blocking and write

commands, sections of the interviews containing one topic or specific

content were marked with blocking commands and then written onto a new

file. An example of one such file would be "babe. mol" to indicate this

was the mother describing her infant for the first time in the

interview. The notation "babe. mol" was made at the beginning of the

block and at the end for reference to where the segments were in

relation to the whole interview. The next segment was "babe. mo2", the

next, "babe. fal" (father talking about the baby) and so on. When
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wanted, related files could be merged into one file, such as "Mother's

Discourse About Baby."

Interviews: Thematic Analysis

Each transcribed interview was xeroxed onto colored paper which

coded the time period. The original printout was stored for safety.

Thematic analysis continued on the transcriptions with particular

attention to the language used in the self-descriptions. As common

descriptors were identified they were noted with asteriks, boldfacing or

underlining during the transcribing of subsequent interviews. Colored

underliners identified thematic material on the transcriptions.

Initially, one copy was cut up into thematic exerpts. However, as the

analysis progressed and familiarity with the interview data increased,

it was discovered that the whole interview with color-coded markings was

used most frequently to maintain the context in which the excerpt

existed.

Photographs

The photographs were first developed on contact sheets and two

copies of the contact sheet made. One was numbered and filed for

retrieval of negatives. As more than one subject appeared on each

contact sheet, the other was cut up to provide a serial record of each

participants' photos. This made a separate visual file of contact sheet

material for each participant, labelled by number of participant and

number of original contact sheet. Thematic analysis with a magnifier

Permitted the identification of themes and selection of thematic photos

to be developed as 5 x 7 inch proofs. These were catalogued according
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to contact sheet and negative number, time period, and participant

number. Each individual proof photo became analogous to an interview

excerpt.

The photographs were used during the tape transcriptions as they

provided additional sequential data which augmented observation notes

and memory of the investigator. The sound of the camera could be heard

on the tape and assisted in matching visual and verbal data.

The cumulative group of proofs formed a segment of the whole text.

As the analysis progressed, the whole series of pictures available on

the contact sheet material was used to identify the sequential order or

context of individual photographs. The photographic data lead to

discoveries regarding maternal-infant interaction expressed with the

body that would otherwise have gone unnoticed.

The interview data and visual data were searched for similarities

and differences both for each participant over time and among the

participants within each time period. As meaning is transactional, the

data were searched for evidence of change as the mother and infant

influenced each other over the study period.

Consensual Walidation

As the investigator identified themes in grouped examples of

interview and visual data, validation was sought by having the

participants meet together for concurrence or non-concurrence with the

interpreted meanings (Figure 1). Four such meetings occurred; two

groups of the participants met with the investigator on November 13 and

30, 1984 and two groups again on February 28 and March 7, 1985. Those

who could not attend were visited or contacted by phone. The infants
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ranged from 2 to 4 months in the first sessions and from 6 to 8 months

in the second. Dr. Patricia Benner attended the February 28 session to

assist with validation.

Figure 1. Consensual validation session in progress.

These sessions took the form of open dialogue, a brief presentation

of interpretation-to-date, inviting addition, elaboration, and

questioning by the participants. Each session was tape-recorded with

permission. After each validation meeting, the investigator returned to

the work and continued the interpretive analysis of the data sets.

Instruments

The instruments were scored after the interpretive work was done to

offset investigator bias.

Mother's Assessment of the Behavior of Her Infant. Mother's

ratings on the 4-point MABI scale items were converted to the MABI a

priori dimension scores for interactive process, motoric process,
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organizational process (state control) and organization process

(response to stress).” To test if mother's assessments of their

infant's behavior changed over time, measures of central tendency were

performed. As no evidence of change over time or between sexes of

infants was found, no further analysis was done.

Assessment of Mother-Infant Sensitivity. To determine changes in

maternal, infant, and dyadic scores over time, a repeated measures ANOVA

with one grouping factor (sex) and one trial factor (time) was

performed. To determine if specific infant behavior changed over time,

the same procedures were done for the following infant items:

1) predominant infant State, 2) predominant infant mood/affect,

3) infant visual behavior, and 4) infant posture.

Methodological Issues

The Issue of Subjectivity

From the perspective of rational empiricism a study of this nature

raises questions about the risk of subjectivity in both the data

collection procedures and the analysis. Science has traditionally

demanded objectivity as one of the criterion measures of scientific

merit. Objectivity implies the ability to stand outside to study the

phenomenon of interest. The quest of the phenomenological stance drawn

from the work of Merleau-Ponty and Heidegger is to get beyond the

subject/object split of traditional, rational empiricism and get to a

new level of "objectivity" that is based on shared meanings from an

3. Adapted by Field et al. (1978) from the Brazelton 9-point scale to
a priori dimension scores and scoring system.
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inside or involved stance. It could be argued that an objective,

uninvolved stance is not always appropriate for the study of nursing

questions. Nursing is a discipline of interpersonal involvement leading

to caring in a specific, specialized way. Subjectivity infers personal

opinion, private meanings and the possibility of missing the mark.

Involvement, on the other hand, is different from subjectivity in that

it brings the investigator in touch with the phenomena in ways which

make the data required accessible and the analysis relevant. This is in

keeping with the Heideggerian view that the involved stance or "the

world" is the primary experience. In this study, the mothers were

deeply involved with their infants; the investigator became involved

with that involvement. Having expertise in parent—newborn nursing, the

investigator was able to listen with specialized interest to the stories

being told and able to believe them. It also provided the ability and

opportunity to reciprocate with informational and emotional support when

needed. Specialized professional involvement was an essential tool of

data collection because it gave the investigator a sense of salience

that fostered disclosure while providing support and validation for the

parent's lived experience.

The participants indicated interest and commitment to the study. No

appointments were missed and only one interview was postponed.

Interview times were arranged to fit into an already busy schedule of

the mothers.

The Issue of Camera Use while Interviewing

Interviewers have been traditionally taught to give full attention

to the interviewee. According to the teaching, all physical boundaries
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should be removed for the best interpersonal access. Putting a camera

in front of the interviewer's face and therefore, between the

interviewer and the informants during these interviews, initially seemed

to cause more tension for the interviewer than the participant. The use

of a 7-inch tripod mount for the camera partially reduced the tension in

the investigator as it allowed the camera to sit beside the

tape-recorder and be periodically activated without loss of eye contact.

The cultural appropriateness of technological gadgetry led to ready

acceptance of both the camera and tape-recorder by the participants.

The exactness of the records seemed to convey the accurate message that

what they offered the study was considered highly valuable. The

automatic Nikkon camera with a data back, introduced during the later

half of the data collection phase, was used without a tripod and without

apparent discomfort of the participants.

The camera provided access to data otherwise unavailable both on

site and later in study of the photographs as part of the text of the

participant. Taking pictures of equipment and space for baby care

required being in areas of the homes, such as bedrooms and kitchens, not

commonly accessible to an interviewer. It fostered sharing of maternal

practices that take place in those areas or the use of equipment that

had not been visible or mentioned until then because they are part of

the taken-for-granted world of these mothers. A feedback-loop of

looking at pictures and giving copies to the families provided an

additional act of reciprocity that was particularly appreciated by these

multiparous families who did not use their own cameras as readily as

they had with their first child.
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The Issues of Confidentiality

The taking and use of photographs and specific contextual features

of the texts raises the ethical concerns about confidentiality. As

well, the use of group consensual validation sessions with the

participants adds to this issue.

During the course of the study, the taking of and use of the

photographs seemed to become two separate issues. The photographic

sequence taken during the interviews yielded thematic data for the time

period, maternal-infant styles and context. Some photographs provided

better access to themes across the cases than others, sometimes because

of the quality of the photograph itself. While participants did not

object to having the photographs taken during the interview, the idea of

having them available publicly was a concern for some. The major

concern was the caption that might appear under their photograph in

publications. As well, the idea of signing the back of all photographs

as consent to use seemed burdensome due to the large number taken of

each family. A separate Consent to Use Photographs (Appendix F) in

future publications or teaching was designed with legal assistance.

This was signed or not signed as independently chosen by each

participating parent during March 1985.

Presentation of Findings

The interpretation yielded cultural meanings that dominated

maternal practices within these 16 families. These meanings lacked

mutual exclusiveness. They interlocked into a contextual whole guiding

maternal practices of these American mothers in developing cue

sensitivity to their infants during the prebirth and postbirth
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experiences described. Only those meanings and their inherent themes

which were validated by the participants are included.

The next two chapters present the cultural meanings implicit in the

pre- and postbirth practices of these 16 mothers in the early phases of

developing a relationship to an infant. In keeping with the method, the

interpretations are presented in a style which invites the reader to

participate in continued interpretation and its validation. Themes

apparent in all cases are documented with photographs and exerpts from

the interviews so that descriptions of typical expressions of

mother-infant interaction can display the meaning contained. Consistent

with the philosophical base of this study of human behavior in its

situational context, pseudonyms rather than code numbers are used to

preserve the identity and protect the privacy of the human beings

involved. To preserve confidentiality of the participants, photographs

are presented only as examples of themes, regardless of their position

in the text relative to case material. Photographic evidence for

specific cases is referred to but is not presented along with the text.

The quantitative findings are presented in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 4

PREBIRTH MATERNAL PRACTICES: BEGINNING CUE SENSITIVITY

WITHIN AMERICAN CULTURAL TRADITIONS

Interpretation of interview and visual data revealed a strong

orientation to success, self-reliance, autonomy, individualism, power,

and control in the maternal practices of the upwardly mobile families

who participated in this study. This chapter focuses on understanding

the predominant cultural traditions in the prebirth practices of sixteen

multiparous American mothers in the early stages of developing cue

sensitivity as a precursor of attachment to an infant. Two domains of

maternal practice were identified: 1) pregnancy as a project oriented to

success, and 2) sensing the unborn baby as an embodied individual. A

subsequent chapter will examine the postbirth practices as a

continuation of the development of cue sensitivity within the cultural

Context.

Domain I: Pregnancy as a Project Oriented to Success

The timbre of success resonated throughout each interview. The

economically upwardly-mobile nature of each of the families was apparent

in their work arrangements and household management. The dominant

themes reflected an orientation towards creating and maintaining a

family of achieving persons each with their own personal goals. Within

this milieu, pregnancy became a mission, a project of excellence, the

product of which was a perfectly formed and healthy newborn. The tenet

was that luck and fate were not operant: perfection was attainable by
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rational manipulation and control of the circumstances in which

pregnancy occurred and the environment in which the unborn baby

developed. The implicit goal was to produce a child with maximum

potential for achievement.

This domain was structured around the prebirth maternal practices

emanating from personal and cultural interpretations of what it means to

be a successful person. Commitment to the project of pregnancy was

expressed in control terms. While there was formal acknowledgement that

they did not have complete control over their bodily responses or the

sequence of events in their lives, the practices and self-appraisals of

these participants manifested a quest for control. The degree of

perceived success in achieving control was directly related to feelings

of well-being. There was variability among the participants in the

amount of control needed to achieve a sense of well-being.

Control of Conception: Readiness for the Project of Pregnancy

The participants described their degree of readiness to conceive

another child as beginning the creation of an atmosphere in which

becoming sensitive to the needs and style of an infant became possible.

All of the families had wanted pregnancies. Fifteen had discussed and

planned to have another baby; one was accidently conceived.

In all cases, the timing of the pregnancy was important. Planning

was done in relation to ages of the other child/ren, financial readiness

and for some, career. A11 but one had conceived within three months of

stopping or altering birth control use. Two conceptions were surprises

in that they occurred prior to birth control being completely stopped.
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Whatever the practice of birth control, all knew the risks of possible

pregnancy in their current practices.

The following exerpts from the interviews indicate the range of

readiness for pregnancy and success in the control of conception

recalled by the participants in the last month of the pregnancy.

FLORENCE—Pregnancy as a surprise

Florence, a secundigravida and her husband Arthur, described the

discovery of pregnancy as a surprise but without feeling a loss of

control.

Florence: It was a bit of a surprise. We had planned on
having a second child probably closer to Corinne's second
birthday which is in January and I got pregnant in November
which isn't too bad.

Arthur: It wasn't precisely planned but it wasn't exactly an
accident.

Florence: We were playing baby roulette. We just didn't
realize we were playing it as well as we were . I found out I
was pregnant and that was okay.

The closeness of the date of conception to the planned date

modified the surprise and maintained self-confidence. Acceptance of the

developing infant was quickly attained. This couple felt they had

control in that they had completed the decision to have a second child

in contrast to Barbara and Gordon in the following example.

BARBARA-Pregnancy as failed responsibility

Like Arthur, Gordon was the initiator of describing the pregnancy

as unplanned. Barbara, at 37 weeks gestation still described a salience

to the lack of control in conceiving their third child:
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Gordon: Well, I suppose we could share one thing. This baby
wasn't planned. We had planned on a third child but had not
decided that this was the time.

Barbara: Yeah, we'd talked about when do you think we should
have a third and wondered about waiting until she's two, you
know, that sort of thing.

Gordon: Well, she is two.

Barbara: It was not an accident. Precautions were taken and

they didn't work but we were just using spermacide and we knew
that's not particularly effective. In fact, a month before,
my doctor told me that was not the most effective way for
birth control but it's not the worst thing that can happen to
you to have another baby.

For Barbara, the issue was control over her body and her life in

order to achieve the best possible outcome. Imprecision in timing the

conception was interpreted more as failure by Barbara, who had achieved

pregnancy according to a plan on two previous occasions, than by

Florence whose first pregnancy ended in miscarriage. The fathers more

easily described the pregnancy as unplanned than their wives whose body

carried the baby within. Gordon, whose sperm made the pregnancy

possible, was less personally affected as he did not have the

responsibility of carrying the child inside his body nor the

accompanying inconveniences Barbara experienced:

The other thing is that I got sick too and then I was mad at
the baby for making me sick. I hate being sick especially
when you've got to excuse yourself from your children. They
don't understand why mommy's in the bathroom for a good part
of the morning. I thought, "here I am sick and I have nothing
to show for it" but as soon as he started kicking and I began
to show, I thought, " why did I complain those three months."
I felt really good about it (smiling).

Gordon: That's when you seemed to stop feeling, I don't know,
guilt or concerned about the effect of your getting pregnant.

Like two others who described morning sickness throughout the first

trimester as part of the body experience of early pregnancy, Barbara

continued the pregnancy in spite of options available. In the last
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month of pregnancy, she described the earliest experiences with the

third child as making her sick and angry. Not only was the conception of

the baby a surprise but the nausea and vomiting in the first trimester

was also beyond her control. It heralded the presence of another person

of importance in her social world with whom she could connect only

through the unpleasant bodily experiences that resulted. Morning nausea

was a classical harbinger of pregnancy until less than 15 years ago.

The availability of early and reliable chemical confirmation of

pregnancy and/or sonogram has eliminated the need for this signal to

corroborate amenhorrea as a possible sign of pregnancy. It has been

rendered useless, nothing more than an infringement on daily activities.

In a cultural world orientated to the purposeful use of time, Barbara

perceived the silent, unavailable infant as taking time away from

responsibilities to her other children to whom she was strongly

attached.

Barbara's language indicated a strong sense of autonomy and

self-reliance. She assumed full responsibility for the mistiming of the

pregnancy, neither blaming her husband nor the birth control measures.

The pregnancy was anticipated and planned for the future, but unlike

Florence and Arthur, a definite time had not been established. The

imprecision in timing pregnancy was not expected and led to

self-reprisal for failure in being a reliable human being who could take

autonomous responsibility for one's own actions and make choices that

did not compromise or burden others. She went on to say:

I just don't like having things happen to me that I don't have
control over and this hadn't happened before. I was surprised
and then I was disappointed that I wasn't controlling when I
got pregnant. But, I thought, we've already got two children
and we were thinking of doing this in the next few months
anyway and then you sort of get past all that. As soon as you
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start to feel the baby kick, I think that is when it really
gets special because you can feel it and that is when its
really exciting.

When contact between the baby's body and her body was actually

felt, it evoked a transformation of feelings. Photo data showed a

change in countenance from serious to smiling when Barbara described her

changed feelings that resulted from sensing the unborn baby kicking

against her uterine wall. The infant's early movements solicited her

attention and interest, not only as confirmation of the presence of

another, but as the beginning of a new relationship in her attachment

matrix. The first indication of reciprocity in shared time and space

was described as "exciting." Positive feelings toward the baby quickly

replaced negative feelings about the pregnancy when the infant itself,

and not her body's general response, confirmed the presence of the

infant as real and alive.

The compelling nature of the first communication from the embodied

infant is a well known phenomenon (Leifer, 1980; Rubin, 1970). Barbara

experienced the ambivalence that is common in early pregnancy (Rubin

1970) as it requires reshaping of the social world to accommodate the

process of pregnancy and the child. This ambivalance is usually reduced

when the infant's movements are felt and leads to acceptance by late

pregnancy. Barbara's account illustrates that a transforming power of

the baby began to emerge in the prebirth period when the infant itself

motivated acceptance by capturing the mother's attention. The

transformation was observed by the father and, at 36 weeks, remained

salient to them both as a turning point in the prebirth experience with

this infant.
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DORIS-Pregnancy as bodily success

Like the other participants, making a decision to be pregnant and

control over the timing of the birth of a second child was important to

Doris and her husband. It required planning and preparation based on

beliefs about spacing of children and to meet personal goals for

success. Doris' pregnancy occurred when it was wanted.

It was a planned pregnancy and we were very lucky with that.
We had been very careful after Lynne (age 3) and I am
delighted as I have two or three friends who are struggling
with that.

Doris, like 11 other participants, had, with effective use of birth

control successfully delayed parenthood until they were in their

thirties. They had pursued a career, established a secure marital

relationship and had financial security.

Achieving pregnancy when planned was part of the success theme of

their upwardly mobile lifestyle. Doris' account contained a tone of

satisfaction in being able to successfully schedule when the project of

having a baby would begin. She acknowledged the limits of control with,

" we were very lucky" comparing the success with her body to friends

whose bodies did not respond on schedule. Their difficulty accented her

success. She and her husband had decided on another child, stopped

birth control and were pregnant within a few weeks. The early signs of

the presence of the baby were welcome.

DEBBIE-Pregnancy as improved body performance

After six years of marriage, Debbie and George also planned their

pregnancies but conception took time and they experienced loss.

Debbie: It was quite a while before we got pregnant with the
first one.
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George: Yeah, quite a while.

Debbie: I'd say a year at least — I'd say a year seriously,
that's probably all but semi-seriously before that and then,
with this one, I believe I had one pregnancy between – maybe
two months before I conceived [this infant J. We don't know
for sure but it seemed like it was a miscarriage but it was
real early so I hadn't formed any attachment. It maybe added
just a little poignancy to when I finally did get pregnant you
know and made it through the first three months.

Conception within a short period was a success for Debbie and

George who had been ready for a year before conceiving the first time.

They convey, not only a sense of readiness for this conception, but a

sense of increasing success in achieving it within a shorter time frame

and maintaining it against the background of previous loss.

The experience of miscarriage was voluntarily described by four

other participants, regardless of where it occurred in the sequence of

pregnancies. Miscarriage was an experience that formed part of the

background for the current pregnancy. Like Debbie, each described

miscarriage as the loss of an anticipated child, a finding similar to

that of Swanson-Kauffman (1984). As well as loss, these five families

expressed the additional loss of plans for initiating and spacing

children.

Matthew described their delight with this pregnancy which, by

spacing the children five years apart, occurred according to a revised

plan:

We had thought about spacing the children three years apart
and didn't quite make it. We were pregnant last year but
Claire lost that one. So, by this time last fall, we were
planning and praying for another child, not only for our own
gratification but also for E11en [5 years 1.

Matthew claimed the pregnancy as theirs but the loss as Claire's in that

the loss was from her body. He interpreted pregnancy and its

responsibility as that of his wife whose body harbored, then discharged
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a potential child. He went on to include himself again when speaking

about "the planning and praying for another child." Without reproach or

condemnation, his language presented the same interpretation as

Barbara's who accepted her body as primary in the mission of conceiving

and bearing a baby. For the five couples who had experienced a

spontaneous loss, a stable pregnancy was experienced as an improvement

over previous performance.

ESTHER—Pregnancy as a gift

Esther presented another cultural meaning for the timing of

pregnancy. Divorced from her first husband and father of two previous

children, she was expecting her third child. Esther and her four year

old daughter began living with Julio, the father of the unborn baby,

during the last phases of her father's terminal illness. At 36 weeks

gestation, she caressed her abdomen while she described herself as an

only child with a close relationship to her father. The meaning of this

conception was integrated with her father's death:

I know one thing for sure that it was kind of like a little
gift from my Dad from heaven, sort of, because like I said, he
passed away in October and soon after his funeral, I found out
I was pregnant. You know the saying goes, "usually after a
death there's life." We were moving and we were always
constantly going back and forth from the hospital every night.
I forgot to take my pill and then I'd take five at one time
and you just don't do that. It doesn't work!

Conception occurred at a point of loss for Esther who spent time

during the prenatal interview, eliciting Julio's assistance in

"pinpointing" the day of conception as if trying to make a continuum

between the beginning and end of life.

Esther: I feel like it was really hard to pinpoint when I
actually got pregnant
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Julio: It was probably before he died, probably the month we
moved into the studio

Esther: He died October 24. I was trying to think how I
could have gotten pregnant because we were never alone
together. We went to Tahoe for two days,

Julio: for my birthday.

Esther: I told Dad not to be angry with me but I had to get
out, away from the stress.

Julio: Right after that, you took the pregnancy test. My
brother came over and went into the bathroom where we had the

test and picked it up and started shaking it with " What's
this?" so we weren't sure after that. Then you took it two
weeks later and it was positive. That was in November and so
we came close. You knew after October

Esther: I knew in November

Julio: that's why I think it was before.

Esther and Julio both engaged in attempting to delineate the exact

time of conception. They seemed to be avoiding the possibility of it

occurring around an "escape" from the stress of her father's terminal

illness. Esther interpreted the pregnancy as a gift, a symbol of life

and continuity with her father. This connection continued to be of

influence in Esther's postnatal relationship with the baby as will be

described in the next chapter.

Summary

These accounts describing the timing of conception illustrate the

strong belief in the need for control in order to achieve success held

in the culture. These mothers lived in a cultural milieu in which there

is an expectation of self control by human beings who make responsible

decisions to have a child even though this is not a consistent practice.

The availability of birth control, even though reputedly not 100%

effective, can reduce the potential of conceiving if used appropriately.
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However, precise timing of conception was not guaranteed in spite of the

high technological sophistication of the society to which these families

belonged and their own personal competence. The presence of an ova

ready to accept a sperm, penetration of the ova by a spermatozoa and

implantation of a blastocyst in the uterus are not sensory experiences

of the body to which one can respond by facilitating or cancelling the

process. They are visceral and therefore not available at the sensory

level of the bodily experience.

The accounts contained an illusion of control with acknowledged

realism about its limits. In a validation session four months after her

baby's birth, one mother commented that while she had carefully

controlled conception, she felt "incredibly lucky" in that she had

"gotten pregnant in the second month of trying with the first and the

first month with the second and had two gorgeous babies." The five

other mothers who were present agreed.

Little is known about the motivation for pregnancy. Miller (1974)

differentiated the intendedness of conception and the wantedness of

pregnancy. The personal context of each couple influenced their

attitude toward the conception. Barbara, Florence and Esther knowingly

increased the possibility of pregnancy by reducing the potential for

complete prevention and experienced a loss of control. Debbie and Doris

maintained a sense of control by decisively planning to conceive.

Esther, whose pregnancy was accidental, was grieving, a point in the

life cycle of women identified by Miller (1974) as being particularly

vulnerable to the occurrance of an unwanted pregnancy.

None of these families expressed feelings of rejection of the baby

involved in the conception. Their ambivalence arose from the cultural
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meaning of choosing to be pregnant. Intendedness, in a technological

society, involved controlling the timing of pregnancy in order for birth

to occur as planned and a commitment to controlling the pre- and

postbirth environments in which the child would grow and development.

Control of Outcome: The Goal of Excellence

The participants voluntarily and easily recalled, not only their

degree of success in planning the conception, but their immediate

response to knowing they were pregnant. They described the use of

several options available to investigate the health status of the

developing infant before making a commitment to the project of

pregnancy. The goal of perfection was pervasive in the descriptions of

these parents.

Reassurance from Technology

Scientific developments have brought many of the previously hidden

reproductive processes of the body into view and available for

assessment. The four participants who were over 35 years of age spoke

of presenting their body for various procedures available to assess the

quality of child they carried knowing they were in a higher risk

category for birth defects. Agreement or desire for amniocentesis is

done in which the alternative of therapeutic abortion is assumed if a

defect is found. These couples, both professional and non-professional,

were knowledgable about these procedures. They varied in their

interpretation of their experience with technological assay:
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DORIS-Balancing costs and benefits

Doris had worked with Down's Syndrome children for a year and had a

very strong concern about brain damage.

I had a choice of doing the three week amnio, the chorio
villus or whatever, or the 16 weeks amnio. I did the amnio
because I was worried about introducing infection into the
placenta until then as that is still not understood.

Doris' decision was made on a rational, factual basis in which she

weighed the risks for the developing baby against the gains for herself.

Her decision, based on available, scientific knowledge, was made from a

stance of protecting the baby in her body before it was visible or felt

even though first trimester therapeutic abortion is easier both

physically and psychologically for a pregnant woman.

MARGARET-- Amniocentesis as relief

Margaret, a 38 year old secundigravida with a five-year-old

daughter had "several" friends who had had "Mongoloids or heart defects

where the child died in six months or two years." She spoke of these

children in objectified terms of "heart defect" rather than "son or

daughter." Her ability to deny the possibility of an imperfect child

was made stronger with the amniocentesis:

We had amniocentesis out of pure fear that something was
wrong. Not that that solves a lot of questions but it does
psychologically relieve. I mean, even though the tests have
proven you are not carrying a severe Mongoloid child but I
mean there are still a lot of birth defects you can have but
it is funny, after that test, I have sort of pushed it out of
my mind that anything is wrong.

For those in the higher risk portion of the childbearing years,

findings of these assessments were prodromal to making a final

commitment to the project of having the child continue to develop inside

their body. While theoretically knowing all problems were not ruled out
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nor perfection quaranteed with the tests, all four expressed reassurance

and hope based on the results of amniocentesis.

WIWLAN- Sonogram as preparation

Vivian, a 29 year old secundigravida had a family history of spina

bifida. She had an ultrasound in the third trimester so that

preparations for cesarian birth could be made if necessary.

I recently had an ultrasound done, not to determine the sex of
the baby but I have a family history of spina bifida and the
geneticist wanted one just before birth just to make sure we
didn't miss a spina bifida. If the child had spina bifida
then birth would be by C-section versus vaginal delivery.

Vivian implies an acceptance of the possibility of spina bifida in

her child in that the first intrauterine survey was done when abortion

options were no longer available to her. Her account contains further

generosity in her willingness to undergo Cesarian delivery for her

child's safety.

NORAH-Technology as a show of infant strength

Norah was in the preterm labor program in this pregnancy. Her

first infant had delivered unexpectedly at 35 weeks when Norah and her

husband were visiting her family in the east. The infant had spent six

weeks in intensive care with hyaline membrane disease and jaundice

followed by apnea and persistent bradycardia. She used an apnea monitor

for six months which her parents recall as "scarey".

We had an ultrasound and that was real encouraging. It was
nice to see the baby and that it was real strong. It was nice
to see a picture. It was around 19–20 weeks.

The infant's strength was what was salient to Norah who attributed her

previous premature labor to working too hard." She commuted a long
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distance and worked "under stressful conditions" in a research position

during this pregnancy. Norah reported having had signs of premature

labor beginning in the 34th week and having spent two weeks in bed. She

had resumed nearly full activity when interviewed at 37 weeks but worked

mainly at home on some writing projects.

Reassurance from the Body

Other participants expressed having experiences with their bodies

that reassurred them about the health of their developing infant. The

following examples illustrate various ways the mother interpreted bodily

sensations as indicative of fetal well-being.

MARIE-Sensing the infant's well-being

Marie's cousin delivered a child with Down's syndrome after Marie's

first baby was born. She believed in the sensory experience of her body

and what it communicated about the child within it.

This kid is much more active. I think it's a good kid, a nice
kid, a healthy kid. I feel like I worry much less in this
pregnancy than I did last pregnancy about that——which is
interesting. I don't know why. Based on the fact I am older
and more at risk for Down's and stuff. I can't do anything
about it anyway.

Marie, a 33 year old secundigravida, worked part-time as a pediatrician.

She expressed less anxiety even though, with her first baby, the

membranes ruptured at 35 weeks gestation resulting in premature labor.

At 5cm dilitation, the cord prolapsed from an undiagnosed frank breech

resulting in an emergency cesarian delivery. The sensations of the less

active previous infant in a frank breech position compared to sensations

from the infant she was now carrying, coupled with the survival of her

daughter through a life-threatening obstetrical crisis served as the
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paradigm against which Marie assessed this experience for similarities

and differences. She had a cushion of experience (Benner, 1984b) of

having her body produce a healthy child under difficult circumstances.

Her cousin's experience, which might otherwise have been more

dominant, was muted by Marie's involvement with a two-year old and

part-time work. Her comment, "I can't do anything about it anyway," was

indicative of her personal belief and practices within a culture that

allows and encourages freedom of choice and individualism. Even though

less than 35 years of age, her history and connection to the medical

subculture would have provided her with the opportunity for

amniocentesis and therapeutic abortion of a disabled child if they had

been her choices.

Marie's husband expressed a faith in his wife's interpretation of

her body:

The last time, Marie was like, wow, why isn't this baby
moving, or I bet it's not in the right place. They all said
it was in the right position because they were having medical
students come and look and see the baby was in the right
position. She kept saying, 'I don't think I'm feeling the
kicking in the right spot.' So, Marie sort of knew something
wasn't right even though they all said it was all right, it
didn't seem right. She didn't think she was feeling kicking in
the right place. But this time, Marie thinks the baby is in
the right position and it's probably in the right position.

Interviewer: You believe her?

Harry: I tend to think she's pretty good about that. I mean
it may not be--but last time she was the only one that thought
that maybe there was something wrong.

Both Marie and her husband described her sensitivity and

attribution of meaning to the infant's posture and movement as bodily

skills developed during two pregnancy experiences. Marie's ability to

compare and confidence in doing so included features of the previous
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experience in which she alone was accurate in interpreting sensations

generated by her infant's body.

DEBBIE-Sensing the infant's viability

Debbie also felt confident in her body's messages about the

well-being of her unborn baby based on previous experience:

I was a little bit more anxious during those first three
months. I also felt that I could tell that this one was fine,
everything seems normal. The time that I believe I
miscarried, from the beginning, something felt wrong. There
was some spotting and it just didn't feel like a viable
pregnancy so when this happened I was excited as I knew, this
is it !

Debbie expressed a felt sensory experience of the body that

differentiated between a viable and non-viable pregnancy. These bodily

sensations were interpreted as indicators of the embodied infant's state

of well-being and affected the degree to which she felt committed. A

placenta previa had been unknown to her during her first pregnancy until

a hemorrhage occurred during the seventh month. It was striking that

Debbie described a personal knowing about the infant's healthy state in

the first trimester but was unaware of a placenta dangerously positioned

until external signs appeared in the mid-trimester of the first

pregnancy. It is unclear from the anecdotal evidence how the humanness

of the infant would be more available to Debbie than the inanimate

placenta.

These examples suggest that, while pregnancy is a temporary state

of a woman's body, there may be an innate body orientation to being

pregnant, to being able to discriminate between sensations indicative of

infant well-being and those signalling real or potential danger that

preceed technolgoical assay. Debbie's and Marie's experiences as
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described, raise questions that could extend Merleau-Ponty's thesis of

an orientation of the body to being human. Could there be, within the

species, a gender specific orientation as well? Are female bodies

innately orientated to an ontological function? Is there a gestalt of

sensations which women might perceive to mean another human being has

begun to "be" within them? The author has heard women both propectively

and retrospectively claim sensed differences between viable and

non-viable pregnancies and, 1ike Marie, in some situations of

malpresentations and/or birth defect. The evidence of continuous fetal

movement in early pregnancy cited in Chapter 2 corroborates the

possibility of maternal sensing, even before classical quickening.

Prospective accounts, systematically collected and analyzed would

establish the validity of such maternal perceptions.

The Body as Incubator

During the prenatal interviews, all attention was focused on the

abdominal area of the body. Although all breast fed their newborns, no

mention of feeding plans or breast preparation occurred prenatally.

There was a strong present orientation in the description of the

participant's prenatal practices.

The prenatal project seemed to be assigned an area of the body that

had the express function of being the developing infant's incubator.

The language used suggested an objectification of the body--a giving

over of the female body to the project. Philosopher Young (1984) and

historian Dubin (1985) also observed pregnancy as a somewhat disengaged

process from the whole body. The social construction of the body as a

container for the infant is a creation resulting in part from the impact
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of sophisticated technology in the Western societies (p. 46).

Participants in this study fit the paradigm of Young and Dubin with the

added dimension of a generosity in this giving over, made possible by

deep feelings of commitment to excellence that guided a commitment to

the outcome.

All 16 women regarded their bodies as the incubator for the unborn

child. With little variation, they made every effort to control both

the internal and external environment of their body to improve the

growth and development of the product to be delivered. They wanted the

best for their child from conception onward. They were cognizant of

their bodies inhabiting a world in which a variety of influences

dangerous to a developing baby existed. They modified or changed

dimensions in their lifestyle in order to protect the vulnerable infant

who was dependent on them. While the personal context provoked a

specific focus for each of the participants, all concentrated on

attaining and maintaining a healthy environment for their unborn child

from a base of personal choice. As depicted in the following

interpreted examples, advice or admonishment from professional sources

was not paramount. They described their practices with variation in the

degree to which they attended to their own desires and the environment

of the infant in their body. They spoke of the responsibility for the

infant's environment as theirs.

FLORENCE-Concern about the external environment

Florence described her surprise at the discovery of pregnancy in

relation to the immediate changes that had to take place in her work

environment of pediatric nursing to ensure the infant's environment was

conducive to healthy development:
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I was more concerned with the type of stuff we were playing
with up at the hospital and trying to grow something that
didn't have two heads or whatever. So people at the hospital
knew I was pregnant because the gestational age was six weeks
so I got off chemotherapy and stuff like that. That's a little
too early for me to let people know. I lost my first pregnancy
after telling everyone so I loathe to tell people early but I
had to for the sake of the baby itself. So I want to have this
baby and see that it's okay.

Early commitment to the baby's welfare and to achievement of a

healthy baby superceded this mother's personal desire to keep the

pregnancy less public after "telling everyone" and then losing a

blighted ovum early in her first pregnancy. She demonstrated a maternal

practice of giving over to the infant's needs as outweighing her own.

This apparent generosity was motivated by concern for the infant and her

own desire to have a child who was able to be a self-reliant, successful

human being. Implied was the possibility of producing a child with a

defect which would not only be unfair to the child but if requiring more

than the usual care and guidance, would seriously alter the

self-directed lifestyle and sense of success of the parents.

Florence's description indicated she was empowered by the presence

of a developing baby in her body. She negotiated special consideration

in the milieu where she worked as a nurse to avoid environmental factors

that carried the potential of harming the baby inside her. The baby

became part of her social world as soon as its presence was known to her

even though it was not yet felt or seen. Caring about and for the baby

was evident in her protectiveness and concern in the first trimester and

recalled as an important first response to this infant's known presence.

This manipulation of the environment was not required by her

husband who worked in a laboratory. While Arthur was part of the

conception and parenthood, he did not carry the baby in his body into
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his work world of experimental science. Nor did he do the negotiating

on Florence's behalf. She expected to and was expected to take the

responsibility as a self-reliant person. The subculture of pediatric

nursing that works directly with evidence that birth defects do occur

and knows some of the etiology, was cooperative in the provision of a

safe environment for the developing baby inside Florence's baby.

During pregnancy, the subjective or habitual body was modified by

the changes taking place to accomodate and support the developing infant

within. Control issues were closely interlinked with the success

themes, as the body, which was more taken for granted in the

non-pregnant state, became a partner in the pursuit of perfection.

BARBARA- Concern about the internal environment

Barbara had some some wine in the early days of pregnancy. At the

time, she did not know she had conceived a few days before. This

colored her early response to knowing she was pregnant which has been

discussed earlier. Her concern for her unborn baby's health was

continuous throughout the pregnancy. In her late twenties and with two

previously healthy children, she had not had amniocentesis:

I take getting pregnant very seriously and I just don't do it
on a whim. I don't smoke anyway and I don't drink that much
anyway but I really watch that. I don't drink at all when I
am pregnant. I really watch everything because I want
everything I do to be right so the baby can have the best
possible environment. I won't feel better until I see this
baby and know it's alright. I stop everything even before I get
pregnant. I don't fool around with my body while I have a
baby in it.

Like Esther, pinpointing the exact timing of conception was

important to Barbara but for a different reason:

Barbara: The party was on the 24th of October so I must have
gotten pregnant about the 21st I guess, somewhere in there.
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Gordon: I think I can tell you

Barbara: Well, you were in Kansas the 22nd and 23rd

Gordon: Yeah, so we know when this was or I'm not the father
(laughing)

Barbara: Well, anyway I think it has to be the 21st. I
remember this party and obviously I didn't know I was pregnant
and wasn't even trying to be pregnant so I didn't stop
drinking the month before like I usually do. I had five
cocktails in three or four days when I was just barely
pregnant and I hope to goodness I haven't hurt that baby. That
worries me.

Barbara was eager to establish the time of conception vis-a-vis her

ingestion of alcohol. For this mother who was used to feeling in

control, the uncertainty in her situation was distressing. Her concern

does not contain elements of rejection. Barbara's expressed anxiety was

for fetal well-being which Leifer (1980) identifed as indicative of

feelings of attachment.

Barbara's distressed concern also presented further evidence of a

protectiveness-toward-the-baby-theme in the maternal practices of these

mothers which continued into the postbirth period. There was also an

implicit possessiveness in the acceptance of full responsibility for the

infant inherent in Barbara's account. Even though Gordon was at the

same party, neither he nor Barbara expressed any concern about the

possible effect of alcohol on the reproductive function or cells of his

body, repeating the theme inherent in Matthew's description of "we were

pregnant; Claire lost that one." The male contribution to pregnancy is

minimized by the attention to the body that harbored the baby. This

project of the body was respected, as evidenced in the following comment

by Gordon: She is doing a wonderful thing right now. She's sustaining

that life by being hooked up to it throughout her pregnancy."

Barbara described how pregnancy increased her self-esteem:
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I feel better about myself. I think I have a better sense of
myself or something when I am pregnant. I am proud of myself
and more sure of myself. I have more self-confidence.

HELEN- A controlled internal environment

Helen, a secundigravida, described her prenatal practices of

carefully controlling intake into the incubator within her body:

I am very conscientious. I am just as conscientious as I was
the first time. I mean, no coffee, tea, liquor of any sort
and just trying to have a very healthy diet. I usually eat
well anyway but I am not compromising in any way. I exercised
when I was pregnant before with a prenatal exercise class and
swimming and I do the same with this one. That I am really
unbending on. I really feel that is No. 1 priority so very
little progress is being made on other things. I have been
taking a nap every day no matter what is going on around me.

She described her practices when pregnant as "uncompromising" in

maintaining her body as a healthy incubator for her embodied baby.

Helen maintained control over her body from the stance of a

self-reliant, autonomous person who was responsibile for her own destiny

and for that of the infant within her. She, like her 15 cohorts in this

study, unconsciously exercised the freedom of choice prominent in the

American culture. This cultural value coupled with financial security,

provided her with the opportunity to control her infant's internal and

external environment.

WIVLAN-Tempting fate

Vivian, at 38 weeks, presented a more relaxed attitude, when

describing how she modified her lifestyle:

I pretty much abstain. I will sneak a sip or two--can't resist
a little sip of wine but that is by choice. Like coffee or
tea, once in a while I will have a cup of tea but that is
about it. So there are some lifestyle changes.

Vivian, like Barbara had an uncomplicated reproductive history.

Her pregnancy was planned. While she occasionally ingested alcohol or
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caffeine during pregnancy, in contrast to Barbara, she did so "by

choice" thereby still maintaining control. Her practices reflected less

willingness to give her body over completely to the baby within it than

were Helen and Barbara in the examples above. Her comment contained the

assumption that the unborn would be able to withstand or be otherwise

unaffected by lowering the potential hazards in the environment. Vivian

seemed willing to tempt fate more than Helen or Barbara.

BERNICE— Mother's needs over-rule

Bernice described taking medication during the pregnancy. She

faced a choice similar to Doris' in which her own needs had to be

balanced against those of the unborn child. In this case, her

discomfort overruled. She said:

Last time I was given nausea medication at the beginning and
this time I didn't have anything. I just had to go through
it. Then I got a respiratory infection when I was already
pretty big and one of the ligaments or something kind of
pulled and it hurt so bad to cough. I had to take Robitussin
and I didn't really want to take anything but I just had to .
I kind of had a feeling that maybe the baby was a bit less
active, maybe from the medication. Also, about four times or
so, I took a sleeping medication and I felt the baby was a
little bit less active then. I guess it is common with second
pregnancies that you feel things more intensely. Someone told
me or I read that after you have given birth once and the
uterus is stretched out so much once that you are more aware
of contractions and they are a little more uncomfortable. It
is always reassuring to me that it keeps moving.

Her report included an acute awareness of the medication's perceived

effects on the infant. Her heightened sensitivity was attributed to

uterine stretching and included a deep caring about the infant

developing in her body into which she "had to" put medication. She did

so when the current and dominant scientism in the culture adamantly

opposed ingestion of any medication during pregnancy. In her
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cost–benefit analysis characteristic of a technocratic, materialistic

culture, her needs outweighted the infant's. She was reassurred by her

perception of the infant's well-being communicated by its movement and

by her husband's sympathetic agreement that she needed the medication.

Expert Monitoring of the Infant's Environment

Once pregnant, the mother's body incubating the child within it was

submitted for regular, scientific assessments. The assessments

verified, not only that the unborn child was growing as expected, but

that the mother was providing an environment that made it possible. The

selection of professional experts to monitor the project and to provide

advice and support further reflected the issue of power and control over

one's own destiny and the self-reliance theme of the culture. However,

no one chose to monitor their own pregnancy or deliver at home.

All 16 mothers selected and rejected experts in perinatal care

based mainly on personal preference for the amount of control desired.

The choice seemed to be the mother's. Previous obstetrical history

and/or husband's preferences were not mentioned. All three who had

previously delivered via cesarian selected obstetricians to monitor the

pregnancy. For at least two, power and status led them to choose the

"best obstetrician and pediatrician" as a sign of affluence and status

in the society. Norah chose a midwife in conjunction with a Preterm

Labor Program of weekly monitoring. Six ( 37.5%) were monitored by a

midwife (n=2) or nurse practitioner (n=4). The following descriptions

illustrate the variety in both the personal choice of expertise. The

reasons for the choice were part of a discussion during one of the

validation sessions:
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Helen: I switched to midwifery midstream in this pregnancy
because I could see the direction everything was going.
Everything was fine and I felt great. I think it was the
sense of losing control of being able to shape the birth the
way I wanted it. It was a safeguard for me. I think midwives
are definitely the experts with normal pregnancy and labor. I
go a practice with backup OB with the same basic philosophy,
that is, you don't intervene but are there for the problems or
any consultation that needs to be done

Lucile: I think attitudes are shaped by the experience in the
first pregnancy too. I had a difficult first labor and was
really nervous about this one and wanted a doctor there. I
have a female doctor who is my age, that also makes a
difference. If your OB is your age, and female, it helps. If
she had said I should have another cesarian, I would have said
okay. I wanted another cesarian and it ended up being
completely natural.

Debbie: I had a real strong feeling that the second time I
wanted to do it myself [previous cesarian] . I wanted to
deliver the baby myself. It was more that than that I wanted
natural childbirth or whatever. It really was a matter of
control.

Lucile: I want to bring up one other thing that I think has a
lot to do with it. I think that this is only the first
generation of mothers who has probably done au natural--that
are inclined to do it naturally. My mother didn't. She had
gas and was out of it for three hours. She told me she didn't
know anything that was going on. So we are probably the first
generation that has explored this range.

The selection of a professional to monitor the pregnancy and

growing baby was done from differing perspectives of control. Lucile

thought she would like a repeat cesarian, an option open to her

following a previous one, while for Debbie, that background made the

potential for doing it herself more important. Helen had exercised the

option to change the type of care she received when she felt the

potential of her body was not being recognized. These socially

competent women sought care that functioned as a partner in the project

and wanted to retain the ability to make decisions about their bodies

and the infant they cared for within it. The previous experience with
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pregnancy and delivery and a personal competence provided a background

of what Doris described as empowering:

On the whole, I have just been feeling less delicate or
fragile. I have been driving and we've been doing
construction and I started a new business and there is a

feeling of resilience. That my world is not coming to an end
and this isn't the final act (laughing). I'm just less
frightened of doing things. So there is this new feeling of
empowerment or potency that I didn't have with Lynne. I felt
more and more restricted and less capable. Now, if I can't
lift or move something, I get someone to do it for me and get
it over with.

A Baby Liberates Good Feelings

For these multigravidas, prebirth caring about the baby was evident

in their practices of giving over of their body to the infant and its

needs. This caring was made possible by a remembered sensation of

pleasure in the external body contact while holding a baby:

This time, I know that there is going to be a baby afterwards
and all that involves. I am really not focusing on the hard
work part of it though, I am just thinking of the meat feeling
whenever you hold the baby after it is born. I didn't have
that experience to look back on last time and this time I do.

I care a lot about this baby already. I mean, I know what
it's like to hold a tiny baby and I love that feeling. I
always like to care for it if it's growing.

The recall of feelings of holding and nuturing added a deeper quality to

the caring in the more mechanistic practices of controlling the

environment in which the infant developed prenatally.

Summar

Exhibited in these vignettes are cultural meanings of freedom of

choice in controlling the body's project to maximize its achievement in

creating a newborn infant which is perfect in form and function. The

stories illustrate Merleau-Ponty's thesis that an organism inhabits the
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world with its body. He states, "having a body is, for a living

creature, to be intervolved in a definite environment, to identify

one self with certain projects and be continually committed to them"

(1934/1962, p. 82). Pregnancy was a project these parents experienced as

a commitment of the maternal body to being an incubator for the nascent

infant within a technological, urban, achievement-oriented culture. The

project also brought out the dimensions of a personal, human

environment. With almost guaranteed survival of the mother, the focus

was on the product – a healthy, term infant.

The temporal nature of pregnancy made the project a time-bounded

one, so that habitual movement, space relationships, interpersonal

relationships, eating, exercising, resting and drinking habits could all

be manipulated generously in order to ensure more than the safe passage.

This description is consistent with Rubin's process-oriented framework

(1975; 1984). For these 16 women and their families, pregnancy was more

of an event than a process. Their orientation was to produce not only a

perfect newborn, but to do so with a body that functioned optimally

during pregnancy, labor and postpartum. There was more overt

perfectionism in this developmental task for these women than was in the

practices of mothers in the 1960's and 1970's described by Rubin.
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Domain II: Sensing the Unborn Baby as an Embodied Individual

It was the infant's body within the mother's body that declared

its presence and began a temporarily structured period of constantly

shared time and space. This section describes the recurring themes

related to the traditions of autonomy, self-reliance and individualism

as the expected mode of interaction within the prebirth practices of

these American participants.

Repeated studies of American pregnant women have elaborated a major

developmental task of pregnancy to be the acceptance of the fetus as a

separate other (see Chapter 2). The mother and infant's sharing of body

space for the duration of pregnancy included the continuous sensing of

the presence of another described by Vivian, in the 38th week of her

second pregnancy:

When you have this baby developing within you for so many
months, you just learn so much about the baby - I mean, even
if you didn't want to get into your pregnancy, there is just
so much input you have from the baby on a daily basis – it
just gives you some feelings.

The experience of being—within is universal although usually not

available in conscious memory; the having—within experience is unique to

mothers. Vivian acknowledged the body—within experience as a perceptual

experience of the body that facilitated an acquistion of personal

knowledge through the interbody sensations.

Sensed Separateness

Recognition of the unborn baby as a separate, individual person

seemed not a difficult developmental task for these American mothers.
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They lived in a technocratic social world in which the body was

conceptualized as a set of interconnected parts. News reports and

documentaries featuring specialized attention to body functions and the

replacement of body parts such as kidneys, corneas, hearts and joints

fostered a mechanistic view of the body. While their whole body was

involved in the experience, they spoke of the baby as occupying the

uterus or lower half of the body as if it were given over to the event —

an independent place containing another.

WIVLAN- Continuous and non-detachable

Vivian spoke about the pregnant area of her body:

I think when you are carrying something this big in front of
you, you get tired. I can't take it away for awhile or sit it
down there and then reattach it later on. Like with a busy
day at work, if you are good at relaxing you can kind of take
it off and put it down. With pregnancy, you can't do that.

Vivian's description depicted the perception of the nascent baby

continuously occupying a space in the mother's body in objectified

terms. Their connectedness makes it impossible for her to disconnect

from the project for a short time like you can with work projects.

Pregnancy, while temporally bound, had a constancy to it throughout the

duration of the project.

LUCILE-Having someone else inside

Lucile described pregnancy with more focus on the short-term nature

of the temporality and as an embodied sensory experience – a unique

experience with another, separate person:

It feels wonderful. It just feels great. It's the most
unusual thing that I have ever done and I've only done it
twice and I probably won't do it again. It is a real funny
feeling to have someone else inside you.
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"Someone else" implies a "not-me" sensation within her body.

Lucile expressed a personal gratification and pleasure with the

sensations from the fetal body within hers.

Esther- Early recognition of the other's presence

These multigravidas were experienced with a developing infant's

body in their bodies and typically said they felt movement earlier than

they had in the first one. Given the early and continuous movement of

the young fetus charted in the Pittsburgh studies ( Hooker, 1952;

Humphrey 1964), Esther's expressed early sensing of her infant becomes

poignant:

This baby was active early. It was because I knew, I was in
tune with my body. I knew exactly what the little first
flutter was. He [Julio] couldn't feel it but I could. It was
sooner than most because I knew exactly what I was looking for
and feeling for that little flutter and then after that
flutter there were flurries of CHTOOM – that was it !

Esther's body, was skilled and experienced from two previous

pregnancies. "That was it," indicated definitive recognition of

movement within her body that signalled the presence of a developing

human infant within her.

JOAN-Painful sensations caused by the baby

Joan, spoke of the infant's movements as painful at times. She did

so with considerable tolerance in both affect and language while

separating the infant's space from her own. She spoke as if the infant

had extended beyond its allotted space or boundaries. Joan described

her infant as distinct from both her experience with her daughter and

from various parts of her own body:
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I expected it to be more like the last one and it's not. It
kicks me in the kidneys a lot. . . . It is more active and
hurts more. It is not a contraction and it is not my stomach
going up and down, it is something deeper down than that
inside my body.

Joan distinquished this baby's activity from that of her previous baby

and from her body parts with surprise, " I can't get over that. I

couldn't believe this was going on." She was objective, factual and

tolerant in reporting her infant's behavior while moving the active feet

of her three-year-old away from her abdominal region. This was done

with protectiveness toward herself and the unborn and control of the

behavior of the preschooler child beside her with admonishment. The

generosity toward the infant was, in part, recognition of her inability

to control the intrauterine kicking.

ESTHER— Infant as soliciting maternal attention

At 36 weeks, Esther described her infant's reminding her of it's

presence when she was busy and not paying attention: "Sometimes all of a

sudden, it will just kind of do a dance in there. 'Okay, I know, we

haven't forgotten you're here.'" Esther credited her intrauterine

infant with initiating an interaction with her by soliciting her

attention through specific movements. She not only ascribed human

social needs to her unborn baby but inferred a power in an independently

thinking infant who participated in a transactional interchange. She

went on to give an specific example:

It's like you are totting around this little thing all the
time. We went to the track today. I treated my mother and I
got excited because my horse was - and the little one is going
'JUJUJU' (shaking her body up and down). It didn't hurt but
it was like I'd better quit jumping around because I was
forgetting I was pregnant.
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Like Vivian, Esther put into words the constant body proximity that is

characteristic of the mother-baby relationship during pregnancy. The

actions of one body expressing itself is sensed by the other. Esther

depicted a discontinuous sensitivity to the infant, a periodic lapse in

awareness of its presence, in spite of the constant body contact.

Esther interpreted her infant's increased activity as if the infant were

issuing a warning or a plea for her to remember its presence and the

effect of her behavior.

Visualized Separateness

The technological assays of fetal health, television documentaries

and books available bring the possibility of awareness of a separate

other into view early even for those not having sonograms and

amniocentesis. For those that do, it becomes a concrete, visual fact

that another individual will join the attachment matrix as depicted in

the following examples.

DEBBIE-Visualization as acceptance

Debbie experienced some "dread" in early pregnancy in spite of

having a planned baby. She was concerned about her first-born Donna,

aged two-an-half years. Debbie recalled her early ambivalence about the

pregnancy as centered around usurping Donna's autonomy and status in the

family with "someone" not yet sensed or experienced. A sonogram in the

first month provided additional confirmation of a separate other:

I had a very early sonogram because they wanted to check the
placenta. As soon as I really saw there was something in
there alive, you know, moving and I could see the heartbeat
even very very early--this was within the first month you
could see the heartbeat. I decided not to feel bad anymore.
I was ready to accept this one too.
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The visual image of the infant inside her body transformed Debbie's

doubt into a perception of a separate other, alive and to whom she could

begin to think about as another person.

LUCILE-Visualization as interaction

Lucile had a sonogram at 36 weeks to establish fetal position as

her first baby was in an undiagnosed breech position resulting in an

emergency cesarian delivery. She described her perception of the

infant's behavior in autonomous, individualistic terms:

It waved at me during the sonogram. We got down to the point
where we should be able to tell if it was a boy or a girl. We
were focusing in there on an enlarged part which could have
been a scrotum or labia and all of a sudden this hand floats

by and all four fingers flexed. It was the funniest thing
because it stopped right there, like, " You are not going to
see it. Don't bother looking because you are not going to
know until the last minute." It was very cute (smiling and
patting her abdomen).

Lucile indicated a claiming of the infant's action as an

interaction. Even though a technician was present, she described the

' Herinfant's flexing hand movement as waving "at me," not "at us.'

report attributed intentional behavior to the infant in covering the

genital area and in making her wait to know the sex as if teasing her in

a humanly playful manner. Even though she knew her description was

implying a deliberate interaction with her, Lucile was possessive in her

interpretation, understanding in her attitude and pleased with her

infant's action.

The Baby Inside: A Unique Person

The expressed perceptions of the unborn infant went beyond that of

conceptualizing or sensing a separate other. They included sensing of
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another human with individual characteristics and humanistic responses.

These mothers experienced the outer body of the baby through inner body

sensations: the baby was perceived to respond to internal and external

aspects of its environment. From these sensations the mother developed

a perception of a baby who had preferences and patterns of behavior.

This recognition of individuality emerged as the beginning cue

sensitivity to a specific, individualized, other human being.

Embodied Individuality

A strong theme was that the unborn infant was a separate other with

individualistic preferences and traits. The word "dependent" was not

used by any of the family members. The infant's intrauterine behaviors

were described in autonomous, individualistic terms, often without

reference to the mother's body perceiving the sensations. For example,

"she is pretty quiet right now," instead of, "I don't feel it right now"

or, "You should have seen me at the Symphony the other night – the baby

just went wild !" rather than, "I felt a lot of movement while at the

Symphony" and "he takes up a much bigger space in my belly" rather than,

"I am bigger this time."

During the prenatal interviews, the typical posture of 15 of the

mothers was with hands placed on their upper portion of their enlarged

abdomens as is shown in Figure 2. Most mothers periodically moved their

hands in a caressing manner or patted their abdomens as they talked. As

Figure 2 reveals, they often looked at the enlarged abdomen while they

spoke. They sought visual and tactile contact with the embodied infant

when trying to bring their experiences with the infant into conscious

expression through 1anguage.
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A sensing of the

individuality of the

unborn infant Was

expressed through a

variety of experiences

and against a back

ground peculiar to each

mother. These multi

gravidas, and In OSt

of their partners,

discriminated the

unborn infant from
-

their previous unborn Figure 2. Typical prebirth sitting posture

child/ren's intrauterine behaviors underlining the salience

prebirth period in recognizing the individuality of the child while in

utero :

I think this baby is going to be more impulsive--I don't know,
I just have feelings.

* * x *

This one seems to be more mellow and more in tune. It gets
its little feet between my ribs and pushes out and you know,
"Okay, I'll move, I'll go around a bit.' It's a totally
different personality.

k * * *

I sense that she is more active. I feel her moving more than
the first baby. I am much more conscious of her moving.
really don't know exactly but it seems she has more diverse
positions.

ºk +: + +k
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It rather has it's own cycle. Kind of does what it wants to
do when it wants to do it and doesn't really respond a great
deal to anything that we do to it.

+ ºk + *

She [first-born ) could not stand me sleeping on my back. This
baby doesn't mind. She [first-born ) would like me to sleep on
my side. This baby hates it.

Movement, position, posture and behavioral style was perceived as an

independent response or choice of the infant in utero and led to

perceptions of specific characteristics.

DORIS-"He likes touch"

There is something very specific about him. He likes touch.
If you touch this baby, if I put my hand on my belly, this
baby moves towards my hand. I keep putting my hands on my
belly and just let the warmth be there and I get a lot of
activity. He will put his bottom up right here. I'll hold my
hand here to make it nice and attractive. The baby definitely
responds to touch and attention.

Scientists would interpret this description as the fetus was moving

toward the warmth (Brazelton, 1982), or conditioning (Spelt, 1948).

Doris' description of a transactional prenatal experience with her

infant included interpretation of the infant's preferences and her

ability to attract her infant to the abdominal wall where there was an

exchange of sensation--both physical and emotional. The infant,

expressing its being-in-the-world through its body, was interpreted by

the mother as seeking contact with her. "Sense experience is that vital

communication with the world which makes it present as a familiar

setting [or person] of our life" (Merleau-Ponty, 1934/1962, p. 52). The

exchange of intrabody sensations between Doris and her infant is

perceived as pleasurable and familiar. She interpreted the infant's
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movement in terms akin to the proximity seeking which Ainsworth

described in infants of 18 months of age (1964).

Merleau-Ponty (1934/1962), wrote:

A movement is learned when the body has understood it, that
is, when it has incorporated it into its 'world, 'and to move
one's body is to aim at things through it: it is to allow
oneself to respond to their call, which is made upon it
independently of any representation. Motility, then, is not,
as it were, a handmaid of consciousness, transporting the body
to that point in space of which we have formed a
representation beforehand. In order that we may be able to
move our body towards an object, the object must first exist
for it, our body must not belong to the realm of 'in-itself.'
(p. 139)

Following this thinking, the infant's moving toward the mother's hand is

due, not to conditioning, but to a form of bodily intentionality, of

moving towards the object, in this case, the mother. A combination of

sense content possibly including her posture, the quietness, and the

warmth and pressure from Doris' hand, formed a gestalted sensory

experience of being—with-the-mother through the intermediary of the body

and attracted the infant. Doris also, sensed her baby through her body

and in doing so experienced a being—with perception, a communion with

her baby who moved toward the experience with her. His body seemed to

have understood and incorporated the mother's sensations into its lived

world. This example is similar to Esther's sense of her infant's

response to body movement at the races in which she also had a sense of

her infant's experiencing being-together-in-the-world through body's

activities and placement in what was likely, a noisey environment. The

examples differ in that Doris tells a story of seeking contact with her

infant by providing pleasurable sensations for it with her actions;

Esther's infant is sensed trying to make it's presence remembered when

experiencing unpleasant sensations generated by the mother's activity.
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ESTHER- It is stubborn

Esther was convinced her baby who, at 35 weeks was in the breech

position, was stubborn:

I try to manipulate it but you know, it won't go so I think
it's stubborn – hot and tempermental. The only thing I can't
do is look at it right now. I can feel the way it is. It
says, 'I'm not going to go that way. I don't care. Let the
doctors poke you with a needle Mom, go ahead.'

Esther said this while laughing and caressing her baby through the

abdominal wall. Her tone was accepting as she followed with remarks

that attributed a familial meaning to the sensations which shaped her

acceptance and understanding of a baby whose body within her expressd

itself through movement:

I'm stubborn, my daughter is really stubborn and Toni is
hard-headed so I mean, the poor kid doesn't stand a chance.

Her statement, " I can feel the way it is," is interpreted as not just

the movement of the baby but the meaning which the movement expressed to

her against her background of culture, family and body experience. This

infant was in a breech position at 36 weeks and the mother scheduled for

external version, an interesting use of language when it is the baby

that is to be manipulated. Two days before the appointment, the infant

turned itself in three large movements throughout one day. It was as if

the infant was positioning itself in preparation for labor as noted in

the visualizations of Inniruberto and Tajani (1981). This pleased

Esther who did not mention discomfort of the spontaneous version but

sensed the infant's body turning, knew when it was in position. In a

telephone conversation in which she reported this experience, Esther

described her unborn child as a cooperative person who " knew which way

to go and didn't need any doctor to help her."
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BARBARA- It moves purposefully

Barbara, like Esther, also reported sensing the paddling type of

foot and leg movement visualized by the Italian studies (Inniruberto and

Tajani, 1981; Comparetti 1981):

She used to move a lot of the time and was twitchy all the
time and this one moves (voice stronger and hands, face and
voice expressive with the words) very deliberately——big
moves, strong jerks, rolling over kind of feelings. I used to
feel it try to go down and then a lot of kicking up in here so
I would figure okay, now he or she thinks he better get into
some sort of a position — doing a flutter kick.

As Esther noted, the mothers could not yet see the infant, and were

unaware of the Italian studies, yet they described their infant's

activity as intentional and goal-directed, the same interpretation given

to the visualized infants. These mothers reported intrauterine prebirth

sensations as having meaning about the infant's human and

individualistic behavior.

MARGARET- Wants his own way

Margaret knew the sex of her second baby from amniocentesis. She

described her lifestyle as "frantic" and "hectic." She decribed her

unborn as a "definite" child:

I think one notices sort of—-patterns-—ummm just in movement I
think is the only way--this one wants his own way. Like if I
1ie on my back for less than a minute--half a minute, it kicks
wildly. I mean it is a very definite sort of child I feel,
with a will of his own. I mean, I get those sort of
vibrations. I also feel a lot more energy than I did with
Alice.

Margaret worked in a managerial job with flexible hours and was

finishing a large project at the time of interview at 39 weeks. Her

description could be interpreted as projection of managerial behavior to
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her unborn infant who goes with her to work which includes travelling

and supervising others. However, that is not how she explicitly states

her perception. Margaret grounds her perception instead in body

sensations which she has repeatedly experienced as an infant response to

her lying on her back. She takes her interpretation beyond the

descriptive level and attributes autonomy and independence to her unborn

son with an overtone of self-reliance. This high-energy baby is

perceived to be able to alter his high-energy mother's position with his

kicking. Her recall of her previous experience dates back five years to

her only other pregnancy with Alice, again underlining the salience of

the intrabody experience of the presence of a body—within.

Sensing a Response to Food

Three mothers reported an immediate response to specific foods:

BARBARA- It likes ice cream

It likes it when I eat ice cream. It moves a little more. It

is probably the glucose coming in or something like that. It
likes sweets.

HELEN- Ice creams causes shivering

Whenever I am eating ice cream, it seems there is almost an
immediate, you know, some dimension of activity, making me
feel like she is shivering or somehow experiencing that
extreme cold.

Helen's description brings to mind the descriptions of Als et al.,

(1979) of a fetus moving toward soft light and warmth and away from

harsh light and cold. It is conceivable that the cold ice cream in the

maternal stomach was sensed by the infant causing movement away and the

mother to interpret the response accurately. Barbara attributed

increased energy from the ice cream as stimulating her unborn infant.
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Helen's description contains a sympathetic response to "that extreme

cold."

BERNICE-It 11kes Mexican food

Bernice smiled while saying:

It likes Mexican food. I eat a burrito almost every day and
it moves more after that for awhile.

Her interpretation is based on her own preference for Mexican food.

Within this variety of meanings given to the sensations

experienced, these maternal reports a11 contain a sensitive recognition

of their infant's response which brings them pleasure from the

individualistic and autonomous character traits interpreted.

Sensing the Infant's Rhythmicity

These 16 mothers identified sleep and awake periods in the infant's

behavior as a quality which they could differentiate from other body

feelings and previous children.

BARBARA- A rhythmic, predictable infant

Barbara described her third infant as having a perceptable,

sleep/wake cycle with explicit predictability:

This one has regular poking. It is almost by the clock. It
starts at 7 in the morning and does it for about 20 minutes or
so and then about between 10 and 11 at night it is very
active. [What does the baby do in between?] Sleeps.

Of the 16 infants in the study population, Barbara's infant was the most

regular and predictable. Barbara relayed this information about the

infant's movement without hesitation or disbelief. The sensations from

the "poking" corresponded to clock time and her diurnal rhythms. She

was less sure about what the infant was doing when not moving.
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I think it is awake when it is kicking and asleep when it is
not. That is probably not even true.

ESTHER—On mother's schedule

Esther's perception of her infant suggested support for the

possible coordination of the human infant's diurnal rhythm with the

mother's such as has been demonstrated with rats (Reppert &

Schwartz, 1983). Her description had features she interpreted as

related to a previous work schedule:

I say at 11 o'clock the baby is going to wake up and at 9 and
2. It was used to that schedule when I worked graveyard on
the weekends.

Barbara and Esther both perceived their embodied infant to sleep and

wake in conjunction with their patterns. Florence and Arthur added

further to this interpretation but with a sense of intrusiveness. Even

though predictable, the movement was interpreted as wanting attention.

FLORENCE—My time, your time

Arthur: The only time when it does anything special is when
you get home, about 9 o'clock or so and sit down to have a cup
of tea together

Florence: It comes down with hiccoughs or it comes to life.
It's not as frenzied as Corinne was. It's kind of like, 'Hi,
I'm here. I'm glad you got home--now you can notice me for a
few minutes. It has hiccoughs for 10 or 15 minutes and it's
gone back to sleep.

Arthur: So, she's running for 12 hours and this kid is
getting jostled for 12 straight hours and it says, 'Okay, I'll
wait.' You get home and stop and it's, 'Well, she's stopped.
It must be time to play. '

Just home from a 12 hour shift where she was mainly upright, Florence

relaxed in a sitting position on a sofa. Undoubtedly, this changed the

space relationship between mother and infant's body but these parents

did not present a cause and effect interpretation. They described a
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baby with intentional behavior, creating a presence for them to "notice"

and being present with them. Both parents smiled as they reported this

behavior pattern even though the description contained the implication

that the behavior was considered somewhat interruptive of their time

together.

Bernice did not work outside the home and did not compartmentalize

time or speak with the same clock orientation as those above. She

described her infant's active and quiet periods as less on schedule, and

on the same pattern as she was in its diurnal cycle:

BERNICE– Night sleeping and day waking

It seems it is alert when I am awake and when I am asleep I
always feel it's asleep. I don't know if it would wake me up
but it almost seems that it sleeps when I do. Sometimes I
wake up and it is just a big lump right up here (hand on
fundus) and it is just very still and I have an image of the
legs being there and it kind of curled and still--like they
would be if the baby were asleep.

Bernice formed a mental picture of her infant from the way the baby

feels within her body described as a still, big lump. This inactivity

and posture of the infant does not alarm her or cause a macabre image.

The position and sense of the infant's body as sleeping precipitated an

outside-the-body image to form in her mind. She sensed the infant's

behavior within her uterus while her mind recalled what a human baby

looks like when sleeping. She did not project into even the near future

in her expressed experience nor does she carry the image beyond her

body.

DEBBIE- Sleeping long periods

Debbie's first baby was alert and active and had continued to be a

high energy individual in toddlerhood. Based on this experience, at 36
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weeks into pregnancy, Debbie sensed a difference in her second child.

It might sleep a little more than Donna as there are periods,
pretty long periods in between real active periods. Donna
never sleeps so I am hoping.

Debbie was able to substantiate her claim with a detailed description of

the sensations that led to the perception of an infant with longer sleep

periods than her firstborn:

I can tell when it's sleeping. It's not just that it's--
(hands moving on her belly) It's just kind of quiet in
there--it's not--you can feel when there is slight movements
where it's just maybe quiet and awake but not asleep but there
are periods when it is definitely peaceful. It is usually
when I am moving around--shopping or something like that. I
feel that is when it has real sleep periods but at other
times, it really rolls over a lot, seems to make big movements
( rolling her hands back and forth across her abdomen) instead
of lots of little movements. Donna made little movements all

along and this one makes really big movements and then goes to
sleep. So, I think it will be different in it's sleep
patterns.

Her first-born was perceived as an alert, busy child. Debbie could

describe in considerable detail the sensations she experienced that led

to a perception of a different person. She included both quality and

quantity of movement and a sense of quiet and active periods. In a busy

lifestyle such as Debbie had and with an active two-year-old first-born,

a baby who would sleep long periods was welcome.

KAREN-No pattern noticed

Karen, a secundigravida in the 38th week, presented a report

typical of nine (56.2%) mothers in which they could not relate a

distinctive pattern to periods of sensed activity and nonactivity:

Interviewer: When is she quiet?

Karen: Different times. Maybe in the mornings. When we are
lying in bed in the morning she is real active but after we
get up she settles down.
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She gets the hiccoughs. That's how I know she moves
around so much even still. She gets the hic coughs on either
side so I know she is rolling around a lot in there. She does
it most when I am lying down but she even moves a lot when I
am walking. I remember him [2 year old] not moving much when
I was walking.

Karen describes an active, perhaps sensitive baby, who seems to be often

alert and moving.

MARIE-Changes in pattern over time

Marie sensed changes in her unborn infant's movements over time akin

to the fewer cyclic changes and lengthening sleep and active periods

throughout gestation reported by Dierker et al., (1982). At 36 weeks she

noted:

It's been more mostly active at night. Now it's beginning to
be active more during the day but also continues at night. I
don't know if that is going to mean anything when it comes
Out .

Marie's sensitivity to the infant did not, at least explicitly, denote

any evidence of a theoretical background of knowledge of fetal

behavioral states or the empirical work in the area from her background

as a pediatrician. What stood out for her were body experiences and the

change in sensation over time. She was proud of having progressed past

the 35 week delivery time of her first baby. She smiled and caressed

her abdomen with the infant within it during the interview and used her

body freely to express affect. When talking about her father's illness

and her first-born's concommitant early delivery by emergency cesarian

in her first pregnancy, her shoulders turned inward with her arms folded

across her body. When describing the inner body sensations from the

infant and her interpretation, she caressed her abdomen, or used her

arms to emphasize or express her feelings. She smiled often and laughed

readily.
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While the majority of mothers noted discernable prebirth active and

quiet periods of the infant, Barbara and Esther were the only ones who

reported precise clock-time rhythmicity. The 14 others (87.5%)

described fetal activity most commonly as increasing when the mother was

in a sitting position. All 16 described evening activity.

The Wish for a Calm and Mellow Baby

" were terms often used to describe a sensedA "calm, mellow baby

and/or desired infant. Throughout the prenatal interviews,

interpretation of fetal movement was often compared to the potential for

the wish for a "calm and mellow" baby to come true. Those who had a

previous child who was active, noted similarities in movement style or

' and/or" occasional" movementless movement, "rolling," "deliberate,"

compared to "constant wiggling," "very active" or "more active."

Participants in the validation sessions were unable to explain the

commonness of this phrase in the interviews. They laughed while

agreeing with the interpretation that such a baby would be less

demanding on time, easier to schedule and more accommodating to the

already established timetable of busy urban mothers with small

child/ren. They added the notion that a "calm, mellow baby" would be

also less emotionally demanding.

Sensed behaviors of an infant, inhabiting its mother's body, and

while outside of self-awareness for the infant, created meaning about

the child's time-orientation and rhythmicity for the parents. Those who

"slept a lot," "did not wake us at night" or in other ways took up no

more than the time usually alloted to fetal presence, were sensed to be

more "in tune" with the family.
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Embodiment: Shared Time, Shared Space

Near term, there was considerable variability in the time spent in

direct awareness or interaction with the unborn infant. Most

participants expressed a sense of being less involved than in their

first pregnancy. Joan said, "I am sure I am not thinking about it as

much as I did with Joanna as there isn't the time." These parents were

heavily involved with the previous child/ren. One father explained the

difference as, "the novelty has sort of worn off, it isn't the process

of discovery like the first. We are busy with other things and after

the first, it isn't as exciting." Vivian described her first pregnancy

as, "It was more intense the first time around."

Helen expressed a similar pattern with, "I really felt more rapport

with the baby in the first pregnancy than in this one. Of course, maybe

just the second time it is just a kind of known experience." Norah said

" terms which couldshe felt the "constant weight and warmth of the baby,

be used to describe a baby being held on the outside of the body.

Having had limited access to holding her firstborn for the first six

weeks, Norah was more attentive and excited about the sensations of the

last weeks of pregnancy and the "strong, growing" baby she sensed inside

her body that was successful in holding the infant inside until term.

Experiencing Shared Time and Space

Not surprisingly, women in this culture group managed time in order

to get the most efficient use out of it. Large calendars were

prominent, most commonly near a telephone. Lists of tasks to be done

and timetables for each family member were carefully developed and
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orchestrated into a corporate whole which left little time unstructured.

Uncertainty was minimized by planning activities for themselves and

their children for maximum benefit of the time spent in the activity.

The social reality of ordered time had a taken-for-grantedness in the

dialogue. Spontaneous use of time was not mentioned in any of the

interviews, telephone contacts or validations sessions. Time for

relaxation, exercise, or entertainment occupied a segment of planned

time.

For these multigravidas, most movement of the body within their

body was welcomed. The meaning of the movement came from the background

of time and the related activity within which it occurred. All 16

reported that the unborn infant's activity increased when they stopped

moving and sat or lay down. While the studies of Ianniruberto and

Tajani (1981) showed the ability of the infant to accommodate to

available intrauterine space, these mothers interpreted this activity in

relation to time in the daily schedule to relax and rest. The degree to

which this was welcomed or troublesome varied.

DEBBIE-Kicks up when I'm ready to relax

Debbie expresses a certain tolerance for the infant's "kicking up"

at the "point" when she was ready to relax in recognition and

appreciation of the infant's not interfering with her sleep.

Usually when I am about ready to sit down at night after the
dishes are done and Donna is in bed, it decides to kick up at
that point. I do think the motion of me walking around lulls
it to sleep to a certain extent. It seems to be true of
babies I've held also so I would imagine that's true--but it's
generally pretty good when I go to bed--it doesn't wake me up.

Kathryn worked part-time while carrying their fourth child. Her

description contained more detail in her perception of her body's

experience:
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It's pretty active because it is at the end of pregnancy. But
it depends——when I am walking it is fine because it's rocking.
Then when I sit, like when I am at my desk or something, it
kicks around, not all the time. Once in awhile, I will feel a
little foot or, you know what I mean. I think it is getting
cramped. We are vying for space. There's not much space. So
when I am walking around, it is the rocking because as soon as
I lay down at night, there it goes' (laughing)

Both Debbie and Kathryn notice an infant response to being rocked

and lulled with their body motion and activity when they sit. Kathryn,

takes the interpretation further than the others with expressed

understanding of the reason for increased infant activity when she is

sitting--perhaps a skill in reading infant intrauterine activity

acquired through the experience of four term pregnancies.

DEBBIE-Sharing bodily experiences

While direct awareness of the unborn infant was usually through

movement, other experiences Were attributed to a sense of

interconnectedness through the sharing of body space and time:

I talk to the baby when I have a Braxton-Hicks. It's kind of
like something that the two of us have just been through
together and we kind of talk about it afterwards. "Boy, that
was a good one" or something like that.

A frequent feeling of full bladder also brought the infant into the

mother's consciousness even when not moving and was thought to be

goal-oriented. As Debbie interpreted it:

I do wake up at night but it does not seem to be the baby
moving. When I wake up I kind of listen to my body to see
what perhaps did it. Usually what my body says is "go to the
bathroom" but the baby doesn't seem to be moving around a lot.
So, maybe that's nature's way of preparing me for getting up a
1ot during the night.

Debbie was beginning to project into the near future in the above

account. She spoke as if her body was training/conditioning her for

meeting the infant's needs postbirth.
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Goal-Directedness and Compartmentalized Time

While experiencing less intensity in these pregnancies than in the

first one, the involvement with the unborn child was done in ways which

brought the baby's separateness and uniqueness into view and into the

family and attachment matrix. Barbara noted changes in the amount of

interaction in each pregnancy which was attributed to lifestyle. As she

recalled:

I used to talk to the others, a lot with him and a little bit
with her. I just don't have the time I guess.

The busy lifestyle of these urban mothers also influenced the

amount of interaction time. With productivity almost totally outside

the home, most of the day was taken up in doing errands, transporting

others and attending scheduled appointments such as with schools,

dentists and, for these mothers, their midwife, nurse practitioner or

physician.

All the mothers in the study group had marketable talents which

could be used for profitable employment outside the home. Thirteen or

81% held one or more college degrees. The remaining three had

experience and skill in clerical or technical work. However, less than

half (seven or 43.75%) were employed during the pregnancy and they were

part-time or on flexible time; five (31.2%) gave time in volunteer

activities on a regular basis; four (25%) participated in groups

oriented to parenting, and two (12.5%) participated in co-op nursery

projects.

The 1ifestyle of these upwardly mobile urban families used all

available time. Within the cultural context in which these mothers

lived, relating to others was a time-bound and goal-directed activity.
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As the sensed presence of another heralded the beginning of another

relationship within an already existing attachment matrix, the use of

time had to be, in the words of one father, "reallocated." Attending to

the requirements of the mother's carrying and nourishing body, the

infant's growing and developing body, and the relational aspects of the

experience, new notions of the use of time were created. Mother-baby

interaction was regarded as purposeful use of time.

Involvement with Another: New Meanings of Time

Attention to the baby inside brought the soon-to-be-outside baby

into part of the mother's practical world of time-bound activity. Eight

(50%) of these multigravidas reported talking out loud to the baby

during the prebirth period; others communicated in non-verbal ways or

through other family members.

Time given for interaction with the nascent baby was usually

orchestrated by the mother, the only person who had the potential of

being alone with the expected family member. Even though rare, time

alone was a time when verbal interaction with the unborn occurred.

WIWLAN- Wivian said:

I do talk to it now and then--predominantly when I am relaxing
and by myself. I stroke my adomen and just talk to the baby
in general, like I am talking to you.

Vivian worked and noted the interaction of her awareness of the infant

with her level of business:

It is much more active in the early evening hours and in the
late afternoon. Besides that, I don't feel the baby at all.
That may have a lot to do with the fact that I am busy all day
and I don't have my mind on the baby. I don't perceive the
baby at work——hardly at all, so usually it's in the early
evening hours. I maybe just perceiving the movement of the
baby a lot at those times as those are the times when I start
to unwind.
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Vivian spoke of time as compartmentalized and yet, the infant did

solicit and get her attention when she stopped being busy. She reported

having more dreams with this baby but with 1ess distinctive features of

the baby than in her first pregnancy which she described as an

"interplay between what is going on up here (pointing to her head) and

with the baby too (hands to her abdomen)."

Vivian's account indicated that she responded to the infant when it

is active and she was relaxing. She responded to the infant when the

infant's presence was sensed but did not interpret the infant as

demanding time as is implied in the earlier comments of Florence

regarding the infant's sleep and wake cycle.

LUCILE- Creating time to be with the unborn baby

Lucile described how she created time to sense her baby:

This baby and I aren't alone like I was with Jeanie. The only
time we will be is night feedings and I am looking forward to
that. I find private time to be so rare. I stay up late at
might after everybody else has gone to bed and feel the baby
kicking.

In contrast to Vivian, Lucile sought time to be in conscious awareness

of her infant. Busy with several large community projects, a two-year

old and managing a household required her to create a compartment of

time in her day for the expressed purpose of being with her unborn

infant.

DORIS- A mom-baby time

Doris also expressed a need to make time and described a

reciprocity in the shared sensory experience between the two bodies,

again using her hands on the abdomen:
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With the second baby, it is not like with the first where I
was able to nap and rest, but there are moments when I stop
myself and say, 'you know, you've got to be still and quiet
and meditate for a moment." So, I will stop and put my hands
on my belly and breathe and then I get some kinds of activity.
The baby responds to that and I don't know if it is the
circulation increase, that it is truly biological, or if there
is a spiritual mom-baby time, whether he knows that I am
taking time out just to listen and pay attention but I get a
real kick out of his kick. When I haven't felt him moving for
a day or so, every once in a while, I'll panic and I put a
hand there and I get this little thump-thump (laughing softly
and smiling with her hands on her belly) and forth like,
'don't worry about it.' It is just such a nice thing.

In Doris' description, there is the hint of reward for her taking time

out to be in communication with the son inside her body. Her sensing,

and her interpretation of his felt body response, goes beyond the

tactile exchange through her abdominal wall. Her son's body expressing

itself in the intrauterine world is interpreted as extending into the

extrauterine world of the mother, as was Esther's at the races and

Florence's when she got home from work. Doris formed a holistic

perception of her son as a person who was considerate in reassuring her

that he was alive in response to her concern, appreciated her taking

"time out" during which there was recognition and affection. She, in

turn, used touch which she had come to sense that he found pleasurable.

The time taken therefore, became time given to each other--a

transactional exchange. Doris' description indicated she initiated the

communication. It did not include the possibility that the baby's body

may have expressed a desire for recognition. She exemplifies the busy

lifestyle and compartmentalizing of time for relating to others noted in

other descriptions both above and to follow. The baby's presence, even

when not in conscious awareness, solicited time and attention from other

activities which was given with care and a sense of the importance of

the interaction.
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Maternal Style in Prebirth Interaction

As already evident, while the infant-in-utero was perceived as an

unique individual by the mother, individualism and choice was evident in

the maternal styles of interacting directly with the unborn infant.

Some took the time together for granted and described a sense of knowing

that the baby inside them was inhabiting the same world as they were.

MARIE– It experiences what I do

Marie at 36 weeks in a second pregnancy said:

I didn't talk or play with Betty either. I just figure this
kid has a sense of what's going on and stuff. The kid hears
me all day and I'm sure knows the moods when I get real angry
with Betty. I just don't feel like I need to talk to it. It
will go hours without moving usually during the day. I don't
know what it's doing, maybe sleeping, who knows. I don't try
to listen and I don't try to hit on it to see if it will jump
back or something.

Marie expressed an awareness of her infant's presence within her

who had access to various sensations as her body moved through her

everyday social world. Her account contained an implicit gentleness and

understanding of the infant's limitations in dealing with excessive

stimulation that became more explicit in her postbirth practices to be

explored in the next chapter. Marie was very expressive about the

unborn baby and often touched her abdomen while talking about it even

though she did not interact: "The positive feedback I am getting is

good. I'm getting excited. I hope it will come out soon."

HELEN- Music as communication

Helen, with the reassurance from amniocentesis, known sex, and a

planned conception, was more an observer of her unborn daughter's
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behavior, not touching her abdomen throughout the interview.

We were never into the first pregnancy the way some people
are. I mean we are thrilled and interested and involved but

less so than alot of people I know. With the first, we read
a couple of books and that was it. It was a happy time and I
feel good about the end product. I knew of course that the
audio sense was well developed early on. We love music and I
felt that there was some communication through music. This
time she is not the prime attraction.

Helen also reflects the possibility of innate sensitivity to a threshold

of fetal tolerance for high levels of sensation. A gentle person, like

Marie, Helen sensed the embodied infant experiencing her social world

with her and sharing the family's love of music. Helen fitted the

impending entry of a second child into a perspective of her total life.

She was married more than a decade before becoming pregnant with their

son, having delayed childbearing during the years when she and her

husband lived in several countries as part of his upwardly mobile

career. She had managed a business for several years while they were

posted in a foreign country. At 38 years of age, she was "thrilled"

with the pregnancy, which, as discussed earlier, was achieved as

planned. She continued to lead a busy life with several community

projects and family activities.

BARBARA- tactile interaction

By contrast, Barbara often touched and caressed her abdomen

throughout the interview and expressed an involved interaction with her

third unborn baby, a nearly realized outcome:

I feel like he can hear me now--it probably has all along.
Sometimes I swear I've caught its foot (laughs while making a
pinching movement on the side of the fundus with her hand)
because sometimes it does poke--it's strong and sometimes a
bulge will come way out. I love to watch. I assume it, not
for lack of knowledge about what else it could be, I just
assume it is always a foot and I try to grab hold of it. I
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can almost picture where it is now in my stomach and before it
just seemed that it was in a big pool of something. Now it is
real close to the top of my stomach and I sort of have a
better feeling of where it is and sort of what it is doing.

When relaying her story at 36 weeks, Barbara looked at her hands

moving them over her abdomen in a caressing manner while she expressed

concern about the unborn infant hearing the discussion about its

wantedness in the earlier phases of pregnancy--an indicator that a

strong sense of connection to the infant had occurred during the

pregnancy. Barbara seemingly had progressed through the classical

phases of pregnancy described in Chapter 2 and perceived the unborn

infant inside her body as a separate individual. She regarded the

infant as human, capable of not only hearing but of understanding the

language and able to experience the emotion of rejection. She expressed

sensitivity to the unborn infant's presence and feelings with both her

verbal and body language. Her husband, Gordon, said, "She seems to hold

it a lot." Throughout the interview, Barbara had her hands folded on

the top of her abdomen and head down in the typical pose of the

participants (see Figure 2).

DEBBIE- Just us

Debbie enjoyed talking and singing to her infant but did so only

when alone for two reasons:

I don't talk to the baby at any specific time but it tends to
be when I'm not with Donna. I try to be careful not to make
her think that I in any way feel more affection for this child
than for her. While I've been getting the room ready I will
say little things, you know, like, 'This is where you are
going to sleep' and 'Do you like this color?' Talking about
the getting ready for it. I sing to Donna a lot so sometimes
I just sing to the baby too, especially now that Donna won't
1et me sing because she wants to.
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I do it when you [husband J and Donna are not around because I
kind of think it can hear me but I feel a little embarrassed

because I feel like to other people it looks really silly.

Debbie felt compassion for her firstborn and was ambivalent in early

pregnancy about what having a sibling would "do to her," took great care

to not threaten Donna by one-to-one attention to the the child in her

body. When her husband questioned her about talking to "herself," her

quick rebuttal was, "No, it's not like talking to myself, I don't talk

to myself when I'm not pregnant!" These stories of Debbie's verbal

interaction with her unborn baby included the themes of perceived

separateness and perceptual ability of the embodied infant, a

sensitivity to the feelings of her firstborn, and a sensitivity to the

unborn infant's presence that exceeded that of the other family members.

KAREN- Inner talk

I talk to it as a girl. Just a feeling I get. I don't know,
just inner talk, not actually talking out loud, at nightime
mostly when I don't have him to deal with. Mostly in the
middle of the night when I wake up. I just kind of let her
know that everything is alright--how good everything is out
here I guess--how happy we are that she is coming.

Like the exchange of emotions to be described below, Karen sensed a

communication with her infant without verbalization. She did not

describe receiving messages from her baby like the others. The

communication was one-way as was also implied in her account of

movement :

She rolls around a lot. I remember seeing him but this one
really pops out a lot. I mean, you can really feel it.
People, when they feel it they can't believe your skin
stretches that much. She stretches alot and does a lot of all

over moments instead of just in one area.

Karen's report of witnessing the embodied infant stretching its

intrauterine boundaries was, like Barbara's, described with a sense of
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reality in being able to feel the infant. Her narration excluded the

uterine and abdominal walls which separated them. To her, the perceived

daughter who "pops out a lot," facilitated contact with herself and

others.

Emotional Exchange between Mother and Unborn Infant

Emotional exchange between the maternal and infant bodies was

expressed by Esther, Marie, Florence and Barbara. They sensed a

communication of feelings and controlling behavior in their unborn

infants.

ESTHER– Anger makes infant tense

Esther described how her embodied infant received and sent

messages:

When I get angry it does. It doesn't like it. [What does it
do?] It gets all tense in there. It gets real tight. My
back my lower back will hurt. It's like, "Okay go ahead and
get mad but I am going to take it out on you physically."

Esther's account includes a rationality to the infant's independent

thinking of retaliation for negative emotion. The infant is perceived

to be attempting to control this mother's behavior. The infant's need

to control maternal behavior continued to be a dominant theme

postpartum.

FLORENCE AND MARIE— The infant empathizes

Both Florence and Marie sensed their infant's response to negative

experiences of other children in the pediatric environments in which

these mothers worked. Florence differentiated the response of her
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first-born in utero from the empathetic, angry response of her second

when she is involved in situations which upset or hurt other children:

It gets real mad at me at work when I hold other babies down
for procedures and for some reason Corinne [first-born J didn't
do that. This one will just get furious at me. I don't know
if it hears or because I'm apprehensive about holding these
babies for procedures but it will go be serk. It won't be
kicking, it will be moving, back and forth and up and down,
flipping around like it was trying to distract me from what
I'm doing.

Florence interprets the infant's tumultuous response as trying "to

distract" her. She does not mention the possibility that pregnancy has

made her more cognizant of and responsive to the variety of illnesses

and problems which children may manifest. She smiled as she described

her infant's activity, seemingly pleased with her child's concern for

others.

Marie noted her infant's selective response to upset children. She

credited her embodied infant with being able to discriminate between

usual and unusual situations in a human child's social world, responding

only to the unusual. Even with pediatric training, she does not mention

the possibility of habituation to the repetitive sounds of her

daughter's voice.

It doesn't seem to respond to Betty when she is screaming or
stuff like that. It does respond when I have to do stuff to
kids. It's hard to do. It's not like the kid's kicking but
just a generalized response.

FLORENCE—"It's in tune with me"

Florence delights in a perceived synchrony between herself and her

yet-unborn child:

It seems to be more in tune with the way I am feeling than
just kind of like . . . . The other one was kind of her own
woman, right straight from the beginning. If I'm in a lazy
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mood, this kid is in a lazy mood. If I'm up and ready to
cruise, this kid is like, okay, time to go. It seems like
we're off and we're cruising.

She smiled as she reported this perception. She had sensed her previous

child as, "more of her own person." This infant perceived as compatible

with the mother.

BARBARA.- Control of emotional environment

Barbara continued her concern about the physical environment for

her infant into the emotional dimension. She expressed a belief in the

infant's ability to take on her moods and a control in trying to provide

a happy emotional climate. Her account contained a cost–benefit

expectation of her effort and a deep caring for her infant's emotional

well-being.

I have these feelings that if I get depressed or something,
then the baby will too and I don't want to have a baby that's
depressed after it's born. I really think a lot of what you
do when you are pregnant affects the baby's behavior after
it's born.

Barbara once again, reiterated the strong sense of independence, choice

and self-reliant, responsibility she felt in being the mother to her

unborn infant. She worked hard at controlling the physical and

emotional milieu for her infant.

The Prebirth Baby as a Growing Family Member

Sibling interaction with the unborn was reported by these mothers

as initiated by them or the other children. This was particularly true

of the all the secundigravidas, who, while controlling access to the

unborn infant, began motivating a relationship between the first-born

and the unborn.
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BERNICE— Sharing time with the unborn

I talk to it when I am in the bathrub and its moving. I feel
silly doing it in front of anybody else so I feel it when I am
in the bathtub by myself and I say, 'You are going to be born
pretty soon and umm--you are going to see what your family's
like and your home is like.' Sometimes Stacy [3 yrs) comes in
when I am doing that and so she talks to it too and I say,
'that's your big sister and she is going to teach you how to
play and how to talk."

There was a generosity in Bernice's giving up her "time alone," a

somewhat dichotomous expression given the fact that she talked to her

unborn infant as another person. In sharing that time with her

firstborn, Bernice included her daughter in an interaction with the

unborn. Her language to the baby denoted a promoting of the sibling

relationship similar to behaviors of secundigravidas in the studies of

Ulrich (1982) and Walz and Rich (1983). Preparing the sibling was part

of the project.

MARGARET- Attending to the unborn together

Another, also working and meeting the demands of a busy social

1ife, talked about her nascent infant's activity patterns in relation to

the time she payed attention to them rather than when the infant moved:

It is more my pattern of not noticing the baby's patterns. I
guess if I am very active during the day, I am somewhat
unaware of movement. But I spend time--at least most nights
when we are not going out (which has been a lot)--with Alice
[4yrs] reading her a story and then we spend a lot of time on
attention to the baby. She traces the feet around my stomach
so, you know, there is a lot of time, 15–20 minutes or so just
watching the baby move and talking to it and that sort of
thing. I think I get that experience then. I also notice it
at night lying in bed when you have time to just be--as
opposed to racing around.

In Figure 3, the two-year-old was looking at her mother's abdomen,

and, with prompting, greeted the embodied sibling verbally while telling

the interviewer there was a baby "in there." In Figure 4, an older
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sibling and her mother were engaged in a playful tactile and verbal

"game" with the infant. Sibling verbal interaction with the unborn was

encouraged even when the mother's maternal style did not include verbal

interaction.

The secundigravidas and their partners expressed pleasure at the

interest in the embodied sibling shown by their first-borns. The

mother-child relationship began to shift towards what one mother called

a "colleagueship" summarized by Debbie with the following:

It has been interesting to see Donna's reaction to it. You
get another perspective that you didn't have and it has been
something that's been kind of fun to share with her. I'm glad
she is old enough to really be able to share it rather than it
being something I worry about breaking her in to.

Paternal Interaction with the Unborn

Typically, fathers felt less connected to their unborn baby and had

much less information about its unique traits: "it's a complete mystery

Figure 3. Two-year-old and prebirth sibling
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Figure 4. Five-year-old and prebirth sibling

to me. I have no idea what to expect;" "if its kicking I see it as a

little person in there but it is really a part of her right now," and

another, "I don't know a way you ever think about pregnancy as being a

child until the child is born."

Fathers were invited to feel the embodied infant's movements.

Mothers reported unborn infant responded differently to the father:

Kathryn: I want my husband to feel it moving but if he puts
his hand on my side, it stops! because--I wonder if it doesn't
sense a difference. Whether it is body temperature or
whatever, it stops.

* x * *

Bernice: Sometimes I think it is alert because it will be

moving and Robert will put his hand on and it will stop--like
it's thinking, "what's that?"

This response of the unborn infant disappointed the mothers who

tried to share the infant's activity with husbands. Figure 5

illustrates the spontaneous touching of the maternal abdomen observed
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in only two of the 14 prenatal interviews in which the partner was

present. The finger tip approach to touching the area encompassing the

infant is in deep contrast to the maternal posture in Figure 2 and

maternal touch described so poignantly by Doris. One father felt afraid

he would hurt the infant by touching the abdomen.

In eight families, the unborn was sensed to respond more to the

sibling than to the father, as described in the following exerpt:

The two of them will come up and say 'Hello baby.' Sometimes,
it responds when he speaks--if it's awake and—-stirring, then
it will stir a little bit more. Generally, Donna will make it
wake up more. She's louder, so I have noticed it moves a lot
better when she talks so I think it must be something about
her shrill little voice that wakes it up.

Figure 5. Paternal interaction with the unborn baby

Debbie, who was looking forward to an infant with 10ng sleep

periods enjoyed a prenatal response of the baby indicating it had been

wakened by it's older sister as preferential recognition and a sign of

positive sibling interaction. She did not express concern that her

husband did not get the same quality of response to the new child.
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Reallocation of Time and Space in Relationships

As the mother became slower in movement and more introspective, all

but one of the fathers began to spend more time with the older child/ren

and assisting with their care and entertainment.

I have felt a little less involved this time than I did the

first time. I think that is just because I have had so many
other things to think about and I am more occupied with Donna.
When I'm home, she's up most of the time and so she's always
around and demanding attention. I think that is part of it as
well as the fact that the novelty has sort of worn off.

The commonness of this practice of the fathers suggests it was a

feature of this upwardly-mobile middle class families in this study. It

signaled the beginning of a realignment in the family that formed part

of the backdrop for the developing new mother-infant relationship and

became critical during the early postbirth period. It seemed to have

more than an instrumental function.

Body-related relationships with other others in the attachment

matrix changed as the awareness of the unborn other increased. For

example, Kathryn noted changes in her relationship with her children:

I do notice that I am not as cuddly toward the other kids.
When you become pregnant, there is much more attention to the
body and it is not that you want the attention or are being
selfish, it is a matter of need. It's there, growing, you're
changing and so I have tended to push them out. I don't know
if it is a maternal process because you have to kick the birds
out of the nest a little bit when you bring a new one in. I
don't know if it is just me but I don't let them climb all
over me as much like when we are reading a book, so I feel
guilty. I look forward to loosing the little bump in a sense
so that I can bring them closer again and put the bump here
(pointing to beside her).

At least one father found sexual intercourse impossible as he was

afraid he might hurt the baby and felt the baby had first claim to the

mother's body. This lengthened the perceived duration of pregnancy for

his wife who missed the closeness and relaxing feelings.
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The Equality Dimensions

Two dimensions of quality emerged as concerns in the participant's

project of preparing for a second child: equality in welcome for the new

child and being able to love another as much as the first.

Equal welcome. In the first pregnancy, baby showers had been

common and these mothers had felt it a welcome for the baby, not as

common with subsequent children. The professional mothers claimed this

as a relatively new cultural practice that only mothers were seen to

understand:

In my whole circle of friends, we all felt it was important to
have a shower for the second one. We made an effort to
document it. You know what it seems like? It seems like with

the first baby everbody thinks it's neat and with the second
baby, all the mothers know it is real special but it is not
quite so clear to the rest of the world.

Another said:

I'm sure if I asked some of my friends, they would give me a
shower but I don't need anything. I feel like I don't want to
ask them. If they suggested it, I'd say, "Sure, just tell
everybody not to bring a gift. Let's just get together."
It's nice, just a celebration. It's more of a welcome to the
kid.

The emotional context of the second pregnancy was an important part

of the project, a reinforcement of the significance and uniqueness of

the unborn baby. Like the Blessingway of the Navajo indians (Saltz,

1982), this ritual acknowledged the mother's pregnancy with acceptance.

Additionally, it served as a cultural attachment rite by reinforcing the

mother's prebirth feelings toward her infant with an atmosphere of

acceptance of her child, an important developmental task in pregnant

women (Rubin, 1975, Ulrich, 1982; Walz & Rich, 1983). While, as

practiced, it had the overtone of commercial materialism; the mother in
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the examples above expressed a need more akin to the spiritual function

of the Blessingway.

Enough Love. A major concern was having enough love for another

child. For Bernice, the previous experience led to concern about

different feelings:

When I was five months pregnant before, I suddenly felt the
most intense love for her and this time I haven't had that
surge like I did the first time. I have real concerns about
it. I feel that I know I will love the baby but I don't think
I will ever feel the same way about any other baby than I did
about her——I guess I will love it in a different way.

By contrast, Marie's paradigm is reassuring to her:

I remember thinking when Betty was born, I'm supposed to love
her and I don't love her. I don't even know who she is. Then
I learned to know her.

It seemed the baby inside the body, although sensed as an individual and

separate other, and known from experience to be a baby, had not achieved

the importance of the child/ren already born. The mother, having sensed

the unborn in her body and able to project into the future, was made

anxious by lack of intensity in the feelings she had prebirth compared

to those she had previously felt after birth. Those who had felt close

to the unborn when previously pregnant did so again and vice versa

supporting the notion of a maternal style found in a previous sample

(Stainton, 1985).

The attention and commitment to previous children also formed part

of the context for prebirth feelings. A father noted the differences in

the pregnancies:

We are both focusing on having the second child and what the
second child will mean to our family more than we are on the
experience that we are going through like we did last time.
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Marie expressed the typical guilt felt by seven other secundigravidae:

First of all you feel real bad. You think, Oh my God, this
poor kid. Her whole life is going along nicely and then you
go and throw this thing in it and just destroy it for her. In
a way it was hard for me to get close to this kid until it
began to move around.

Third and fourth children did not preciptiate the guilt or concern about

the other child's acceptance. Preparation of the first child became a

substantial aspect of the project for second time parents. The autonomy

of the first child was seen to be threatened. The fear of not having

enough love for the unborn child while sensing its individuality and

presence, motivated an ambivalence about the unborn infant.

Separate Person: Separate Space

In recognition of the infant's autonomy as a person, preparation

for the infant's birth included reorganization of space in the home.

Apart from the gathering of necessary supplies and clothing, ten

families planned a separate room for the newborn, often with elaborate

decoration and assembly of equipment. Three mothers assembled a

bassinet only to have near their beds and three, without the space for a

separate room, placed cribs in the older child's room approximately a

month before as part of preparing the other child.

Five prepared clothes and bassinet and, while having plans for

where the infant's space in the home would be, had not completed a

separate room before birth. Eleven had everything in order a month

before the due date. For five, whose children would share a room, it

was believed important to have the crib in place early as part of the

preparation of the older children.
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Figure 6 illustrates a typical room prepared for the infant as its

own extrauterine space in the home.

13 IEE 33

Figure 6. Typical room prepared for infant

The Limits to a Prenatal Perception of the Unborn

Recognition of the unborn infant went beyond the sense of

separateness previously delineated as a developmental task of pregnancy.

It included distinctive activities of the infant which were interpreted

as human responses by their mothers. In spite of the sensory

experiences shared over time with the embodied infant and the

recognition of distinctive individuality of the unborn infant, the

perception was limited by unknown gender and even when gender was known,

the inability to see the infant's body.
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Sensing the Gender

All 13 participants who did not know their infant's gender from

amniocentesis had various interpretations of their infant's behavior

that gave them hints or clues as to a sex. It is unclear if there was a

need to think of gender in order to acknowledge the presence of another

person when that information is unavailable. The stories and belief's

expressed included old wive's tales, somatic experiences and

over-the-counter tests.

Of the four participants who had amniocentesis Helen, Doris and

Margaret had accepted knowledge of the infant's gender; Kathryn had not

wished to know. She explained:

We didn't want to know. That is like opening parcels before
Christmas. What difference is it going to make? I mean, it
is what it is. It would have helped with shopping. We went
over to Europe this summer. It would have helped to buy
clothes.

Her expressed concern and reason for having the amniocentesis was the

same as the others: to rule out Down's syndrome. While Kathryn did not

want to know with certainty from the amniocentesis, she exemplified the

maternal posture of expressing a "feeling" or perception of the infant's

gender. The declarations were made with an uncertainty and attempt to

avoid disappointment that was typical of the participants who were

nearing the delivery date. Doris was keeping the knowledge they were to

have a son to themselves but "felt I wanted to know who was coming but

didn't want to develop a mythology about the baby that would happen if

we told others." In spite of this rational goal, Doris did describe her

son as " very specific," and "liking touch" as evident in her accounts

discussed above.
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Mothers more than fathers tended to use qualifiers in their

accounts such as Kathryn did in the following exerpt:

Kathryn: I have a feeling it is a girl because I would like a
boy. It would be nice for my four year old.

Interviewer: You have carried boys and girls. Is there a
difference?

Kathryn: Well, I am not as perceptive as some. Some just
know. My girlfriend gets a hair on her chest and if the hair
stays it's a boy: if it drops off it's a girl. I don't want
to allow myself to do this but this one is all out in front
and if there is any credence to these old wives tales about if
you are all out in front, it's a boy. That would be neat but
I dunno, I just take it as it comes.

Kathryn explained an old wives tale that her girlfriend used but does

not elaborate on whether or not she uses it as a sign of gender. She did

indicate that she paid attention to the belief about the relationship of

how the child is carried and gender.

Karen, had developed a prenatal perception of her first-born as a

male and had a son. Due to different movements, she assigned a female

gender to her unborn infant:

I am kind of thinking it is a girl so I call her 'she.' I am
not real sure. At the very beginning I thought it was a girl
and lately I have been getting a little wishy-washy just cause
I was so sure with him and then the very end of his pregnancy
I thought, 'what if it is a little girl and I have been
calling it a boy's name? Is it going to get a complex?'

Movement felt as strong, or stronger than the previous child/ren

was interpreted as being made by a male child and those with, "little

tiny movements," " wiggles" or "gentle rolling" was thought to be a girl.

Differences in perceived quality or pattern of movement from a previous

child was attributed to different gender as well as to temperament

already discussed.
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NORAH AND FLORENCE- Different body experience, different sex

Norah: I was more tired but less heavy and less water
retention and things like that. I had a dark line but I don't
have one this time. Some foods bother me. I didn't have much

morning sickness this time but I got real intolerant of coffee
and I couldn't drink any alcohol. I like to drink a little
bit but I couldn't for several months. I just couldn't have
any at all.

Norah perceived a different sex from her body's response to specific

foods attributed to the presence of an embodied infant; Florence sensed

a different temperament indicated a different gender.

Florence: With Corinne, they asked me what I was going to have
and I said she was a girl. They'd ask if I had amniocentesis
and I'd say, 'No. I just know I'm going to have a girl'. With
this one, I feel I am going to have a boy because it's so
totally different. I'll find out. I don't really care. I
have no preference. I feel this one is not going to be a
girl. This one is more mellow than she was, just lying there
and squiggling around when he feels like it.

Helen summarized the limitation to the prenatal perception with her

comment, "You would think with knowing the sex, we would have definitely

isolated a name. We have two names we are deciding between but, in a

way, I think I want to meet her."

Temporality and the Duration of Pregnancy

The length of pregnancy itself became troublesome in the last

month. Like primigravidas, they were progressively oriented toward

their body, the baby within and the impending labor (Rubin 1975, 1984;

Leifer, 1980).

Having a baby occurred, not only within a time frame of nine

calendar months for these mothers. It was situated for them within the

1arger time frame of their personal history and projected future of

goal-directed activity. It also occurred within the perspective of the

family's history.
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During the prenatal interviews, the fathers consistently related

the context of this pregnancy to those in the past, describing work

arrangements, space relationships and lifestyle in contrast to the

present. The mothers, by contrast, compared only the body experience of

this pregnancy and the previous labor to form a perspective of the

current experience.

During the last month, the completion of the pregnancy project

seemed to come to the foreground of the context in a style dependent on

the mother's lifestyle and priorities. Debbie and Margaret exemplify

the range of the participant's style in centering on the infant's

approaching birth:

DEBBIE— The baby becomes the centerpiece

Something happened when I hit the eighth month. It was like
something sort of clicked. I immediately began reading my
books on labor and I was concerned about getting the room
ready. It became critical!

MARGARET-Work remains the centerpiece

I was hoping at the end of this pregnancy that I would be able
to relax and concentrate on getting myself and the baby sort
of relaxed, get the baby's room done and now I have some
horrific work assignment for the last two weeks in which I
will be traveling--you know, doing nothing about the baby at
a11, 1jiterally, so it has turned out just like last time.

These two mothers illustrate the bringing of the nearly term

prebirth infant into the foreground of their lives and family's

awareness. Debbie said the preparations had become crucial to her.

Margaret said she wished she could focus on the infant but had accepted

a large work assignment in late pregnancy, indicative of her awareness

of the impending birth of the son inside her body.
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In their busy lifestyle, the participants had given time to

creating new space in the home and preparing family members, especially

only children. They had little tolerance for the uncertainty generated

from not being able to schedule the timing of the onset of labor, making

predictions about inconvenience with comments about "being early" or

"probably late," or "in the middle of the night" and worrying about how

the onset of labor would fall into plans for care of children, family

functions, anniversaries or maternity leave from work.

For all of these mothers, the embodied baby, large, heavy and

sensed as a separate, individualistic other, fascinated them. They

longed to continue the shared body experience on the outside where more

information was available:

I was really, really ready to meet her, curious and anxious to
get to know her and see her.

Table 2 summarizes the cues sensed during pregnancy.

Table 2. Sensed Cues from the Embodied Infant

Cues

Posturing – adapting to space
– readiness for labor

Warmth

Size and Weight
Responsivity – noise, light, voices, touch
Sleep/wake state and cycle
Style, amount of movement
Gender

Mellow, calm
Preferences – maternal posture, touch,

foods, motion
Emotions – happy, angry, tense
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Summary of Prebirth Practices

The prebirth practices of these 16 multiparous mothers and their

partners were oriented to successfully prepare to love and care for

another child. They exercised freedom of choice in deciding together

when to have another child. Once pregnant, the mother assumed almost

total responsibility for the unborn child. A prebirth perception of the

infant developed from interpretations of the continuous sensing of the

child within her. These interpretations were grounded in the cultural

and personal context in which the unborn infant was experienced and set

the stage for the developing relationship in the postbirth practices to

be described in the next chapter.

Within this sample of mothers, the awareness of the child within

led to protectiveness which was evident in controlling the internal and

external environment of the unborn child. The continuous harboring and

sensing of the unborn infant within her body as an individual also led

to protectiveness and possessiveness in maternal prebirth practices. As

the end of pregnancy approached, the family relationships began to shift

as plans were made to facilitate the postbirth mother-infant

relationship.
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CHAPTER 5

POSTBIRTH MATERNAL PRACTICES: ACHIEVING CUE SENSITIVITY
WITHIN AMERICAN CULTURAL TRADITIONS

This chapter examines the postbirth practices of this group of

American mothers as they developed cue sensitivity within their cultural

milieu. The focus is on the change in cue sensitivity from recognition

of a constellation of cues to understanding patterns in cues as the

infant's behavioral style stabilized and the maternal perception of the

infant was refined and deepened over time.

The First Week:

Access to New Cues

Fascination and preoccupation with the newly born infant dominated

the first week practices. New cues made accessible at birth were

described by the mothers in rich detail. The constellation of cues

acquired during the prebirth period were augmented and changing patterns

were noted. The domains of practice established prebirth became less

discrete and were interwoven within an enlarged context.

Birth: A Turning Point in the Mother-Infant Relationship

The exit of the baby from the mother's body was a turning point in

their relationship. The prebirth awareness of the unborn infant

increased immediately postbirth. The newborn infant became the

centerpiece of the mother's context.
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These mothers appreciated care modalities that provided choices in

the amount of responsibility they had for the infant. All had vaginal

births with the father present; sibling and other family members were

welcomed within an hour of the birth. For all but one of the study

mothers, the time in hospital was less than 48 hours.

This short hospital stay was important time. For most, it was a

haven from busy family life and a time of one-to-one time with the baby:

"I just liked being in the hospital with him alone," reported Joan.

Kathryn wished to stay five days but insurance did not cover that length

of stay. She chose to stay in hospital until after her husband had

given the planned birthday party for their eight-year-old daughter

because:

I like to get myself together and also start a relationship
with the baby because when you get home, there is this barrage
of things that hit you and in the hospital you have time to
start that relationship. Then you and the baby come home as a
unit so you have some edge on this baby and what is going on
before you immerse it into this whole group thing.

Vivian and Margaret used their short time in hospital to rest.

Recounts of the first impressions of the baby were volunteered and

contained affirmation or disconfirmation of concerns or beliefs about

the child during the prebirth period. Focus was on the newborn, now

visible and available for confirmation that the project had gone well.

The Importance of Perfection

All 16 babies were healthy, term newborns. This healthy,

well-developed state of the infant was the most important and first

concern of these mothers whose prenatal goal was perfection of the

infant:
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KAREN– A perfect little baby

Karen described the perfection of her son as immediately salient:

He is real aware. He picked his head up off my shoulder. He
is real strong and all of his first tests, the Apgar score was
really good. He just got one off for color I think, 2 off at
1 minute and 1 off at--when do they do it--5 minutes? The
well-baby people said the test they give, reflexes and
everything were real good. He is just a little perfect baby
everyone says.

DORIS- Very relieved

Doris had worked with severely handicapped children for a year and

she and her husband had worried throughout the prebirth period.

I was just so relieved he came out normal. I worried all the
time. Even though I had the amnio, there are other things
that can happen in the uterus.

The most important new cue for these mothers was the overall

impression that their infant was healthy. Fourteen mothers experienced

instant relief and joy at the apparent normalcy and health of their

baby; Margaret and Esther had more anxious first experiences with anoxic

infants.

ESTHER— Full then empty

Esther's first impression was frightening initially and described

with vivid recall one week later:

When she was born, the umbilical cord was wrapped around her
neck, around her chest, through her legs, it was everywhere.
She was completely blue I guess. All of a sudden you see all
the doctors, all the pediatricians, the chief of whatever, and
they were all there. The room was real crowded and then it
was real empty. Everybody left with the baby.

While holding her week old infant on her lap, Esther communicated a fear

for the infant's health and a sense of intense loneliness in her story.

The sudden withdrawal of the infant from her body and her visible

presence left an emptiness. Her depiction of the room as "crowded, then
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real empty," is metaphorically poignant in its conveying of a sudden

disconnection from her infant.

It was three hours later before she saw her infant again, the time

that, one week later, she claimed was still the most thrilling moment

with her baby since birth:

I was so high when I held her again. I delivered her at 9:10
P.M. I got to hold her about midnight. I was sweating it out
that long. I have a lot of pictures of that. I was just so
glad she was okay.

Esther's use of the phrase "when I held her again" underscores the

strength of her sense of connectedness and holding during the prebirth

time with the infant inside her body. She understood all the procedures

done to assist her infant: "They had to bathe her to get her

temperature back up again," but what was salient for her was the initial

emptiness and later relief that she felt when holding her baby and knew

that the baby was "okay." In her description, she conveyed the message

that the relief was not felt until she held her infant. There is no

reference to the previous meanings of the infant being a gift from her

father, nor to her newborn daughter's accomplishment in successfully

executing a spontaneous version in utero. In a retrospective

description, Esther found meaning only in the fear and separation she

sensed in the present situation and success when reunited with her

daughter. This experience, at least in part, set the stage for

continuing concerns and misreading of cues during the ensuing weeks.

MARGARET- It makes me nervous

Margaret said:

I know he was born with the cord wrapped around his neck which
makes me extremely nervous because I had a little sister that
had brain damage from that but they didn't seem worried about
it. He was purple but I guess they can tell from the monitor
if anything is happening or nothing is happening.
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Margaret's description contains concern that had not been appeased by

the fourth day even though she described her son as "quiet, not cranky

and nursing well." Her concern for the possibility of imperfection was

grounded in the reality of her lived experience with a sister damaged

from a birth similar to her son's.

Acceptance of Gender

The strength of the success tradition was pervasive in the account

of seven women who had strongly interpreted intrauterine sensations as a

hoped for or anticipated sex and were confronted with the reality of the

other. Rubin (1961) claimed that sex was the first and major basis of

differentiating the baby with important associations and expectations in

relation to maleness and femaleness. None of these mothers (or fathers)

expressed disappointment in not having the anticipated or desired sex.

The healthy state of the baby overruled. The baby's transforming power

coupled with the cultural accent on achievement led to ready acceptance

of the realized infant:

BARBARA- I'm glad I had a boy

Well, in the first place I saw that he was perfectly healthy.
Then I said, 'Oh, my God, a boy! Sorry Veronica." I just
never thought--then I thought for about 30 seconds and then I
said, 'Gee, I'm glad I had a boy. Isn't this nicel Gee, look
at that. He looks just like my other son did when he was
born. Isn't it amazing! It is a job well done.'

Barbara accepted her son whose appearance reminded her of one to whom

she was already deeply attached. Her description contained the sudden

transformation of the unexpected gender into success and ready

acceptance without disappointment by rapidly associating him with her

other son. Barbara also typified the theme of birth as accomplishment

of the pregnancy project that was common among the participants.
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MARIE- Oh, it's a girl!

Marie, like Debbie and Lucile, particularly felt successful having

accomplished their first vaginal delivery. Marie said:

She cried even before her whole body was delivered. They
threw her up and I said, "Oh, it's a girl." I don't know what
else I said. She looked just like the other and I thought
that was nice. I was in shock. I just couldn't believe this
kid just came out of me and it actually worked.

Marie described her first extrauterine perception of her infant as

healthy, "cried before whole body was delivered," recognition of gender

and acknowledgement of the infant as hers with "this kid just came out

of me." Her prebirth perception of the baby as male had vanished.

LUCILE- Just what we need

Lucile had been quite sure the baby was a girl because she came

from a family of all girls and thought she was a "girl person." She

described her response to her infant's gender:

You know, all along I thought it was a girl but the minute he
was born, I thought, this is better. This is right. This is
just what we need.

Lucile's description, like the others, reflected optimism and success.

She recalled instant acceptance of her son when she saw him.

KAREN- Perfect that he was a boy

Karen had a pragmatic response to the fact her son was not the

anticipated daughter:

When he came out, just every reason that he was a boy just
popped into my head and it just seemed perfect and right that
he was a boy. He and Frank can always have a room together
and can sleep together whenever they want and you know, we
will save money on clothes and toys.
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Summary. While these statements were retrospective, they all

contained the same ready acceptance of the gender of the infant when

different from the perceived gender during prebirth sensing. The 1ack

of expressed disappointment gives validity to the implicitness of the

success tradition motivating an attitude of ready acceptance.

Perfection was the goal and was achieved; gender was less important.

First Impressions

Expression of pleasure in sensing the baby on the outside of their

bodies dominated the early descriptions of the time mother and newborns

were together. Detailed descriptions of the initial postbirth

perception were given three to seven days later.

DEBBIE– Little, warm, breathing

On the third day, Debbie described the first day with her daughter

with considerable acuity in the recollected sequence:

She was very sweet--kind of quiet, a little sleepy, sort of
dozy. She didn't nurse worth a darn but it didn't bother me
because I felt like I was a veteran and I would be able to

work it out whether she was going well the first day or not.
Don't bother her with it. If it had been my first child I
would have been anxious about that. So she would just mainly
nestle in my arms and she would kind of lie there. She was
just this little warm thing next to me--breathing. Every now
and then she would make little puppy noises. She makes cute
little whimpers and signs and things. So, I would just watch
her face and see those little dreams go by.

Debbie does not just feel her infant's body against her arms and torso.

An examination of her words reveals at least two dominant meanings of

the infant's behavior. Her daughter is perceived as being alive (warm,

breathing, 11e there, nestle) and accepting her mother (kind of 1je

there, just nestle in my arms next to me). Debbie described a

transactional exchange with her newly born daughter in which she
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responded to her baby's behavior from a foundation of experience that

told her what was important ("It didn't bother me. . . I would be able

to work it out later and don't bother her with it"). The prenatal

perception of this infant's "sleeping long periods" was not correlated

to the extrauterine behavior. Her account contains many cues that

Debbie "takes in" as meaningful as she familiarized herself with her

infant. She seemed to be trying to understand her baby's thoughts and

dreams as well as the multiple physical cues:

When you watch her face, she has these little smiles and
frowns. They look like smiles and frowns and you wonder what
they dream. They haven't seen much. You wonder what kind of
pictures they have, you wonder about that.

Debbie's firstborn had been alert. Jennifer's (her newborn)

initial passiveness was troublesome to Debbie who would have preferred

an exchange:

She was not very responsive. Everybody had gone home and I
was trying to get her to wake up and get her to 10ok at me and
talk to me and respond to me and she was a little too sleepy
to respond to me and I remember thinking, "This may be even
more challenging than Donna who was so responsive.' It is
going to take a lot to get her stimulated and interested.
Everyone commented on how bright-eyed Donna was and this one
was not. I felt a little shut out.

Her first vaginal delivery had thrilled Debbie who had celebrated with

family and friends after which the infant's sleepiness was

disappointing. While Debbie did observe, "When she has seen too much,

she just closes her eyes," she did not consider too many sensations as a

possible reason for her infant's lack of responsiveness at this time.

She recalled herself making considerable effort to "get her to respond

to me," an expected reward for her pregnancy, labor and attention.
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MARIE- She looked at me

Marie's infant was also perceived to be the opposite of her

firstborn. Feeling successful after her first vaginal delivery, her

infant's responsiveness added to her joy:

In the middle of the night, after I had fed her and changed
her diaper and she was real quiet, looking around, big eyes,
that was really nice. She was really looking at my face for
the first time. I remember with Betty, she didn't look at me,
she wouldn't look at my face very much. With this one, she
was right in there with her hands up on my breast and Betty
never was .

ARTHUR- The birth experience was different

Fathers also participated in the comparisons. For example, Arthur

recalled and compared their first impressions within the context of the

birth:

Corinne cried for that first hour. She wanted action. This

one was just fine, 'I'm here, I'm nice and warm. It's a
little cool" but we were holding her tight and it was fine. I
think a lot of it though was the birth experience was so
different. This time, it was relatively dark; it was
relatively warm; she was born; she went straight to Florence,
then to my arms. I don't know how much of it was her behavior
or her personality or how much of it was the different
environment. It was a bed birth and so much more relaxed and
comfortable.

Arthur's perception was typical of the fathers. Their perception

centered on the birth experience and did not contain the detailed

observations the mothers reported.

The first impressions were recalled and reported as markers in the

continuing experience with the infant. Comparisons to previous

child/ren typified the descriptions of these multiparas and their

partners. Marie, Barbara and Arthur were typical of this sample in

early recognition of similarities and differences between their

children. Walz and Rich (1983) found multiparas compared the attributes

of the first child to their newborn second child during an



* * * *
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identification/claiming phase on the second and third postpartum days.

In this sample, all parents initially thought the infant looked

"exactly" like a previous child then began to note differences as

reported by Karen on the third postpartum day: "When he first came out,

we thought he looked so much like Frank. Now he looks so different to

us." During the first week, the baby was described as "eating and

sleeping" and the mother as exploring, holding and breast feeding the

infant much of the time.

Time for the Baby

In order for time to be available for the mother and infant to be

together, time of others was elicited. Adult family members

restructured timetables so that the mother was involved with the infant

within the matrix of other continuing relationships. For most, normal

day-to-day tasks were done by others: four husbands took a day or two

off work (two had paid paternity leave), six maternal grandmothers came

long distances to stay for the first week, seven had paid helpers and

two managed completely on their own with friends. Of the 16 mothers,

five had combinations of two assistants with grandmother and paid help.

These mothers continued to do the delegating of tasks and

assignments of roles while doing baby care themselves. Toddlers and

preschoolers were "taken care of" by the visiting maternal grandmother

whose assigned role was the sibling(s). With the exception of Margaret,

who had a full-time nanny and hired a nurse to assist her for two weeks,

the mother did not delegate the care of the infant. Meals were

generally assigned to helpers although this varied meal-by-meal and

day-by-day as the week progressed.
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Time was spent looking at the baby, exploring its body, especially

details not previously available such as fingers, hands, feet, and toes.

Rubin (1961, 1984) described maternal fascination with these small

surface areas of the infant's body. This taking-in of sensory

information was delineated to be part of an identification process in

which association with familial traits were made.

Throughout the first week, details were noted and assimilated by

these mothers. Comparisons to other children and family members

characterized the development of additions to the constellation of cues

recognized as familiar. Familial traits helped to define the situation

for the mother by placing the infant within the family context as in the

following example.

HELEN- Looks like she belongs

During the interview on the third postbirth day, Helen exemplified

Rubin's description of basic maternal behavior and touch (1961, 1963) as

she caressed her daughter's legs and feet gently and said:

Her legs impress me as being long, or else I am just used to
staring at [son's J short, dumpy legs. Most of the family are
tall and thin so this is much more what I expected physically.
She has long fingers and I guess large hands. She looks like
she belongs anyway.

While caressing her daughter's head, she talked about her

preoccupation with her daughter with whom she had not been highly

involved with during the prebirth period:

You can hardly keep your eyes off her and they have their own
baby smell. I can definitely smell her. I just love to sniff
her head. On the second day, she opened her eyes and she was
really looking at me, just searching me and we touched noses
then she had 10ng gazes with her grandfather and then her
father. I just enjoyed that eye contact.

Helen was typical in this description of eye contact. The infant

was described as if recognizing attachment figures, especially the
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mother. The transactional nature of this behavior is evident when

comparing Helen's and Marie's experience with their infant to Debbie's.

Moments in which the infant's opened their eyes was an important time

and was described as standing out in the first week.

Helen also typified the comparing and contrasting that occurred

throughout the descriptions of early impressions:

I think she is not as easy a baby as Jason. He was

extraordinarily easy and she is having some difficulty
nursing. She was good at the hospital and then here she has
been sort of fussy and cried a fair amount. I think she has
gas. I don't think it is colic or anything like that. I
detect gas when she is nursing and, um, she is not as easy. I
was spoiled the first time.

In this excerpt, Helen, 1jke Debbie, began to predict from the

meaning of cues recognized and infer cause in the behavior. Her

descriptions contained selection and rejection of possibilities of

meaning in the behavior and a recognition of the baby as distinctive.

Other features of the baby described by the mothers included

sensory experiences: "She has such soft hair and such soft skin. Do

you notice the smell? Smells like a little baby." The infant's odor

was mentioned specifically by four mothers. Kathryn said after the

investigator held her infant, "He smells different."

Summary. Each of these descriptions contains numerous cues that

were noted by the mother and presented like a list. Meanings of the

various cues are found in their similarity or dissimilarity to family

members, particularly a previous child. This recognition of familiar

characteristics seemed to facilitate acceptance and responsiveness to

the infant.
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Sleeping/Feeding Behavior

Another feature of the infant's first-week behavior that was

important was the time spent asleep and feeding, most particularly at

night. The perception of that behavior and the generosity in dealing

with it varied with the personal style of the mother and history of the

relationship to date. Vivid descriptions of the infant's sleeping

patterns the first night at home were voluntarily given in all 16

first-week interviews.

FLORENCE— Loss of sleep

Florence's description of the infant's behavior and maternal

response during the first night home was:

The second night we got home. My milk came in and she decided
that if she didn't drink it all in one night that it was all
going to disappear. She'd never be able to get it again
(1aughing). I wish I could have figured out how to close it
off. I think I had a total of four hours sleep. The kid's
hungry, you've got to feed her. It took an hour and a half to
get her down from the 2 A.M. feed. I couldn't put her back to
bed because she'd wake the other one [sharing a room] so we
wait out here for an hour and a half. I waited until baby
fell asleep and when she got up again three hours later, I was
seriously thinking about jumping off the bridge but, you know,
it's just something you work with.

Florence responded to her infant's crying, forfeiting her own sleep but

with what Vivian defined as "resentment." Feeding the baby was not what

caused the resentment. It was the infant's lack of appreciation by

fussing once the feeding had been "done." Vivian said, "I'm willing to

give her a chance to get herself righted but this isn't going to go on

for months." Time, compartmentalized into sleeping and waking time, was

now compartmentalized into small segments that would be given generously

' but not for fussing behaviorfor the purposeful activity, "eating,"

deemed purposeless by the mother. The implication was that once fed,

especially at night, the infant should fall asleep again immediately.
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DEBBIE— First sign of independence

Debbie also typified the detailed description of the infant's

behavior and maternal practices the first night at home. Her perception

of the event was based on the infant's style of interaction up to that

point.

She stayed awake until 4 A.M., but she would doze in between.
What she would do is, I would nurse her after which she would
fall asleep. I would put her down, I would get into bed and
just doze off and she would wake up about every 30 minutes. I
repeated the pattern all night. I tried not to nurse her. I
was getting a little sore, although obviously my milk was just
beginning to come in so I wanted to keep going. I would rock
her and walk with her and talk to her and it did not work at

all. She really wanted to nurse and at that point I thought,
maybe with this child I will try a pacifier because she really
wanted to suck, so we did and she went to sleep around 4 A.M.

Debbie identified the last episode as "kind of fun because she hadn't

been very responsive up until that point and I was glad she was showing

some spunk." Debbie responded to this first alert period with

creativity and perseverance in experimenting with alternatives. Having

made previous considerable effort to make contact with her baby, she

rejoiced in the infant's night alertness and responded with generosity

and tolerance. Being a "veteran" might seem to have led her from

hypothesizing hunger, to a need to move, to an eventual interpretation

of a need to suck. Her daughter in utero had been quiet when Debbie was

in motion. She did not call her mother in the next room, or the

husband, even for moral support, nor did they come to her aid. Debbie

accepted her responsibility with independence and self-reliance.

Debbie identified the infant's alertness and wanting her as

reassuring as what motivated her generosity and commitment to the

project until successful in settling her infant. She went on to explain

why this was not her most difficult time with her daughter:
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In some ways it was more difficult with her in the hospital.
I had trouble feeling that overwhelming feeling of love I had
for Donna because she wasn't responding to me. So, other than
the birth, when she woke up with that expression, 'I am ready
to go' was the biggest event I have ever experienced.

Debbie's description of the infant's behavior the first night at home

was atypical of the reports of the ten other mothers who did not report

the pleasure in the interaction that Debbie did. Debbie's sense of her

infant's first sign of individuality and autonomy with, "I want to play"

and signs of "spunk" engaged her. It motivated a generosity and

perseverance in repetitious attendance to the infant until she settled

her baby independently and successfully.

JOAN- Easily settled

Joan's experience was similar to that described by five mothers who

were up in the night to feed babies who settled quickly afterwards:

I am just so impressed. He is just so calm. It is different
to have one that sleeps. I mean, we have had just so much
more time in the last day and a half than we ever had with
her. He got up to eat three times in the night and went right
back to sleep so that's no problem.

Barbara's rhythmic baby was exceptional in his cyclic, regular

pattern as reported by his mother who said she was "thrilled with him."

He has been so easy. He goes to bed at 10 P.M. He has had
the same schedule since the day he was born, the nights I
mean. I haven't paid as much attention to what he does during
the day. He wakes up exactly (I swear he can read my digital
clock) at 1:38 or 1:36, I feed him and put him back to bed and
he wakes up at 7:30 or so. He gets up on time.

Summary. The infants reportedly spent most of the first week in a

state of sleep with brief periods of quiet alert. Eye opening was

infrequent until toward the end of the week. Kathryn's summary of her

baby's behavior in the first week was characteristic of the mothers in

the sample:
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He's been great so far. He sleeps a lot and he a-—just
now—-yesterday, he started opening his eyes. I think he had
them open for a total of a half hour yesterday and this
morning he was looking at the light. He sleeps for about
three hours usually. He'll feed for a total of about half an
hour by the time I burp him and wake him up in between, that
sort of thing, so half an hour is generous and then he usually
falls back to sleep.

Attachment Rite: Naming the Infant

The tenet of independence of the nuclear family was operational in

name choosing. Creativity rather than generativity was the underlying

motivation for naming in all but three families, two of which

voluntarily named the male infant with the father's name using the

aristocratic or royal suffix, "II" or "III." Family names were avoided

or chosen with concern that creative, independent thinking had not

occurred or autonomy had been threatened. For example:

We looked through books and everything. I have always liked
Sean and I have a brother named Sean and I like Frank too [1
year old] but I have a brother named Frank and we thought,
well, two--Mom and Dad and Sean and Frank might wonder what we
are doing but everyone seems real touched.

Naming the baby was a major part of incorporating another

individual into these families. Esther wanted to call her daughter,

"Angel" because she was conceived at the time her father died but was

overruled by the infant's father and paternal grandmother. Marie named

her daughter in recognition of her gracefulness in diving through the

cord before the attendant could remove it and also to rhyme with her

late father's name. Knowing the sex was helpful in choosing a name but

seeing the baby was required before the name was confirmed. The major

criterion used in choosing a name was agreement between parents to a

name that suited the infant's appearance.
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Reliance on Embodied Cue Recognition

Analysis of photographs revealed a common posture of mother and

infant in the first week with the baby against the maternal abdomen

(Figure 7). Only after this was observed in the visual data were

several references to this posture noticed in the interview data. Marie

spoke about "slinging her across my body and we both go to sleep," and

Vivian described her practices when her baby fussed:

I kept her close to my belly. That was just real relaxing for
her. So, I just slept with her in my arms. A couple of times
I would open up and just lay her right on my skin. She was
back into a similar environment. As close as I could get her.

Esther complained that because of a tubal ligation, "I just

couldn't put her on my belly. I just started to put her on the belly

| -

and that's been

hard." It seemed the

mother's skill in

sensing the baby's

cues was embodied in

that area until

outerbody skills were

developed. They were

unaware of this

positioning until

told about it in the

consensual validation

sessions. They all

agreed they had

placed the baby on

their abdomens but Figure 7. Mother's placement of the

had not been aware. baby on the abdomen
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Esther quickly responded with, "Sure, that's where you know them best."

This practice is an example of the "habit body" that Merleau-Ponty

described as the body responding from a system of meaning formed from

experience (1934–1962). Their bodies had become used to the sensing of

the infant within. At least four mothers expressed loss of the

body—within sensations. Debbie said, "I kind of missed that strange

feeling of the moving around." Esther described inner sensations in

poignant terms given the birth circumstances: "It was like something

got torn away from me but now I'm glad it's over." Two commented that

they had felt the infant move, "must have been a muscle twinge or

something" and then realized the infant was, "over there."

Infant Crying

The infant was reported to cry more frequently when away from the

mother's body such as when placed in a room by itself. The baby, used

to the close boundaries of the maternal body in utero, was described as

more relaxed and "calm" when held. The desire for close proximity of

the baby to the mother's body was mutual and described as an

interdependent need as the mother's wanted to hold and explore the

infant as noted above. This mutuality of need made a transactional,

adaptive process possible. Help with the other child(ren) facilitated

this process.

Reports of infant crying were situated within a frame of time and

related activity. The mothers did not describe differences in the cry

but rather the time of the cry associated with feeding and changing.

Inconsolability at night was especially irritating and the mothers
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consistently described their attention to the baby in another room away

from the rest of the family. Crying while dressing was also consistent

in this sample and more easily understood, as Lucile said:

He cries when he's hungry and when I'm changing him, which is
understandable. Like, last night, he wet himself right
through twice and he doesn't like the cold. He is not used to
that so he cried all the way through.

The sibling was described as being upset by the infant's cry and

worried about the baby. Figure 8 shows a 3-year-old sibling covering

her ears while her mother changes her brother.

Figure 8. Sibling avoiding infant brother's cry

Infant Stimulation

With some variation, these mothers were out of the home doing

specific activities within the first week. For example, Joan took her

four-day-old son to meet relatives at the airport; Debbie took her

three-day-old to pick up Donna at nursery school; Barbara attended a

birthday party with her four-day-old son. The infant was not left at

home but accompanied the mother who enjoyed the response of others to

her successful project. All used car seats as required by law in
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California. Kathryn was a contrast to the others. She took the phone

off the hook and stayed home, with the exception of attending a function

with her husband.

JOAN– Holding but different

He is a different baby. I held her all the time and as much
as I can, I am holding him too. He falls asleep whereas she
would be awake. People noticed how her eyes were bright and
she was always paying attention. When I held her, I was
talking to her and playing with her more. With him I am sort
of holding him while he is asleep.

I don't try to wake him up. I am more likely to give him one
breast and then try to play with him a little before I give
him the other one just to get some time with him because he
sometimes falls asleep and then doesn't want the other one and
then I am in trouble.

Stimulation of the infant was important to the mothers who searched for

signs of interest and competence in their babies. The rooms were

decorated with colors and cribs had mobiles above them. Interest in the

efforts made to prepare the space was encouraging to Debbie who was

looking for signs of response:

I think it's fun to nurture them, seeing what their talents
are, getting them to be interested in things. I fixed some
things in her room and I put her under a mobile that went
around and was very encouraged because she just watched it for
the 10ngest time. So she's beginning to focus and see things
and now she'll be beginning to really learn. I thought the
music was loud for a little bitty baby but she liked it. She
watched it very eagerly.

Figure 9 shows the response of the infant to rapid posture changes

and verbal stimulation in the first week that was observed in six

families, either by maternal attempt to alert a sleeping baby or when a

drowsy infant was passed from mother to sibling. When the baby began to

cry (9A), the father called out, "What are you doing to my kid?" When

the mother turned to his voice (9B), the week-old infant fell asleep and

the infant was placed on the mother's shoulder (9C).
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Figure 9. Drowsy infant's response to maternal stimulation
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Possessive and Protective

The newborn seemed small and fragile to these mothers used to

larger children. Bernice described her three-year-old:

She seems so huge to me now. She has always seemed 11ke a
little sprite. She is really not that big but she seems
gigantic when she comes over and lays down on top of me or
beside me.

The sudden largeness and strength of the older child produced a

tension for the mother. They had fostered curiosity about the sibling

with prebirth preparation and postbirth attempts to develop a

relationship with the infant. On the other hand, the attempts of the

older child to interact or handle the small infant, led to protective

behaviors of the mother. This tension was summarized by Karen:

He just doesn't realize. Sean can't handle all those kisses
and hugs. We have to keep stressing gentleness but that is
the way they get a good feel for each other.

When put down, the infant was placed in an infant seat in various

areas of the home near the mother and her activities. The baby was

carried sleeping from one place to another in it (Figure 10). However,

all mothers reported holding their infant "most of the time."

Figure 10. Infant sleeping on kitchen table
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Summary. The maternal practices of these mothers in the first week

was focused on the infant, maintaining close body contact and studying

their infant's behavior and its meaning. Their attention to other

duties was done within that focus. Concern for the response of the

other children was expressed and attention of nannies, au paires and

grandparents directed toward them. Fathers also helped with the older

children. Bernice summarized her first week with a second child:

I am definitely all involved in taking care of Shelly (infant)
and making sure that Stacy is well taken care of. I think it
is hard to switch back and forth from the needs of an infant

to the needs of a 3-year-old. It is really hard especially
when you are so geared emotionally--probably your hormones and
everything really gear you towards the infant care aspect. I
like it. I have heard people say they didn't enjoy the
newborn care, you know, the feeding and dressing them and all
that. I love it. My husband is helping out a lot and I have
been trying to take time during the day when Shelly is asleep
to do things with Stacy that she likes.

Overall, an attitude of generosity and tolerance pervaded the first

week accounts of interrupted sleep in meeting the infant's needs for

nutrition and closeness. Most particularly, nocturnal alertness without

crying or rapid return to the sleep state after feeding pleased the

mother and liberated feelings of acceptance and joy mingled with concern

for sleep patterns. For example, Barbara expressed guarded pleasure

with her son's ability and 1aughingly said: "He raised his head right

up at 3:30 this morning. He is going to have to learn that is is not

the time to do his tricks."

During the first week, new cues were added to the constellation

developed during the prebirth period. A summary of cues acquired by the

end of the first week is presented in Table 3.
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Table 3. Constellation of Cues Acquired by the End of the First Week

New Cues Augmented Cues

Appearance-family traits Normal healthy
Sound-cry – "chirps" Direct touch—whole body
Facial expressions Weight
Proportions Gender
Smell Size

Softness of skin & hair Sleep/wake behavior
Temperament

Four Weeks :

Recognition of Emerging Patterns in Cues

Four weeks postbirth was characterized by a changing maternal

context and changed infant behavior. There was considerable difference

in the daytime and nighttime maternal practices of these busy, urban

mothers and in the night and day behavior of the infant. Nocturnal

rhythms had begun and longer periods of alertness were occurring during

the day.

The themes of success and self-reliance were still evident with a

focus on the management of time. By four weeks, these mothers defined

time in relationship terms in contrast to the activity terms of the

prebirth period. Combinations of sibling rivalry, husband-wife

distancing, desire to be with the infant and to be alone characterized

the mothers' milieu creating tensions between her desire to be with the

responsive infant and her loyalty and commitment to others.

The Maternal Context: Time as a Scarce Resource

At four weeks, the mother's goals were to maintain the household

and other relationships but their main focus was on the new and rapidly
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changing infant. Grandmothers had returned to their homes and these

mothers expected to manage the household. The moratorium on family life

that was evident in the first week was over. However, the mother and

infant both still desired close proximity to each other.

The Engaging Infant

The fourth week interviews began consistently with the mothers (and

the six fathers who participated in this interview) excitedly reporting

two recent behaviors of the infant: 1) the first smile had occurred

within days before, and 2) the infant had slept for five to six hours

one or more nights in the past week. Longer daytime alert periods were

also included in the descriptions of the infant's behavioral repertoire

but with not as much significance as the smile and longer periods of

sleeping at night. Both were very much appreciated. They were welcomed

as signs of the infant's beginning ability to reciprocate in human ways.

The smile, a human sign of greeting, was interpreted as communicating

recognition and acceptance of the mother. It was a reward and a sign of

success as evident in the following typical comments.

She smiles at us now and sleeping six hours at night sometimes

* * * * *

When I got her up this morning when she woke up, she really
gave me a big smile.

Other observations of the infant's behavior at four weeks are

presented in the following list of excerpts:

She rolled over from her stomach to her back today.

º: º: * * +

He has changed a lot. He is awake a lot more. Now he feeds
and doesn't go to sleep--even in the night.

ºk : x : *:
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He doesn't find us yet. When we are on one side of him and we
call him or something he doesn't look over there yet. He
hasn't started that. I don't know if they are supposed to or
not. He looks to the light and looks up. He looks round but
he can't follow. He can't find you let alone follow you!
(laughing).

ºk * x x x

He sleeps real nice during the day. He's going back in the
morning, then I am able to take a shower and do the dishes and
everything and he will be up again about 10ish and——he is out
for thee hours at a time, couple of times a day.

*k * + + *

He has such little tiny hands--small features compared to the
other ones. It's like (reaches with one hand for the family
album)--T. was much fuller, S. was smallish with a little
forehead--she reminds me of him, sort of——just fine features.

* × * ºk +k

She is a quick picker-upper. Just pick her up and shake her
around a bit and put her back down and she's happy again. She
just wants to know you're there in a way. That you still love
her and you want to be with her. She is much more into her
environment than Kim was, maybe I just notice it more. I
notice her looking at movement of leaves--she's really intent
on people's faces. She is really intrigued with people's
faces and the sounds that come out of them.

*k x ºk *k *

The thing that started last week that was exciting was
actually having her coo, I mean back. She really had to work
at it. (to baby) Let's hear your voice--there really is a
voice in there.

ºk *k 2k * *k

She's learned how to scream now, you know, she goes,
"Yaaa"—-yells like that and I look at her, "Oh my goodness,
did you do that?"

* º: *k * *k

She just loves to be held. That's it in a nutshell. This one
does not want a pacifier.

* * * ºk *k

She is so awake. She looks so tiny in her first pictures.
She's filling out. I guess she is growing.

+ + *k * *
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She only seems to cry when it is really necessary to get
something across that she can't get otherwise. She tries
other ways to get your attention, looking at you, making other
noises. She makes little squeaks. Her cry is incredibly
loud.

Photographs of infants at four weeks (Figure 11) also indicated

is 15:5 º

Figure 11. Four-week-old infant during waking period

increased alertness and responsiveness when awake compared to the

week-old infants in Figures 7 and 10. The evidence presented an

enlarging constellation of cues available to the mother who was

beginning to recognize patterns.

Parental descriptions of the infant's behavior at four weeks

contained signs of increasing competence in the infant's body skills and

beginning recognition of the environment and particularly the mother.

Evidence of infant intentionally soliciting proximity to the mother was

not only flattering, but was appreciated as a sign of self-reliance in

meeting needs. The infant still fascinated the mother. All expressed

the feeling of having limited time with the baby. These mothers
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indicated that stress related to time came from their orientation to be

with the infant. For example:

LUCILE- Short-changing him

My first impression is this poor child. I have not one
second. I feel like I am short-changing him at the age of one
month--it is terrible. I never have enough time to sit and be
with him. I am constantly only feeding him on one side and
then saying, 'Just a minute," and run around and do things.

Reallocation: Making Time to Be with the Baby

For these multiparas, time alone with the baby was precious and

SCar Ce . One mother described herself as a "worker bee." With

productivity almost totally outside the home, most of each day was taken

up in bringing in essential resources such as food and information and

in "doing errands." Four of the mothers participated in groups oriented

to parenting and two participated in co-op nursery projects with older

children. Five gave time in volunteer activities in church groups, the

arts, and in assisting those less privileged. Two fathers were ill at

home during this first four weeks. Six families had relatives come to

stay after the first week, one mother traveled to the east to spend time

with ill parents and Marie's baby was in the hospital for a week with a

high fever. Margaret returned to work at the end of the third week,

part-time, and came home to nurse the baby. All mothers continued to

breast feed within this busy milieu.

Time was a paramount concern at four weeks. Other studies have

also found time allocation for relationships a source of concern and

stress for multiparas. Grubb (1980) identified two dimensions of time

in a study of eight American multiparas' perceptions of time in the

first few weeks postpartum; 1) time as a commodity, a valuable resource,

and 2) time as a criterion or standard of reference. These 16 mothers

expressed a desire to have more time with the baby alone as their
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greatest concern about their management of time. They negotiated time

with others and "stole" or "made" time within their busy world to be

alone with the infant.

DEBBIE— Having an affair

Described her effort to give love to Jennifer without causing

stress for Donna.

I have to sneak off to give Jennifer hugs and kisses, talk to
her and play with her so Donna doesn't see me because she is
having such a hard time. I feel like I am having an affair.

DORIS- I take time

Doris negotiated time to be with the infant.

I love my time alone with him. I try and nurse him around the
time when a special children's show is on television. She
isn't allowed much television and so when Sesame Street or Mr.

Rogers is on, I get her a bottle and some raisins and I just
go into the bedroom and have time with him. It is so nice to
have that with him because there is so much rushing around
with a preschool child that it is hard to have time with just
the baby. I have to rise above that real physical
relationship to reassure her. I am sort of shifting gears.
When I am alone, it's nice just to feel the physical closeness
and not think and not worry. I think babies are so
emotionally uncomplex and its nice. They just need you.

In both these examples, attention was given to the needs of others

but priority was on being with the infant. Kathryn described how this

priority was a source of tension and stress:

I really enjoy the quiet with him and when the kids come in
it's like--I like seeing them but after awhile they grate on
you. They don't mean to but they do and you kind of go
AHHHHHH!

The Father's Role

The focus of the mother on the infant required reshaping of the

family structure to make it possible for the mother and infant to
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maintain the proximity and body contact they both desired. Marie

described how she and her husband managed so that she had time with Amy.

I kind of incorporate Amy into my allegiance framework. He
spends most of the time with Betty, which is great. It's nice
for her and real nice for me. The time he has with Amy is
real late at night.

Barbara's husband reported:

I have been teasing her. I have been working late. She wants
me to come home and I'11 ask her if she misses me. But when I

come home she goes into the bedroom and shuts the door. I am
expected to take care of the other kids.

The dependence of the infant on the mother empowered her to

negotiate and motivate father involvement. In most of the families,

this led to a style of parallel parenting which, begun in late

pregnancy, was operant at four weeks. Figure 12 shows evidence of

parallel parenting activities in which the father attended to the older

child(ren) and the mother could be with the infant. All fathers in

these upwardly mobile families tended to be heavily involved with work,

four did participate in parenting as a partner of the mother. In eight,

the father was the parallel parent on weekends but irregularly during

the week. Four fathers were not mentioned as being expected to help.

Two mothers without household help expressed feelings of being very

alone with the postpartum experience as did two with household help.

The alignment of the father and other child (ren) was strong by four

weeks in all but Margaret's family in which there was a full-time nanny.

Parallel parenting was possible only when the father was home and the

preschooler would accept him. For example, Joan said:

I think he would like to do more with her but she has been

real difficult and has not been willing to let go of me to do
that.
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While some of the actual caretaking tasks of mothering may have

been delegated to the purchased time and skills of others as was true in

seven families, the deeper caring of selecting suitable alternative

caretakers, such as babysitters, and making appropriate arrangements was

not delegated. The orientation, hiring and firing of those used as

full-time or part-time help for cleaning or childcare" was carefully

done. These persons were often assigned their tasks with written

instructions regardless of their competence. Margolis (1984), in

tracing the evolution of motherhood through the last century, found a

similar shift from solitary mothering to a more multiple form of

mothering via paid help.

Whatever the level of household help, the husband was the expected

support of the mother-infant relationship, a finding similar to Walz and

Rich (1983). Fifteen husbands spent much of their at-home time with the

older child(ren) either voluntarily or as negotiated. The mothers

remained possessive of the infant as in the following example of

negotiated childcare:

Norah: I'm going to change her in a minute.

Bruce: Does she need to be changed?

Norah: Yeah, you want to do it? No, you read to Erica and
I'll get the diaper (leaving with the baby).

This example was typical of observed interaction between mothers and

fathers regarding the infant's care. The father had limited access to

the infant and was delegated the care of the older child(ren). Fathers

who were engaged in household and childcare tasks, appeared to do this

4. One family employed a full-time nanny; one had au pair assistance;
five had daily help for household and childcare. All of these
assistants worked during the day, Monday to Friday.
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willingly as part of the goal to free the mother to get the infant

"settled" into the family. The mothers also claimed the infant as

recognizing and preferentially selecting them.

MARIE— She prefers me

Marie presented a typical description of father-infant interaction.

She's very alert. Last night Harry was talking and she turned
right over to him. When she was younger, probably a week or
so, he was holding her one day and she was real happy and
asleep and then he started talking and she looked up at him as
if to say, "Who are you? I'm with the wrong person? Who are
you? Where's Mom?" It was great. It was like she was very
aware of the difference.

This controlled access to the infant and claimed possession was a

surprise to the mothers whose husbands had said they did not have much

time with the infant, or, "I get to hold her once in a while." The

mothers laughed and agreed when examples were given and photographs

shown. When compared to animal mothers who are often vicious when

tending their young, Bernice quickly replied, "that's how I felt. Like

I would bite anyone who took her." This is evident in the following

example:

JOAN- Possessive and protective

Joan expressed frustration with the live-in helper who loved to

hold Ken.

I feel like I'm really protective of him. I find myself
getting annoyed that L (helper) picks him up so much and does
so many things for him that I would just as soon do.

Like the others, Joan said she was trying to get her husband involved

but did not see him as equally competent or preferred by the infant.

I don't feel the same thing when Louis does it. I think the
fathers kind of tend to feel left out. When Ken is fussy,
both Louis and L respond with "He needs to eat." I went out
for groceries and was gone an hour. Apparently Ken wasn't
very cooperative and was screaming when I got back. Louis
said, "this is how it has been since you left." I picked him
up and within 30 seconds he was asleep.
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Marie and Joan described their experience of the infant's

differential recognition of mother and father noted by Dixon et al.,

(1981). Evidence of the infants preferential selection of the mother as

familiar in the infant's world was contained in all the fourth week

discussions. While possessive, there were signs of concern that the

father did not know the baby as well as the mother as in the example

above with Joan and Louis. Karen described her personal expertise and

knowledge of the infant:

He would be real happy and peaceful and I would hand him off
to Allan and go in the bedroom. The first little squeek, he
says, "Karen, he sounds hungry, you'd better feed him." I
said, "No, he has a full belly, he just needs to burp" and
hand him back.

As noted in the examples above, by four weeks, the mothers felt

they were more in tune with the baby's needs than anyone else, either

paid help or the father. This fostered maternal possessiveness, fatigue

and tensions as other relationships shifted and changed to accommodate

the mother-infant dyad.

Looking for Patterns in Behavioral Cues

Time was needed by the mothers who described how they were

"working" on getting to know the baby. The following are examples of

mothers with their second, third and fourth baby:

JOAN- Understanding fussing

I don't know what you need. Sometimes you need to fuss a
little just before you fall asleep. Maybe I'll get the
pacifier and try that.

BARBARA- Predicting hunger

I still feel like I am getting to know him. I don't like a
baby to have to cry hard to get fed so I like to know when he
is coming up on being hungry so I still feel I am getting to
know that. He isn't exactly like the other two.
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KATHRYN- Learning the meaning of cries

You try to find patterns if there are any. I try to sense
what these cries mean. I assume he cries when he is hungry.
He cries when he is wet a lot. As soon as he cries, I check
the diaper and it is usually wet. When he sleeps sometimes,
he will sleep for about 15 minutes or so and then he will cry
a bit and I think it is either a dream or whatever but the
kids run in and get him. I say, "Don't rush at him because he
is probably dreaming' but he doesn't have a chance.

In each of the examples above, the mother expressed a

goal-directedness in her practice. They described a searching for

understanding of their baby's pattern of behavior in sharp contrast to

the recognition of single cues characteristic of their practices in the

first week. They each expressed the goal of learning how to predict

their infant's needs from its behavior, differentiating needs expressed

with variations in the same infant behavior such as crying in Kathryn's

example or forecasting as in Barbara's.

Joan discriminated what Wolff (1959) called the "sham cry" to bring

the mother close:

In the last week, three different times when I have gotten up
because he was kind of fussing it turned out he was asleep and
not interested in feeding. I don't need to get up if he
doesn't need to get up.

The infant's fussing "until you hold him/her" was a common occurrence in

this time period and the mother's were beginning to differentiate. They

liked holding the infant and did not find this bothersome. The desire

for close proximity was mutual but the infant was also showing the

ability to be awake and alone if stimulation was available, as evidenced

in the following two examples.

BARBARA- Being together

I find myself paying a lot of attention to holding him and
playing with him--just touching him all the time because time
just goes by so fast and I just love this stage. I just love
playing with him—-fondling his feet--they are tiny aren't
they?
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JOAN- Being alone

He will lay around for about 20 minutes but that's about it.
That's if there is activity around. He likes to be in his
crib with Brahm's lullaby over and over. I think it is the
music more than whatever it is that is going around that
interests him because he can't see that well yet. He has a
little mirror in his crib that has a clown on it. I don't
know if he looks at himself in the mirror or he looks at the
clown but he does seem to 10ok at that.

The Husband-Wife Relationship

While eight mothers described their husband's working long hours

during the first weeks postpartum, only three found this stressful, one

of whom had paid help with both house and childcare. These three

mothers felt deserted, even though they were engrossed with the infant.

At least one sought professional counselling.

The style of handling the mother's preoccupation and involvement

with the infant within the established matrix of relationships varied.

Kathryn's husband worked long hours. In contrast to feeling neglected,

she enjoyed the moratorium on that relationship. When both Kathryn's

and Doris' husbands took other children away on a trip within the first

four weeks, both mothers found it well-timed and helpful. Kathryn

described the time as "heaven" as she had the baby to herself and could

get used to his "rhythms." Doris felt the same way:

The five days were very healing. It was just blissful. I
felt like we were conspirators, alone in the house without
anyone cranky or angry or upset. Those five days were like
magic.

Others took a rational view of the situation, which as multiparas they

knew was temporary:

JOAN- You can't do much about it

At four weeks, Joan expressed a pragmatic view of the family

tension:
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Time alone is minimal between Louis and I of course and that

has created an underlying tension. You laugh about it or you
talk about it but there doesn't seem to be a whole lot you can
do about it either.

KAREN- Missing each other is nice

Mostly, we have just been missing each other a lot and that's
nice too-nice to know. He will come home and it feels good
just to be with each other. I think you miss each other a lot
after having a baby anyway because you are so busy with care
and he has been working a lot on top of that.

DORIS- It's never enough

Doris perceived her husband's physical and emotional absence to be

his response to the new baby. Her daughter's behavior added

relationship stresses.

The problems have been the marriage and negotiating the
sibling rivalry that has been very tough. I think, it was
hard for me not to get angry. What happened was the baby,
especially when he is gasey and not feeling well, needs to be
held a lot and the way attention was sought was through
negative behavior and being bad and so things just go cyclical
and we really started to ride each other. My husband has been
spending a lot of time with her but it just seemed like
nothing was enough. We could have done it constantly all day
but nothing helped and I think that in itself was enraging
because I just felt, "Well, who around here is getting
enough?"

Summary. Whatever the perception of the lifestyle, overall the

mothers described themselves as "being more organized," or "more my old

self now. The 1ast month I didn't even have the desire to even get

ahead of it, you know, the house, tidy things up. I was just kind of

taking off time."

Use of Equipment in Maternal Practices

Snuglis, a cloth infant carrier the mother wears, facilitated the

mother's self-sufficiency and efficiency by both maintaining the desired

body contact while freeing the mother to do other things. Figure 13
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shows a mother using a Snugli while talking with her three-year-old and

cooking. Her infant sleeps happily against her in the Snugli (Figure

14).

Figure 13. Making cookies with infant close in Snugli

18 tº:G5

Figure 14. Infant sleeping in Snugli
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There was variability in use of the common equipment. Helen did

not like the Snugli:

I don't like it at all. It makes me feel pregnant again.
Sort of a cloying feeling. She likes it and my husband uses
it sometimes.

She found it binding and even though she thought pregnancy was a nice

time, did not wish to carry her infant in that style. Florence agreed

with her. In contrast, Bernice said, "I just love the Snugli and she

does too. She is in it a lot. I like having her there and I can do

everything with it on."

Seven families had mechanical swings (Figure 15) in use by four

weeks. They were used by these participants to quiet the baby and free

the mother for other

activities. They

were used With

variable feelings.

While most found them

convenient and the

baby quiet in them,

for Helen it was not

a maternal practice

she liked. She said,

"It's is impersonal.

I mean just sticking

them in something

mechanical--the idea

doesn't appeal."

Figure 15. Infant in swing
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All families had Snuglis, infant seats, and car seats for the

infants. Barbara described the variation in her use of equipment:

He is a lot more awake and most of the time he is quiet when
he is awake and just looks around. He just likes being in the
room with you so I just put him in there [infant seat on the
floor] or in the swing or in the Snugli and have him move
round and look at things.

Summary. Self-reliance was an expectation for all family members

during the postbirth period. This expectation, in concert with

reallocation of time, motivated change in relationships and functions

within the family. The cultural tradition of goal-directed activity was

reshaped as these mothers described what stood out for them. Equipment

was used to both maintain the infant's proximity to the mother and

separate the baby's body from the mother's for periods of time and give

the infant the opportunity to become familiar with activities and

features of the environment.

Successful Time Management Redefined

For these busy, corporate style mothers, the requirements of the

day-to-day management of breast feeding the infant and meeting the needs

of others redefined their meaning of successful time management. They

spoke with surprise and good humor in describing their experiences, as

if saying it out loud made it sound humorous.

JOAN- Getting through each day

Joan typified the group by saying that she was operating on an

hour-by-hour plan. She described her lifestyle at four weeks as:

Getting through each day. Louis comes home and says, "What
did you do," and I say, "I went to the cleaners and took
Joanne to school and nursed Ken six times--that was it, that
was my day.
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Bernice had a similar story:

BERNICE– It's kind of a mental drain at times

It is kind of a mental drain at times. I can only do two
things in a day. Yesterday, I can't even remember what I
did--one of the things I did was take Stacy to a swimming
class. We picked up some eye ointment for Shelly and that was
it for the day. I didn't get to the store. When Robert
phoned and said "What's for dinner?" I said, "nothing" so he
brought home some groceries and we kind of fixed dinner
together.

Marie described her new feeling of success:

It is just the day-to-day struggle of getting through the day.
It's been interesting to have two. Every time I make it to
the park, it's a success. I made it to the park today without
any problems. I still feel like I'm treading water. I can
see how it could drag you out if this is how you always feel.
Hopefully, this kid gets bigger and bigger and you don't feel
that way.

Marie expressed the multiparas' cushion of experience (Benner, 1984b)

that facilitated coping. She knew it was a temporary state but

expressed uncertainty generated by the present situation with her

prefix, "Hopefully." In a validation session, five mothers discussed

the stress on self-sufficiency of mothers in the American culture

without extended families and how this added to the pressure they felt

to be competent and successful both as independent individuals and as

mothers. Successful in the cultural tradition means productive. The

aspects of time as criterion delineated by Grubb (1980) were evident in

the selection and organization of information, behavior and evaluation

of attributes in the maternal practices. These mothers added the

element of visible production. Marie expressed a hope that her child's

growth was a visible product of her use of time.
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Doing Two Things at Once

A particularly difficult time for secundigravidas was when both

children needed them at once. For mothers of two- and three-year-olds,

the oldest child's needs were chosen to be dealt with first while the

infant waited. The maternal theory for doing so varied:

MARIE- More investment in firstborn

Overall, it's really interesting how you react when Amy's
crying and Betty's crying. I let Amy cry 1onger than I ever
let Betty cry. I make sure that she's alive and not under a
lot of distress but I know Betty so much better. I know how
to take care of her and what will get her through the next
five minutes so I can attend to Amy. There's a certain amount
of allegiance to Betty. I have put a lot of time and effort
into her.

Betty, born prematurely and compromised for a time in the neonatal

period, required diligent, concerned care because she was an irritable,

sensitive baby. Marie's account also suggested that she was more

attached to Betty at this stage, having "put a lot of time and effort

into her."

DEBBIE— Jennifer won't remember who was first

Debbie's description told of how she also managed simultaneous

needs of two children when she was by herself.

I deal with Donna first when both need me. I just feel that
Jennifer will forget that I didn't pick her up and let her cry
for ten minutes. I feel Donna won't forget that I take care
of Jennifer first. Unless I know that Jennifer has been

asleep for five hours and I know she is famished. Then I will
try to pick her up and nurse her and take care of Donna if it
is something I can do while nursing. I feel I have to cheat
on this one a little. I always picked Donna up but I just
can't tie a shoelace and hold a baby at the same time.

When being solicited by both children, Debbie was able to select and

reject options and described her options with "unless I know" and "if it

is something." She adds:
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She is going to be compromised a little bit in that regard. I
think it will just be part of her personality to be able to
handle that. She seems to have a good, strong personality and
doesn't fall apart.

The tradition of self-reliance was evident in Debbie's rationale

for her practices, translating the situation into one within the

potential of the developing infant. She saw evidence of self-reliance

in her four-week-old infant's personality and made a definitive

goal-oriented statement, void of the detail of the first week's

observations. She now described an emerging pattern in her infant's

behavior.

Burst-Pause Sucking Pattern: Taking Time

For even the most experienced of these mothers, the typical pause

phase of the burst-pause pattern of the infant identified by Lipsett

(1977) was not within the range of meaning for mothers oriented to time

as a commodity to be used for purposeful productive activity. The burst

stood out as it could be understood as purposeful activity; the pause

was interpreted as wasting time. Kaye and Wells (1980) studied the

pattern and measured the pauses in newborns to be 4–15 seconds with the

nipple remaining in the infant's mouth. While jiggling by the mothers

decreased the pause in the first two weeks, it lengthened the pause

overall. The burst-pause pattern was not contained in the descriptions

of the nursing experience, which by four weeks, was interpreted as

taking time.

It seems as if the feeding takes almost 45 minutes. I mean,
he does this (points to baby who has stopped sucking but still
has nipple in his mouth) and then I kind of squeeze my breast
so it forces some and he wakes up. But I would like him to be
a little more programmed so that when he's at the breast he
knows that it is eating time and he eats and he can suck
instead of mushing into a whole hour period. It is not as
defined as it used to be.
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Kathryn's attempt to schedule her infant was not uncommon. By four

weeks, the uncertainty related to feeding was difficult and they

preferred some ability to predict in planning activities. Doris also

expressed concern about the length of feeding time:

He takes so long. I would like him to learn that this is
eating time and then we can cuddle too but be more definitive
about eating rather than this.

The breast feeding infant at four weeks was in a quiet, alert state

and looked at the mother, trying to engage her in face-to-face

interaction (Figure 16). Seven mothers expressed concern about the time

taken for breast feeding but did not engage in an alternate method at

Figure 16. Alert four-week old infant at the breast

this stage. Beginning attempts to control the infant's behavior are

evident in these mothers' practices.

Five mothers set aside nursing time to read to the other child/ren,

make lists or even talk on the phone and were less concerned about
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"wasting" time. Debbie and Bernice specifically said it was their

resting time and they devoted time to it happily.

You can write off the afternoons. The afternoons, I sit
around and nurse Jennifer and read to Donna because I am too

tired to do anything else.

The Limits of Self-Reliance

Early parenthood exposed the limits of the self-reliance tradition.

The mothers were mobile with their young infant's with the benefit of

Snugli, cars and car seats. The infant was out in the world with the

mother early in life. As the infant became more alert, this lifestyle

tended to compromise the infant at times. The infant's world included

not only the sensations within the family but also those experienced

while being with the mother on errands in traffic, in and out of stores,

groups and offices as well as those provided by other caretakers. In

the first few weeks, the infant slept in the Snugli against the mothers

but by four weeks, all mothers described an infant behavior indicative

of sensory overload (Brazelton, 1982):

KAREN– He was too good to be true

He was just too good to be true the first week and a half. At
ten days we went to a child observation class and I was
telling them he just sleeps and eats and smiles. Everyone was
saying, the times they are fussy is at night. I kind of knew
that babies are usually pretty fussy at dinner time but at 10
days or two weeks he started having this fussy period just
when Allan was getting home from work so he was going, "What's
happening? He used to be so mellow. . . ."

Karen sensed her baby's distress and that of her husband. Her

firstborn was not immersed in a household with a two-year-old or at

child observation class at 10 days of age. Karen does not understand

why her infant, was "mellow" at first. She described his fussiness as

"crying on and off for a couple of hours and he didn't want to do
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anything. He didn't want to nurse and he didn't want to lay down. He

didn't know what he wanted." The autonomy and self-reliance terms used,

"He didn't want, he didn't know," attributed the distress to the infant,

a period of behavior that she had to tolerate whereas Barbara implied

that she understood why her infant was so upset and she tried to assist

her infant in regaining control:

BARBARA- An episode of disorganization

I can see that he gets tired and worn out now. The other day,
we went to his grandmother's and did a bunch of errands and
saw a bunch of people and when we got home, this little one
fell apart. He just started to cry off and on. He obviously
just had to get it out of his system. We were in my room with
no lights on and we were sitting there on the bed completely
relaxed and I was just rocking and singing to him and then
he'd calm down and I'd start to get up and take care of the
other kids and dinner and he'd get disturbed again. He wasn't
finished yet. Finally he fell asleep and he was good all
night long, but I could tell, I think I just pushed him too
hard that day. I have to watch that.

Barbara sensed the overstimulation of her baby on a hot day. She

was tired also. She described herself as "relaxing" with him on the bed

but indicated she was feeling the pressure of needing to attend to

dinner and the other children. Barbara, who had him out in a Snugli at

four-days-old to a birthday party, sensed the change from a sleeping

newborn's ability to shut out excessive sensation and her month-old's

awareness. She attributed the experience to his "being more aware of

what is going on around him than he knows. He is really good while we

are out and then we get home and he just wants to let go." While

Barbara implied the infant takes in too many sensations in his increased

alertness to the world, she did not sense that his "quietness" or

"sleeping" while out with her may have been a way of shutting out

excessive information. Once home in a quieter environment, he became

more alert and his disorganization became apparent.
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Helen presented a similar description.

HELEN- A pattern of disorganization

She's out and around with me. She's got quite a busy social
life. In the evening is official fussy time. It's no big
deal, I'm up anyway. We put her in the swing periodically and
she likes that but it's so impersonal. I mean, just sticking
them in something mechanical but she likes it——it works. We
alternate between the swing and holding her.

Again, the infant, experiencing the world with the mother became

disorganized in the early evening as a pattern. Helen described a

different style of assisting the infant to get organized as part of the

family's pattern of coping.

ESTHER— A sleepy baby is worrying

Esther was concerned about her four-week-old infant's sleepiness:

Your mommy is worried about you sleeping all the time. Why do
you do that? She's real content but it's like I said, I
worried so much about her because of the birth and because

when I was pregnant, toward the end, I would have a couple of
glasses of wine to help me relax and sleep. I hope it didn't
hurt her.

Esther's belief in activity as indicative of health caused continued

concern about her infant's drowsiness. A friend's infant had just been

diagnosed with a brain defect and Esther interpreted her infant's

behavior as worrisome. Her own behavior during pregnancy. the traumatic

birth and her friend's news provided the background for concern. The

excessive summer heat may have also precipitated the infant's

drowsiness. Observation indicated that Esther's worry led her to

stimulate her infant with verbalizations to her when drowsy, many

posture changes when holding her and frequent face-to-face contact. The

household was noisy with a business phone, an Italian grandmother had

just visited for two weeks and frequent neighborhood visitors were at

the door. The infant was healthy, growing and nursing well.
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These descriptions are indicative of a strong orientation toward

goal-directed activity and self-reliance in the culture. The mothers'

expectation that the baby was able to be out in their busy world with

them without repercussions came from their belief in their own

competence and orientation toward successfully managing their homes and

family's needs. This tradition blunted the mother's sensitivity to the

infant's behavior that signaled inability to find meaning when bombarded

with too many sensations even though close to the mother. Infant seats,

car seats and strollers separated the infant from the mother's body; the

Snugli brought the baby back against her again. All of these items of

equipment made the mother mobile with the infant. With breast feeding

and the popularization of bonding, the mothers believed the infant was

best taken care of by being with them.

Barbara, Helen, and Marie interpreted the infant's sleeping while

out as "good" even though they stated, "I pushed him too far," or, as

Kathryn said, "they have been handled too much by then." Interestingly,

the strong autonomy and individualism of the culture group is also

apparent in the attribution of the fussiness to the infant's behavior.

None of the mothers, except Barbara, alluded to the lifestyle as being a

possible contributor. They enjoyed taking the baby out. Margaret said

that "taking him out is lots of fun. People's reactions to babies amaze

me."

Perception of the Infant's Attention-Withdrawal Pattern

Interaction with the infant also required attention to the sensory

capacity of the infant. Esther tended to "overload" her infant with

continuous and excessive attempts to get her to wake up and be active.

Figure 17 shows the cyclic pattern of the attention—withdrawal guided by
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the infant: Figure 17A, the mother getting the attention of an alert

infant; Figure 17B, face-to-face interaction; Figure 17C, the infant

pulling back; and Figure 17D, the mother putting the infant down to

recover. Two mothers were observed as consistent in this style of

interaction by four weeks.

The Difference Between Day and Night

The stories of night interactions provided a sharp contrast to the

stories of busyness and interrupted time with the baby and disrupted

feeding of the daytime. A surprising finding, given the strength of the

self-reliance tradition evident in the mother's daytime practices, was

the incidence of the infant sleeping with the parents. Nine (56%) had

the baby's bassinet in the parent's room. Nine (56%) had the baby in

the parental bed for all or part of the night. At least four continued

this practice for more than eight weeks, three of whom had the infant

sleep exclusively with them. Figure 18 shows the infants in or near the

parental bed, even for nap time.

This practice is a well-kept American secret. It was interpreted

by the mothers as antithetic to development of the infant's autonomy and

to competence in mothering. For example, Lucile said:

I've done some things with this baby that I am going to pay
for I'm sure of it. I started off with him in our bedroom

because my parents were in his and that meant I nursed him in
bed. Now he only wants to sleep with me so I let him. He is
not happy unless he is in the crook of my arm. I am not
getting enough rest with him there but he is happy. I could
never tell my mother that!
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Lucile experienced a sense of infant as happier when near her at night

and this transforms her belief and plan. The same happened to Helen,

who had planned to have her infant in a separate room.

We stayed the first night in the Birth Center and we had her
sleep in our bed. The evening we came home we kept her in bed
with us again simply because there was dust from the
renovations all over. I want her to be in one crib and

ideally in a separate room but at this early point. . . .

Helen's infant was eventually in a crib in the parent's room for

than eight weeks.

Most poignant was Kathryn's "confession" that she had always

her young infants in the parental bed.

He is in bed with me. I know it is a bad habit to start.

What it is, is the warmth. He sleeps beautifully and when I
put him in the basket--I don't know what it is about the
basket or whatever, he woke up. So, he's in bed with me for a
couple more weeks, I hope.

While giving mainly pragmatic reasons for having the infant in or

the parental bed such as "the room is too far away now that we are

larger house," experiences of body sensations were pervasive:

I had just finished feeding him and he was a little bit awake
and making his little grunting noises. I started doing those
right back at him and I would do two and he would do two and I
would do three and I swore he did three right after I did
them. Then he'd do one and I'd do one and it just went back
and forth 1jike that and the next thing I knew he was asleep.

ºk * * º: *k

She can smell me. Sometimes at night, when I have not gone to
sleep for hours and I get in bed and WHOOPS, she's awake and
she'll find my breast herself because I'm so tired.

* º: + º: *k

In Ore

kept

near

in a
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He was lying next to me with one thumb in his mouth and the
other hand was going up and down my back and I just thought
that was so sweet that he was just rubbing his momma's back.
I think it was just one hand doing something and the other
hand doing something else but it was just like--he scoots next
to me because I always wake up in the morning with him under
my armpit just snuggled in right there. It's such a nice
feeling!

The believed fear of an adult rolling on the infant was overruled

with interpreted signs of self-reliance such as Florence described.

It has entertained me more than one time when I have heard
nº ºteee" when her father has rolled over on the little kid. She

says, "get off of me." I don't worry too much about falling
on top of her because she is rather vocal and won't stand for
it.

There was variability in sleeping placement over time both within a

one night period and over the four weeks. Some infants began some

nights in their own bassinet and then were in the parental bed after the

first night feeding. Claire had the baby in bed with her after the

father went to work. Others continued beside the mother when she fell

asleep during a 10–11 P.M. feeding.

Interpretation of the infant's daytime behaviors seemed

intellectualized compared to the embodied intelligence apparent in the

mother's accounts of night-time practices. The role of the body was

apparent as a sensory system connecting the mother and baby. The

infant's recognition of the mother by smell and touch was included in

the descriptions.

Marie presented an example of how cultural meanings and the body

guided the maternal practices of these mothers at four weeks.

When she wakes up lying next to me, first of all she cries.
That means she wants me to get up and hold her but she's
probably not ready to eat yet. She's probably taking a few
more zzz's yet and then she'll wake up and then she eats. Or
maybe she'll wake up and take one breast and then wait awhile
until she's ready for the second breast. She has her own
little routine. She needs to be awake for awhile. I just lie
back with my legs around her.
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Marie used her body to place boundaries around her infant and

expressed understanding of her young daughter's pattern. She spoke with

a taken-for-granted understanding that human beings are autonomous

individuals. Thus, she said "she'11 wake up and then she'll eat,"

rather than, "I feed her" and "she wants me to get up and hold her"

rather than "I pick her up and hold her." She did not interpret her

daughter's behavior as demanding or manipulative. She described a

culturally specific orientation in her knowledge, skills and

expectations gained in lived experiences adapted to fit the situation

created by this specific infant. Her account contains respect of her

young infant's independent desires and granted time to them from a

stance of her involvement in contrast to her control of the infant's

behavior. Her interpretation included her perceptual sensitivity to the

infant's personal choice for a waking/eating sequence, knowledge of her

infant's repertoire and her cultural beliefs about being human.

Marie's practice also could be described objectively as a sequence

of stimuli and responses. The infant alerted the mother who brought the

still drowsy infant within range of the now familiar smell, touch and

warmth of her mother's external body that stimulated her to increased

alertness. Marie's milk let-down would be stimulated by her infant's

smell and body warmth. However, such an objective description would not

capture Marie's understanding of her infant nor her generosity in giving

the infant power in the situation.

Summary of the Attaching Process at Four Weeks

It is evident that the single cues identified in the first week and

the infant's increasing ability to respond to other human beings in
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recognizable human ways was compelling to the mother and others in the

family. Most specifically, the infant's recognition and preference for

the mother liberated a generosity and continuing commitment. The

attention to infant, husband and other child/ren evidenced in the

practices are examples of the network of concerns described by Klinger

(1975) as part of commitment. Commitment, and the involvement it

motivated in these mothers, would seem to be integral to the process of

recognizing emerging patterns in the infant's cues and the formation of

a mother-infant attachment. Barbara summarized the first four weeks:

You know, I worried about if I could love two as much as one
and that worked out and then it seems like I haven't had him a

month now and I love him and I have this feeling he loves me
to O.

Table 4 summarizes the constellation of cues and emerging patterns

described by the mothers at four weeks.

Table 4. Constellations of Cues and Emerging Patterns at the End of the
Fourth Week

Constellation of Cues Emerging Patterns

Facial expressions: smiling
grimacing, looking, searching Recognition of familiar

factors in environment,
Differentiates mother from

Listening: 11kes sounds, looks other touch, sounds and
toward them, quiets with mobile faces
music, mother's voice, talking,
singing

Sleeping 4–6 hours at night; Diurnal rhythm becoming
in daytime human

Awake for 20 minute periods

Cries louder, cooing, squeaks Purposeful communication
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Eight/Twelve Weeks:

Maternal Sensitivity and Pattern Recognition

By the eighth week, maternal sensitivity to individual patterns in

the needs and style of the infant was evident in the practices. The

infant's increased body and social competence was appreciated and

maternal sensitivity to the infant's needs had become habit. The

practices contained a loosening of the maternal-infant dyad and a

beginning incorporation of the infant into the family context.

The Sociable Infant

In the final interviews, all mothers enthusiastically reported that

the infant's participation in interaction with them was the most

significant infant behavior that had emerged. The following are typical

descriptions.

KATHRYN- Beginning verbal communication

Kathryn, the mother of four did not express any sign of having

gotten used to the sequence of baby development or of expected

milestones being achieved. Instead, she delighted in the interaction

she was experiencing with this infant son.

He smiles so much more now and he begins to communicate
himself. He is now making sounds back to me you know. If I
talk to him and concentrate on him and then really talk to
him, he will make little sounds back. He is just beginning to
do that which is really neat——beginning verbal communication
which is really cute.

Kathryn and her infant son lived in a household with eight- and

ten-year-old daughters, a four-year-old son, a husband and a

housekeeper, all of whom interacted with the baby. Her description of

her infant's behavior was that he made sounds "back to me," a signal
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that the infant saw the mother as the most important human figure in the

family group and implied that she derived great pleasure from this

observation. The ability to now exchange verbally, even though

non-intelligibly, indicated to her that the infant did recognize her

with preference. Eliciting smiling and vocalizing from the infant had

resulted from effort on her part and was interpreted in achievement

terms. "If I talk to him and really concentrate on him and then really

talk to him" described her experience in bringing the infant to full

alertness and then interacting. Kathryn expressed a success orientation

to both her own ability to achieve a full alert and interactive infant

and to his ability to achieve a behavioral pattern with a body oriented

to humanness. There is an implicit attachment in her expression of his

preference for her in the expression "to me"--evidence of attachment in

the practical world.

Further description of attachment in progress was contained in

Kathryn's interpretation of episodes of the infant's knowing her.

Kathryn had just returned to work as a project director because a review

of the project from the funding source was eminent:

I really miss him. I know that he knows me. I know that
there are times that he makes it known that he wants me. He

knows me I think because the other day, the housekeeper was
trying to feed him the bottle and he wouldn't have any part of
it. He just kept crying so I sensed that he wanted me so I
just stopped what I was doing and I nursed him because there
is this eye intervention that said 'I want you.' This
morning, he had a fussy period after she fed him the bottle
and he should have been content. I picked him up and he
nursed.

Kathryn's words, 1jike Marie's about her infant at night, attributed

independence to her son with "He wanted me" rather than "I decided I

should nurse him." The infant's needs were paramount in guiding her

actions but her needs were also implicit in her statement, "I really
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miss him." Her response was motivated, less by the crying, than by her

perception of an "eye intervention." The eye contact stood out for

Kathryn against the background of her son's body movement, crying, the

housekeeper's feelings and her preparing for work. Her recognition of a

subtle behavior as the powerful motivator of her attending to the infant

came from repetitive experiences with this infant, an understanding of

the meaning his eye contact had in their relationship and of eye contact

in human relationships in general. Again, attachment was implicit in

her description of the infant's need of her, his ability to elicit her

appropriate response and in her generosity in willingly responding

without experiencing his behavior as demanding or imposing.

BERNICE— Imitating me

At eight weeks, Bernice also described her infant as having the

highest degree of responsiveness to her.

She started smiling at me first and my husband noticed. He
said, "Boy, she really responds to you." I thought she was
imitating me. I was watching a show on T.V. and Brazelton had
a segment about baby imitating and so I realized that she
really was. Everyday, I'd say, "Let's smile" and I'd make a
sound and she'd make a sound and then do something else and
then I started varying the sequence and her father started
doing it too and he said, "I think she's imitating too."
Sticking out her tongue and smiling and making sort of little
sounds when you say, "Ahh" like that.

Bernice received affirmation and confirmation from the father's

acknowledgment of their infant's responsiveness to the mother. The

father was generous in his observation, implicitly giving praise to the

mother without signs of competition or rejection. Additional validation

came from television access to a renowned expert in infant behavior.

Imitating was not interpreted as only social development of the infant.

As Bernice experienced it, it was interpreted as a reward for having the
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infant as her priority through days of disorganization in the family

lifestyle and demanding behavior from her three-year-old's sibling

rivalry. She stated she felt "more organized again. It was hard for

awhile." Her concern about having enough love for two had been strong

prenatally. At eight weeks, she said "Loving two isn't a problem at

all!" Bernice experienced attachment to her infant as being the first

to receive a smile, being imitated by her infant and having the infant's

preference sanctioned by the father and knowing she could love two

children at the same time.

HELEN- Playing together

Helen had noted increased visual acuity expressed as recognizing a

variety of sights and sound:

She definitely tracks, she tracks better, sees better. She is
aware there are more people in the room. I can be talking to
her and someone will walk in, my husband or her brother, and
she'll suddenly drift off to where that noise is coming from.

The infant's increased sensory abilities had generated a change in

the maternal-infant exchange. Helen described and demonstrated a play

interaction in which she included the increased visual ability but

within a different context.

We've been playing with a mobile. I love it when they first
freeze they are so excited. She just freezes in position and
then goes beserk. I think that maybe yesterday she realized
that she was creating the motion and the noise, I mean, she
noticed it wasn't just random batting.

Helen recognized a subtle change in a developing pattern of

interaction with her daughter. Her description was detailed and

definitive without the previous comparisons to her son. Signs of

self-reliance and independent, self-directed activity in her daughter
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brought pleasure. Helen held and jiggled the mobile above her

eight-week-old daughter during part of the interview: "It's your turn.

You do it for me," she said, in an effort to elicit reaching and

touching of the mobile. The infant and mother worked together in the

interaction, Helen giving her daughter time to "figure it out." When

the infant began to fuss, she stopped and picked her up, recognizing the

pattern change and the infant's withdrawal from the multiple sensations

of the noise, movement and colors of the mobile.

She did compare her son and daughter at other times but with detail

in the account of her infant's behavior:

She travels in her crib whereas he was motionless practically.
He'd be in the same position you put him in hours later but
she's not only way up in the opposite end and in the corner,
always in a tight corner. It's cute I mean.

The infant's responsiveness was welcomed. The word "fun" appeared in

the interviews repeatedly in describing the infant. The new social

behavior made caretaking "fun."

Figure 19 shows an example of how a mother at eight weeks combined

caretaking and interaction with her infant. When she began to change

the diaper, she roused him and he cried. She stopped the changing

procedure until she calmed him, then proceeded. When finished, she

engaged the infant in face-to-face interaction in which he smiled and

cooed to the mother. Her verbalization to him included an

interpretation of his cooing back at her as saying "thank you" for her

attention to his diaper.
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DEBBIE- A wonderful child

Debbie delighted in her infant's ability to meet her own needs for

a while :

She is a terrific baby. She has discovered her fingers to
suck on so she really can quiet herself. She can be awake and
happy and being in her infant seat, looking at her hands or
looking at the light. She really can keep herself happy and
active. She gets those fingers and goes suck, suck, suck
which makes me feel back--suck, suck just as hard as she can
until she finally gives out and lets you know in no uncertain
terms. She waits until she really, really needs you before
she'll holler. Just a wonderful child.

Debbie enjoyed her daughter who was able to "keep herself happy and

active." She described her daughter as giving her a little leeway

before needing her. The new evidence of self-reliance was much

appreciated by this busy mother who had been involved in the finding and

possible purchase of a new home, managing a home without assistance and

involved with her active three-year-old and her activities. Debbie's

sense of being able to count on her infant, as if understanding the

mother's situation, elicited praise and joy.

BARBARA- Likes his routine

Barbara's infant continued to be rhythmic. Barbara expressed

deeper understanding of his needs at eight weeks. She spoke with

expertise of his pattern of behavior that included his preferences,

needs and responses to a variety of situations:

He is just the same. Very easy going. He likes a schedule
and if you change his routine, he doesn't mind but you've got
to hold him. If he is in the Snugli and you are cuddling him
you can push him but if you abandon him he doesn't like that
too well. He has a little "1ap colic" I call it where he is
just happy if he is being held and cooed at and looked at.
But he has a little temper, he is not a milk-toast. He says,
"Okay, I will go along with this but you just push me one bit
too far and I will just show you.
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Barbara credited her infant with setting limitations on her. She

interpreted and accepted his behavior from her embedded understanding of

the importance of being independent and individualistic. His messages

were clear to her and she knew the consequences of her behavior in

interacting and living with him. She experienced attachment as knowing

her son well and being able to predict his behavior vis-a-vis hers both

in compromising him and comforting him.

MARGARET- Wanting to be with him

Margaret described her son as colicky. Her story was woven with

the endurance and energy her baby had required during waking and fussing

every two hours at night for eight weeks, during the last four of which

she was back at work. At 12 weeks Margaret described her changed

feelings toward her son:

He is turning out to be more and more of a social being. I
mean, he just loves to be with people and smile and you know,
the total reverse from the beginning when he was in too much
pain to enjoy anything. He's been very mellow. It is just
interesting watching him.

Margaret's description of how the pain in the facial expression of

her son had affected her feelings for him is a sharp contrast to those

of the other mothers in the participant group whose infant's facial

expressions had not depicted "pain." In looking at pictures of him in

the previous interview, she commented, "that tense look." At the time

of the interview, she had come in from work to an empty house. She was

anxious that the nanny had not returned with the children from an outing

to the library after phoning her at work to say the infant was showing

signs of a cold and possible fever. Her voice was softer and slower in

speaking of her son and her life, which she had previously described as

"frantic."
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I've noticed my reactions to him are so different. You know,
when he was terribly colicky, it was just an upset so it
caused an upset in me which affected how I related to him.
Now, he is smiling, you just want to be with him. It is the
total reverse.

Work had dominated Margaret's prebirth and postbirth interviews.

She had spoken of work enthusiastically at eight weeks when her second

interview took place, late because of scheduling difficulties. At

twelve weeks, she had a new focus:

I am just trying to get back to work which is a real struggle.
I cannot get any work done. Like today, the roofer comes, the
tenant wanted the boilers out. I probably will have to go to
the office but you still have to run a household and take one
child to ballet. If the baby's sick, you don't want to take
him out in the rain. I just can't get it together. Then my
husband comes home and wants to entertain. Doing it all, it
just doesn't work.

Margaret's now engaging baby was creating ambivalence:

I have a flexible work relationship but I am backlogged there,
not to mention thank you notes and house maintenance. If I
had my choice, I would take two years off. It is hard to give
up something you have done for 17 years. But you learn from
your first child to savor the moment and I realize that is
really true. I see him growing and growing and I think, 'It
is only going to be another two years that he will be a baby.'

Margaret no longer used the term "frantic" even though she still

described a busy and overwhelming lifestyle. Previous priorities of a

new house, social life and work had moved into the background while her

engaging son had taken prominence. Her earlier postbirth concerns about

brain damage had vanished.

When her son and daughter returned with the nanny who put her son

in an infant seat on the kitchen counter, Margaret immediately went to

him and her son smiled and cooed as she stayed in an en face position

before picking him up. She enjoyed her son's wanting to stand with her

support and held him up in that position. Claire had a different view

of the same behavior.
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CLAIRE- You need a break

Claire described her 12-week-old son as liking variety in his

position.

I try to put him in the chair. He likes it for a little
while. He just doesn't like to stay in it. He likes to be
held and he likes to stand up. He doesn't like to sit down
much. He is a real character. It is a little frustrating
because you feed him and there isn't much else you can do.
Sometimes I put him in the swing because you get tired of him
you know--you need a break.

This baby did jump up and down on his mother's lap, as had Helen's

and Margaret's delighting them. Esther, who enjoyed prebirth activity

as a sign of health, had also remarked on her infant's love of jumping

and dancing. Claire said, "He likes to be held and he likes to stand

up," two activities requiring an adult's holding the infant. Claire, a

quiet, home-oriented mother, and less action-oriented than Margaret or

Esther, found her baby's energy tiring. She had been disturbed by his

intrauterine movement during late pregnancy when his activity at night

had required extra pillows and positioning to get her comfortable. Her

description included only the present without reference to a pattern

perhaps evident in utero. The infant delighted in jumping and was

observed struggling to stand each time she sat him down.

She went on to say, smiling at her son: "The laughing out loud is

neat. He is a real character." She held her baby in a standing

position throughout the interview with brief interludes of sitting him

before he pushed to stand again. She smiled and was attracted to the

infant's smiling and laughing on her lap. She predicted her son would

walk early. Claire's willingness to let her son engage her and to hold

him even though tiring to her was apparent and his social behavior

engaged her in 1aughing and talking with him. Even though she felt she
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"needed a break" now and then, the infant's needs and engaging

"character" entertained her and kept her involved with him even when her

arms were tired.

Claire spoke of her infant's patterns in activity terms with an

understanding of him based on his physical limitations of not walking or

talking.

He gets crabby in the late afternoon. I don't know why.
Maybe he just gets bored. Not enough variety because he is so
limited right now. You know, not enough to do for him.

Even though her infant was showing considerable change and ability,

his fussiness was interpreted as a signal of boredom with limitations

and the antidote as activity. Helen at four weeks and Esther at eight

weeks expressed similar interpretations of being a baby. Claire tried

to think of ways to engage her baby in a happier mood by, as described

above, changing his position. Her descriptions of the fussiness was a

contrast to the "laughing" and being a "character" of his more dominant

mood that she enjoyed.

Claire interpreted her son's moving in his crib somewhat

differently than Helen had:

If he is in his bassinet, he can kind of settle himself down
you know, like sucking his thumb. He tried to get up near the
head so he can be secure.

Claire noted her son's posturing himself in a corner of his crib and

interpreted it as an independent way of making himself secure. She

implied he was seeking boundaries around his body, a sense of the world

he had experienced with the uterine wall around him and, after birth,

against his mother's body during feeding and holding by her and others.

Helen's infant, who also sought the corner of her crib when

sleeping also liked to stand and "jump" with frequent posture changes
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being executed by the mother. Figure 20 shows the typical changing

posture during an maternal-infant interaction in both the eight and

twelve week interviews. The infant and the mother participated in the

initiation of the change of posture. The infants who liked to stand

were strong in their attempts to do so and cried if discouraged. These

infants were also more active during breast feeding.

The Infant in the World

A major change in maternal practices had taken place between the

fourth and eight week in the way in which evening fussiness was handled.

All had decreased the action-oriented approach of four weeks in which

the mother cajoled, sang, rocked and held her disorganized infant as

described previously. Evidence of infant and maternal adaptation was

apparent in the descriptions of fussiness.

HELEN- She needs quiet

Helen, who had put her fussy infant in the swing during dinner and

alternated with her husband in holding her at four weeks had changed her

approach.

I feel that when I have had her out so much that I feel like

when we're home she needs quiet and she is in her room.

Helen, having become familiar with her daughter's behavior in the

extrauterine environment and enticed by the new skills that engaged her

in interactive ways had become better able to recognize needs and

prevent excessive stimulation. Helen spoke definitively and with

assurance in contrast to the concern about her baby's evening fussiness

at four weeks. "I feel like . . . she needs quiet," is a deep level of

knowledge, felt and practiced. While her infant was out with her for
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several hours each day, the infant's increasing alertness and repeated

lived experiences had likely promoted a familiarity with the world as

sensed in the day-to-day activities of the mother. The infant was more

able to recognize the mother by sight and voice and could continue to

sense her presence when bombarded with other sensations. Helen's

vigilant attention to her daughter's needs had led her to discover that

rest rather than activity was a better antidote for fussiness.

The baby was still occasionally having to deal with overload but

seemed to do so by sleeping long periods occasionally:

Her fussy times in the evening are less intense and much
shorter in duration. If she wakes up at dinnertime and I've
fed her and she wants to be held but we really want to be
eating, she either goes to sleep in the swing or looks with
great interest at what's going on with us eating dinner.

A transactional process seemed to have taken place. The infant's

recognition of family members, familiarity with the world presented in

the swing at dinnertime, increased eyesight and experience had effected

adaptation in all members of the family who did not hold or rock her.

They placed her in either the swing or in bed where she rested and could

enjoy dinner with a quiet infant beside them. The description of a

stressful situation was replaced by one of family commaraderie and

closeness. Joan also described her son's being in the world with her

and his response.

JOAN- How to make sense out of it all

Joan described her eight-week-old son's sleep pattern as somewhat

irregular:

His sleep pattern is still about the same since the first two
weeks when he slept all the time. Now, most days, he won't
take a nap. Maybe for three days he won't and then he will
have a day where he sleeps most of the day.
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Joan went on to describe that they were out most mornings, "Christmas

shopping, grocery shopping, doing errands and, once a week I go to a

mother's support group," adding:

How to make sense out of everything that is going on. He just
thinks he is going to get a nap and he gets whisked out of bed
and goes someplace. It is probably not a surprise that he
doesn't take long naps, he doesn't know what they are.

This baby was not sleeping well at night, waking and fretting,

which was becoming wearing:

The interrupted sleep is getting harder. I really didn't mind
so much the first month but I am wishing he would go five or
six hours which he has once or twice. I really hate to
complain because he doesn't stay awake which is nice.

Joan expressed appreciation of her baby's qualities even in the

adverse condition of long-term sleep deprivation. Her lifestyle, which

she stated interrupted her infant's daytime sleep, may have been the

source of a "sham cry" at night, similar to Margaret's infant who still

woke every two hours at twelve weeks. Margaret attributed it to "just

checking to see if I am there."

FLORENCE— Angry when dependent

Florence's daughter was known to become angry when dependent on

others and unable to find something of interest when she desired it.

She gets very angry where she is dependent and unable to see
things. If you put her on her stomach and she is unable to
get her arms underneath her to be able to push her belly, her
head up, then she will scream. We were breast feeding and I
took her to bed with us and she howled for an hour because she

couldn't see anything. It was 4 in the morning!

Florence spoke with pride at her daughter's attempt to get what she

wanted. The description was detailed and included the implication that,

from the infant's perspective, Florence had made a poor decision in

taking her to bed. Florence was not impressed with the hour in which
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the infant wished more activity but spoke with softness and a smile as

she recalled the event.

JOAN- Angry at me

The infant was not always thought to be happy with the mother. At

eight weeks, infants received their first immunization. This experience

was difficult for two mothers who reported their infant was angry at

them as in Joan's comment:

You know yesterday he was so angry about the shot. The whole
time he just stared at me. It was like, 'How could you do
this.' He didn't take his eyes off my face. It really felt
like he was accusing me.

Joan's connectedness and involvement with her son caused her to sense

her son's response to the pain of being held for an injection even

though the "shot" was part of providing protection for him in the

outside world of which he was now a part.

The communication with the eyes is similar to Kathryn's experience

of her son's beckoning her. Both mothers sensed trust in the eyes of

their infants. Recognition by sign and communication of feelings via

the eyes is a human behavior.

Improved Mood and State of the Infant

The descriptions above include signs of the infant's increased

alertness for longer periods of time and a mood of engagement with

smiling and sociability. Irritability occurred on occasions in which

the mother could identify a cause and was generally predictable and, in

some cases, preventable.

Table 5 presents the findings from repeated measures analysis of

scores for dominant infant state and dominant infant mood during breast
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Table 5. Changes in Mean Scores for Predominant Infant State and Mood
during the Postbirth Period (n=16)

Infant State Infant Mood

Time Male Female Male Female

Postbirth (n=8) (n=8) (n=8) (n=8)

1 Week 2.9 (1.6) 1.5 (1.2) 2.8 (1.9) 1.9 (1.5)

4 Weeks 2.9 (1.5) 2.5 (1.6) 3.9 (0.8) 3.7 (1.5)

8–12 Weeks 3.4 (2.0) 4. 4 (0. 7) 4.0 (1.6) 4.6 (0.7)

Time p .01; Sex p .58 Time p .005; Sex p .36
Time-Sex p . 10 Time-Sex p .41

Note: Standard deviations are in parentheses.

feeding as estimated with items 1 and 2 on the Amis scale (Appendix E)

during the postbirth period. The results indicate that regardless of

sex of the infant (p .58), there was a significant change over time

from being predominantly drowsy to predominantly alert (p .01) by 8–12

weeks.

Similarly, the infant's change from a predominant mood of withdrawn

and sleepy to brightening and smiling reached a level of significance

(p .005) by the end of the study period. Again, no differences in

sexes or patterns in scores were found (p .36).

These findings correlate with the maternal accounts of their

experiences with their infant's over time and the photographic data

presented. The increasing alertness from predominant drowsiness in the

first week to engaging behavior of smiling, cooing, laughing and body

motion was noted and responded to by the mothers. The mothers

experienced these changes within a context as in the following example

from Barbara's life, which was typical of others in the sample.
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He cries like he is in pain because he is just mad. Instead
of that little baby cry, he has a real holler now to his cry
and we know he is mad and that just gets you like nails on a
chalkboard. I get all tensed up and sometimes I am in the
middle of.--we , like this morning he hollered out for some
reason and he [husband] was in the shower and the kids were in
here watching T.V. and I was frying bacon and I couldn't leave
the bacon. You know, it was just one of those things. I had
eggs in there and toast in the toaster and he [baby] decided
it was time for someone to come and turn him over or

something. It was another one of those "put me to bed
please"--sometimes I just start running around like a crazy
woman because three things need to be done at once, then he
starts crying. It happens about three times a day. Then
within a few minutes, he falls asleep and everything calms
down again.

While the infant's alertness and organization improved, the

mother's range of activities and interests widened again quickly

postbirth. The eight week interviews contained considerable detail

about their activities in the world outside the home and their own needs

had come to the foreground along with the baby's. The infant, as

Barbara pointed out, was expected to begin to blend into the family.

Barbara's infant did not wait patiently as had Debbie's. Barbara's

rhythmic baby was experienced as somewhat inflexible as was Vivian's.

She likes her schedule and she likes it fairly adhered to and
that has its advantages and disadvantages. Her sister wasn't
as routinized but consequently didn't sleep as long and you
couldn't predict her but this one you can predict but she
isn't as flexible. I can't postpone her nap.

The infant's increased body strength and vocalization resulted in

louder crying as described by the mothers. Their stories contained the

similar theme of being busy and beginning to delay response to the

infant until the infant "hollered." By eight weeks they expected the

infant to cope with delay.

He has to learn to just wait a few minutes. I realize he is a
tiny baby and I can't expect that but I want him to know, when
I say, 'I' 11 be right there' that he would stop crying and
say, 'Okay, I'11 wait for you.'
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The improved infant's adaptation was apparent in the mother's and

infant's skill in doing more than one activity at once as can be seen in

Figures 21 and 22. In Figure 21, a mother made tea while breast

Figure 21. Skill in breast feeding while working in the kitchen

Figure 22. The busy lifestyle and skill of the multipara

feeding her infant; in Figure 22, the mother held and comforted her baby

while answering the telephone.
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Change in Visual Behavior and Posture

Table 6 provides further verification of the infant's change in

Table 6. Change in Mean Scores for Infant Visual Behavior and Infant
Postures during the Postbirth Period (N=16)

Visual Behavior Infant Posture

Time Male Female Male Female

Postbirth (n=8) (n=8) (n=8) (n=8)

1 Week 2.8 (1.2) 2.8 (1.1) 3.6 (1.2) 3. 3 (1.0)

4 Weeks 3. 6 (0.7) 3. 4 (0.9) 4. 1 (0.6) 4.0 (0.5)

8–12 Weeks 4.8 (0.7) 4.7 (0.5) 4.9 (0.4) 4. 6 (0.5)

Time p .000; Sex p .41 Time p .001; Sex p .36
Time-Sex p .83 Time-Sex p .88

Note: Standard deviations are in parentheses.

visual behavior and posture over the postbirth period. Mean scores on

the AMIS scale for items 4 and 5 indicate a significant difference over

time for visual behavior in the direction of actively seeking mother for

en face (p .000). There was also a significant difference over time

for infant posture in the direction of active interaction, molded

posture and moving response to the mother (p .001). Sex of the infant

was insignificant for both behaviors.

Infant Body Competence and Maternal Sensitivity

During the postbirth period, the mother and infant's body adapted

in both recognition and response to sensory perception of the other.

Figure 23 shows the change over time in the posture of mother and infant

during breast feeding. In the first week, the infant was held close to
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Figure23.

Fourweeks Adaptation
ofMotherandInfantBodies duringBreastfeedingovertheFirstEight WeeksPostpartum
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the mother's body, requiring support of head, back and trunk. Perceived

assistance in keeping alert and sucking was provided by wiggling the

hand to prevent the pause that was interpreted as wasting time. The

infant was kept at the abdominal level that was characteristic of the

first week positioning of the infant and the mother was bent toward the

infant. At four weeks, the infant's fuller, longer body was molded into

the mother's body with space of the infant to move legs and arms. The

infant's arms kneaded the breast while the mother supported only the

head. Eye-to-eye contact and maternal verbalization occurred without

disruption of feeding. The mother and infant were more familiar with

each other's body and the sensory feeding experience. Increased

autonomy of both was evident by eight weeks with space between the torso

of mother and infant, the freedom of the infant's arms and legs (also

evident in Figure 21), and the mother's posture was more upright. By

eight weeks, knowing the sensations of this infant's active feeding

pattern, the mother offered her breast, expected him "to eat" with

assistance only as the need was indicated by his behavior.

Analysis of photographs also revealed changing post-feeding

behavior of mothers (Figure 24). In the first week, the mother quietly

holds her infant against the abdomen, evidence of sensing the feeding

effort and general sleepiness of the infant. At four weeks, quiet,

eye-to-eye and soft verbal interaction in the en face position at

approximately seven to ten inches from the infant's face occurred while

the infant lay in a drowsy state prior to sleeping. At eight weeks,

active play attempts with distancing of bodies and a longer visual field

was carried out with the infant in a drowsy state.
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The mothers in both Figures 23 and 24 show the mother's adaptive

posturing as the infant's body competence and mood changed over time.

The mother's practices in these photographs implied a taken-for-granted

understanding that the infant was gaining increased self-reliance and

independence while respecting the limits of both at each time period.

Maternal Assessments of the Infant's Behavior with the MABI Scale

Maternal assessments of their infant's behavior with the MABI scale

yielded disappointing results. Table 7 shows the mean scores over time

on the four dimensions of the scale : interactive processes, motoric

processes, state control and response to stress. These finding do not

support the highly significant infant behavior change measured on the

AMIS scale.

Table 7. Mean Scores of Mother's Assessment of Infant Behavior Change
Over Time (MABI) (N=16)

Time

Postbirth Interactive Motoric State Control Response to Stress

1 Week 2.0 (.0) 2.0 (.0) 2.0 (.0) 1.9 (.3)

4 Weeks 2. 1 (.3) 2.0 (.0) 2.0 (.0) 2.0 (.4)

8–12 Weeks 2.1 (.3) 1.9 (.3) 2.0 (.0) 1.9 (.3)
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Achievement of Cue Sensitivity (AMIS)

All mother-infant dyads in the study group achieved a significant

level of cue sensitivity as measured by the AMIS scale. Table 8 shows

increases in the means scores for maternal behavior, infant behavior and

dyadic scores over the study period: maternal behavior change reached a

level of significance at p .005; the infant's behavior change over time

was the most significant of the three at p .000 and dyadic behavior

change was significant at p .001. Sex, time-sex interaction and

patterns were not significant for any of the behaviors.

The Mother as Connoisseur of the Infant Actions

The closeness of the mother and infant's body during pregnancy and

the early postbirth period gave the mother almost continuous contact

with the infant. The infant's preference for her continued to engage

her and bring her close even at times, as noted in the above examples,

she would like to finish another activity or "take a break." This unity

of mother and infant in the presence of other family members is

evidenced in Figure 25.

The mothers still orchestrated time to be with the infant alone as

they had done all through the eight weeks. Bernice described how she

made time to be alone:

We usually find some time every day that I can spend alone
with her like when her sister's in her swimming class. We sit
up in the gallery. She is awake at that time and we spend
twenty minutes just talking. I got to do that so much with
her sister and I don't get to do it that much with her. She
really enjoys it too.

Joan also included the twenty minute time frame in her comment:

He is lots of fun these days. We have twenty minute periods
where we sit and talk to each other and he smiles and coos.



Table8.MeanChangein

Maternal-InfantSensitivityScoresforMaleandFemaleInfantsduringthePostbirthPeriod(AMIS)

(N=16)

Time PostbirthMaternalBehaviorInfantBehaviorDyadicBehavior

MaleFemaleMaleFemaleMaleFemale (n=8)(n=8)(n=8)(n=8)(n=8)(n=8)

1
week62.7(9.8)61.2(13.3)21.3(6.3)18.0(4.9)11.9(3.2)9.4(4.8)

4
weeks66.4(7.6)70.5(4.3)23.9(4.1)24.5(4.8)13.8(2.1)14.0(0.9)

8-12weeks70.2(8.5)72.
1
(3.0)31.2(4.7)31.9(2.9)13.6(3.9)14.7(0.7)

Time
p
.005Time
p
.000Time
p
.002

NJ

Sexp.62Sexp.62Sexp.72§
Time-sex
p.56Time-sex
p.40Time-sex
p.17

Note:Standarddeviations
arein
parentheses.
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These mothers who had worried about having enough love prenatally

and enough time in the early postnatal period, had found ways to provide

time for all children and time alone with the baby. In their busy,

highly technical world, time with the baby was not only important to the

project of developing an achieving person, it created an atmosphere that

the mothers found pleasurable. As Joan said:

It is not the practical aspect which is the time but beyond
that, it is just so special to have a baby again. It brings
out such nice feelings and I just 1ove it. It is something
you really can't describe. It makes life so much more fun,
particularly for awhile when he is so new.

By eight weeks, new family dynamics were evident. Ten

secundigravidas said the second child had made them into a family. The

reshaping was, in Margaret's words, "a squaring off" of relationships

and responsibilities, rather than, in her words, "doubling it all."

A continuous lived experience with the infant in the prebirth and

the postbirth period gave the mothers exclusive access to repetitive

constellations of behaviors that became recognized as a pattern or style

of the infant. These mothers became the family connoisseur of the

infant's actions with practical wisdom not available to others (Polanyi,

1958). As the infant's body gained strength and experience within the

extrauterine environment and the infant became more predictable,

patterns of behavior were recognized by the mother and she became the

expert with the infant. By eight weeks, the mother was ready to share

the infant more and wanted others to participate in the care and fun.

The mother's practical wisdom became apparent when contrasted with the

father's understanding of the infant. The following examples show the

deep maternal sensitivity to the infant as they compared their

understanding to that of the father:
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BARBARA- Why is he crying?

Barbara's description of an episode contained detailed knowledge of

her son's patterns of behavior:

He sleeps most of the day and then he eats, then he's up
exactly 90 minutes then he falls back to sleep again. Every
time. He eats, he's awake and cooing and playing in that
playpen. I usually have the infant seat in there and the toys
around him and he's awake exactly 90 minutes. He sleeps maybe
two hours and then he's awake again. It's just the darndest
thing. Gordon says, "Why is he crying" and I'll look and see
what time it is and then I say, "I fed him at 7 and it's 8:30.
Oh, it's an hour and a half" and he then will put him down
with a pacifier on this stomach and Boom, he's out.

She described her perception of her husband's understanding of the

infant at this stage:

He likes to play with him and hold him but as soon as he
fusses, he doesn't know what it is.

CLAIRE and ARTHUR- Breaking the code

Claire had returned to working weekends and Arthur had had two days

of infant care by himself when the infant was 11 weeks. He spoke of his

experience:

When one of the alarms ring, like, "I want to lie down in my
bed instead of that swing," or "I want you to pick me up right
now" or I want to be fed," there is no warning, it is NOW.
With her working weekends, it takes a few minutes to warm up
the bottle and she just does not tolerate this delay.

By contrast, Claire has implicit understanding of her infant's pattern

and the behaviors predicting she is getting hungry:

What hubby is going to have to learn is she starts getting
restless, she starts looking around, she starts sucking on her
fingers and smacks her lips and I know I have about five
minutes before I have to seriously think about her eating.
So, with 30 seconds to go, I take a pee break, get Corinne
some juice and the television going and by that time it is up
to full wail.

Arthur is good-natured in knowing what the project is and confident

he will gain understanding with experience.
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She is not difficult. It is trying to break the code that I
don't understand yet. I just haven't picked up everything I
need to know to easily handle her needs.

The fathers at eight weeks were becoming involved. In a validation

session, the mothers agreed they were possessive and did not let others

get involved at first. When asked about it at eight weeks, Lucile

explained:

I think monkey mothers do it and elephant mothers do it. I
think it is very natural to keep you new kid away from
everybody until it has a chance to be big enough that you are
not afraid it is going to break.

She went on to describe how her husband was just getting involved:

He has just started this week you know he has started holding
him for me, going and getting him in the morning when he cries
and being around him more. He gets him down on bed and talks
to him now and it took about eight weeks.

Lucile continued to sound possessive with her phrase, "holding him

for me" but was delighted in her husband's "interest" in the infant.

Lucile had au pair assistance whom she described as "pretty in tune with

him too, but he still spends most of his time with me."

Doris also expressed pleasure at her husband's "warming up to the

baby," after some perceived distancing:

Everything's better. The laughing you know. I caught him
playing with him on the changing table the other night. I
didn't say anything but he was talking small baby talk to him
and it was the first time I had seen him do that. So, I think
he is warming up to the baby too.

When asked if she thought her husband wasn't "warming up" before,

she 1aughed. The deeply embedded success tradition shows up in her

reply.

Well, we were all in our trenches you know and it was hard
work and not much fun. Also, I don't think I am alone in
trying to be super mom. I think there is that hope that you
can be everything to everybody and of course you can't. I
knew it was going to be hard but I didn't anticipate in what
way. I thought it would be physically hard but I didn't
prepare for all the rest of it.
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Included in the comments about the husband becoming more actively

engaged with the infant were also observations of sibling interaction

that were positive. As Debbie noted:

It has been fun because Jennifer [baby] is really beginning to
like Donna a little more. Before, Donna would hug her and
that was all and Jennifer would scream and cry. The first
time she responded to Donna was just wonderful because I felt
they are going to get along and it is going to work out.

The families were becoming more rounded out again after everyone

being in a separate emotional space, as in Doris' phrase, "in our

trenches." Relationships were softening and becoming more cohesive

within a new system of interaction that included the now social infant.

Eight Weeks: A Review

Eight weeks seemed to be another turning point in the development

of attachment. The acquired connoisseurship in recognizing patterns

typical of the infant's expression was evident to the mothers and they

began to widen the infant's context, involving others. The mirror

effect of experiencing the father's need for assistance in understanding

the infant reinforced the mother's awareness of her achievement in

having special knowledge of the baby. The intensity of the first eight

weeks seemed to have lightened as the mothers were able to translate

some of their understanding of patterns of behavior into rule-bound

instructions for others who were still learning to understand the

infant. The infant's physical strength and social capabilities

motivated the mother to release the infant and let it become accessible

to others. Four specifically mentioned that they themselves were also

feeling physically better and less anxious.
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Reflection appeared in the interviews as if indicative of the end

of a phase:

I was thinking today when you said this is the last interview
that this is too bad. I thought, I had my six-week check-up
with the midwives so I was going to be out on my own and now
this is over and I have to be out on my own from you too.

*k * ºk + ºk

I still miss those couple of days right after the baby is
born--all those feelings of just giving birth. Now I am just
taking care of my baby but he's not my new little baby. There
is something special about giving birth to your own child and
taking care of your own child but I don't think about the
birth anymore and I miss that part.

* + : x ºk

I need to decide what to do about my career. I am supposed to
be studying for some exams and I haven't opened a book. It's
not surprising and it isn't even upsetting but I feel like I
have to make a decision. It would be nice if my daughters
could view me as somebody that has a career but also has a
family and that is a possibility or you do one or the other
but I am afraid they are going to view me as not being able to
do either. I feel like I am not a good role model for that
because I am not actively successful in my career right now.
I feel guilty about having her [three-year-old l in daycare as
I was raised not to do that.

The first eight weeks had required watchfulness, caution and

endurance in becoming a connoisseur of the baby's actions and responses.

Barbara summarized the first eight weeks with, "It's hard work to get to

know a baby." Table 9 summarizes the categories of behavior the mothers

reported, recognizing as patterns with ranges and variability.
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Table 9. Recognized Patterns of Infant Behavior at 8–12 Weeks

Pattern Actions and Behaviors

S1eep
– cycle

indicators of tiredness

– length of sleep periods
- posture when sleeping

Waking – quieting self
– need for stimulation

– need for variety

Eliciting and Rejecting

in visual field and posture

eye contact
frown to smile

crying: fussiness, hollering
preference for mother
recognition of others

Hungry and Full – approaching hunger
— too full

– needing to burp
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CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION

This study examined the development of maternal-infant attachment

as it was occurring within a cultural and relational context. The study

questions emerged from the investigator's nursing practice and related

empirical work. The foundation for the inquiry was a philosophical

stance developed from a merging of the phenomenological perspectives of

early Heidegger (1927/1962) and Merleau-Ponty (1934/1962; 1942/1963;

1947/1964).

The first section of the chapter discusses the methods used in the

study, followed by a review and summary of the findings. The chapter

concludes with implications for clinical practice, education and further

research.

The Methods: Strengths and Limitations

Hermeneutical methods were applied to interpret the texts generated

from interviews and photographs of 16 American, middle-class,

multiparous mothers at intervals set to capture their pre- and postbirth

lived experiences as a relationship with their infant developed.

Instruments estimated change in infant and maternal behavior over time.
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The Sample

The convenience sample was particularly well-suited to the study of

cultural meanings due to the many features which made it homogenous.

All 16 mothers were upwardly mobile partnered multigravidas who had

husband-coached, vaginal deliveries of healthy, term newborns in a

family oriented hospital environment. They were discharged in less than

48 hours with one exception. Eight male and eight female infants were

all breast fed for at least eight weeks

The sample was a self-selected group of persons who chose to

participate. There was some variability in the cultural composition

with one Chinese husband, one Jewish couple with husband as convert and

one couple with Italian ancestry. These cultural traditions were not

dominant in the practices of these American women. Some other areas of

diversity were: the range of the mother being an only child to being one

of eight; having origins in the mid-west or eastern states; previous

childbearing experience, length of time married, and parity. These

demographic and cultural differences indicated variability could be

expected.

The sample was unrandomized and of unknown representation, thus

limiting generalizability. The sample size was considered appropriate

in that it generated variability within similar themes and processes.

There was an over-representation of women over 30 years of age in the

sample group (n=11) with two 38 years of age and one 39 years of age.

The age distribution was characteristic of the trends in childbearing

and childrearing of the middle-class that has attracted attention in the

popular press (Cox, 1984a, 1984b; Laver, 1985). Systematic

investigations of the effect of age on childbearing/rearing are few

(Mercer, 1985; Mercer et al., 1982). The participants in this study
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viewed themselves as underrepresented in the literature on pregnancy,

childbirth and childrearing from their predominant age, multiparous and

contemporary perspectives. They were eager to support research which

valued and investigated their practices.

The level of educational and career background of this sample group

was higher than the general population (81% with college degrees:

Ph.D. = 1; Masters=4 (one of which had two masters degrees; 5 had

Baccalaureate or equivalent; and 3 had professional degrees). In the

U.S., 15.4% of females have four or more years of college education.”

Those without college degrees had marketable skills and experience in

clerical or technical work. They all came to the mothering role with

established competence in the corporate world. Within the group, they

had experienced success in business, law, medicine, nursing, the arts,

science, education and counselling; tWO had experience with

self-employment, three with managing others and all with working in

large and/or small groups. Eight (50%) of the mothers had chosen not to

work in a structured employed situation. This group considered raising

children their work. Eight others were employed part-time but expressed

reluctance in having to do so. The primary reasons for working while

mothering varied: meeting mortgage or rent commitment was the main re

ason for three of these mothers; two were working on research grants and

three worked to maintain skills and/or their position in the job market.

As the end of maternity leave approached, ambivalence showed up as in, "

If I had my choice I would take two years off," or, " I really need to

be doing something for myself I guess."

5. Source: Statistical Abstract of the United States (1985). 105th
edition. U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.
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All 16 were articulate women who seemed to enjoy the dialogue the

study precipitated. As well as being attentive and cooperative with the

interview schedule, they willingly attended the validation sessions and

participated with diligence in the task of interpretation. They

assisted on more than one occasion to clarify or organize the emerging

findings.

The similarities between the findings of this study and those of

others, the logical links between the mother's descriptions and

empirical evidence of fetal and newborn capabilities and the apparent

cumulative effect of this study with others suggests an amplification

effect (Weisskopf, 1984, p. 187) in which small components of knowledge

may have large ramifications. The power of the segment of society to

which the participants belong comes from the belief that the

middle-class are considered to be the trend-setters in America (Bellah

et al., 1985, p. 306). Older and therefore middle- to upper-middle

class mothers are a recent addition to the childbearing group since the

advent of reliable birth control has allowed the postponement of

parenthood until career goals were at least initiated. The sample group

who self-selected to be in this study typify a new segment of the

childbearing population, could be considered the trend-setters and

therefore add credibility to the findings as a basis for future health

care planning, particularly care modalities and prevention programs.

Instruments

1. Mother's Assessment of the Behavior of her Infant (MABI).

Little change in the mother's assessment of her infant over time was

found when estimated with the MABI scale at the end of each postbirth
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interview. This was in direct contrast to the exquisite changes being

noted by the mothers and described in the interviews in rich detail.

One possible explanation is that this finding may be a function of

the scoring on the a priori dimensions assigned. This group of mothers

may not discriminate well among normal newborns. Other possibilities

are that the mothers, who were older (24–39 years), viewed their babies

as optimal as was found by Mercer et al. (1982; Mercer, 1985). This

explanation would fit the predominantly achievement orientation that

showed up in the described practices.

Another explanation was offered by the author (Field, personal

communication, April 8, 1985). The MABI was designed for use with

middle and lower class mothers. The findings in this study may show a

sterotypical view of a baby in the study group, who by virtue of their

educational levels and knowledge of infant development, require a more

sensitive tool such as the original NBAS from which the MABI was

adapted.

2. The Assessment of Mother-Infant Sensitivity Scale (AMIS). The

AMIS did provide construct validity of the early phases of developing

cue sensitivity as a precursor of attachment and was capable of

measuring changes over time. Item #7 on the Infant Scale presented

problems as currently constructed when the mother did not stimulate her

infant to feed at satiation. In consultation with the author, a score

of five was given if the feeding session ended with the infant appearing

satiated and the mother acknowledging the infant's satisfaction by not

stimulating (Price, personal communication, August 18, 1984). The

author's original intent was "to capture the degree of autonomy the
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infant exercises over food intake, and in the interaction." It is also

possible this item could best be considered dyadic.

The findings of no sex differences in the analysis of maternal,

infant and dyadic scores suggest the sex differences previously noted

in American maternal behavior (Lewis, 1972; Leifer, 1980) may be

diminishing due to the belief in the equality of the sexes held by

contemporary American society. This belief may be showing up in the

practices of mothers. While speculative, it could project a possible

impact on the society in general in the years to come.

Photographs

The photographs added both clarity and depth to the analysis. As

presented in Chapters 4 and 5, features of the attaching processes

showed up that would have been otherwise unnoticed. During the

transcribing of interviews, the sequential record of visual data

augmented field notes and the mother's interpretation of her practices

described verbally.

As with the discovery of the posturing of the infant on the abdomen

during the first week, verbal descriptions alone would not have elicited

the degree of understanding of the role the body played in the practices

of the mothers. The investigator's taken-for-granted visual image of a

mother with a baby prevented an on-site conspicuousness to that

observation supporting the arguments that photographs extend the

possibilities of interpretation (Collier, 1967) and enhance clinical

studies (Highley, 1985). It was only when still photographs of several

mothers were compared to each other away from the interview process that

the role of the body became evident. As well, details of infant
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photographs of the whole data bank were assembled and systematically

studied. As the photographs were taken, not as illustrations, but as

part of the text, aspects of the lifestyle and descriptions of the

practices outside of the interview context are not available in the

presentation of findings.

The photographic data added considerably to the volume and need for

organization of the data bank and the cost of the research. However,

the accessibility of additional understanding and the opportunities for

validation made possible by the photographs outweighed the extra effort

and cost. Mothers, committee members and visual data analysts were able

to view the photographs and search for themes which augmented, supported

or rejected the investigator's interpretation during the analysis phase.

Confidentiality issues, already described in Chapter 3, were not major

considerations. Permission was asked in one validation session to show

photographs to verify the posturing postbirth, at which point, the

mothers began to share each other's photographs, some from the study

data bank and some of their own. They commented with surprised delight

at how similar they all "looked" at the four time periods, and made

positive comments about the reciprocity they had in receiving

photographs from the investigator.

Hermeneutical Phenomenology

The cultural meanings guiding the mothers' practices showed up in

their language used to describe their practices as Taylor (1980)

discussed. The attribution of control and self-reliance to the infant

with, "He got up to eat," and other like phrases discussed in the
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preceding chapters brought the mother's implicit understanding into

explicit awareness and delimited the boundaries (Taylor, 1980).

Feelings were also shown to be culturally dependent in the language

that portrayed fondness for specific behaviors and aspects of

appearance, feelings liberated by the presence of a baby, negative

feelings woven through positive ones and bodily feelings of strength,

tiredness and vitality.

The success of this method is dependent on verbatim recording of

the language used to describe the practices. During the analysis, the

tape-recorded language was searched for themes and patterns by both

listening to the tapes and reading and re-reading the transcriptions in

part and in toto until the meanings began to appear. Validation

sessions were then arranged and the interpretation discussed. This

process was repeated four times.

The investigator found television, advertising, community meetings

and general conversation also served as further clarification and

validation. Once meanings began to show up, language used in

advertising for the American culture, in television movies, in planning

or reviewing a community project and in general conversation was seen to

contain similarities to the themes appearing in the texts of the

participants.

Reliability and Validity Issues

The task of the phenomenologist is to examine a phenomenon of

interest in such a way as to make it available for intense scrutiny

without losing sight of the background against which it occurs. The

investigator goes into the context, collects the data and conducts the
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analysis, preserving the embeddedness of the phenomenon while

maintaining the focus. To what extent can an investigator, from a

stance outside of the experience, expect to acquire data which reliably

reflect the lived experience of others?

Being inside the home, witnessing the mother in the family context

and eliciting perceptions of the participants rather than observations

of the investigator, was an attempt to bridge the numerous

inside-outside issues which inevitably arise in a study of human

experience (Pervin & Lewis, 1978; Everad & Louis, 1981). Any

investigation of human phenomena is dependent not only on the

willingness of the participant to be a good informant, but also on their

ability to reconstruct and describe experiences articulately. The

excerpts in the foregoing chapters attest to the participants'

articulateness in recalling and describing both the detail and the

intensity of their practices; the photographs show the openness with

which the informants provided visual data in various regions of their

homes and themselves in a variety of activities.

This work was a step back into the context within which the primary

relationship--maternal-infant takes form and style. The investigator

approached the study somewhat as an outsider being neither a mother nor

an upwardly, mobile American and was therefore highly dependent on the

informants for both accurate data and validation of interpretation. The

data collection schedule dipped into the experiential views of these

mothers at selected time periods during what was found to be an

evolving process with vague boundaries between progress and regress,

work and fun, gratification and stress. The question of reliability of

the informants was crucial to the study. The informants themselves
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seemed consciously aware of this, sometimes interjecting, "I haven't

told anybody else this," or, "Is what I am saying like what the others

are saying or am I different?" The belief they were an under

represented group in the knowledge of contemporary mothering generated a

commitment to having their stories told accurately.

The multiple data sources served to increase reliability and

validity. The instrument scores and photographic and interview data,

augmented with the thematic threads joining the individual accounts,

provided background for claiming reliability of the informant's

self-interpretations. The cohesion and consistency between verbal

accounts, photo data and AMIS estimations over time also strengthen

reliability and validity. The level of agreement throughout the series

of validation sessions was high.

The Findings: The Origins of Attachment

Systematic interpretation of the self-reports, and photographs of

the maternal practices of a group of American, multiparous women

revealed that attachment is an intense evolutionary process. It is

transactional in nature, evolving as an incremental commitment of a

mother to an infant that is made possible by the infant's development of

constellations and patterns of behavioral cues recognizable to her as

human.

The orientation to humanness of the unborn and newborn infant

engages the mother in what Klinger (1975) describes as a "current

ºconcern," that transcends all the intervening variables which surround

the mother-infant unit. The unborn and newborn infant's actual and
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potential humanness solicits the mother in such a way that she can

remain intensely oriented toward facilitating and fostering developing

humanness in the infant within a milieu of other relationships and

responsibilities.

The intensity does not begin to decrease until the infant is

responding to her in recognizable, predictable and characteristic human

ways. As was pervasive in Chapters 4 and 5, all 16 mothers noted and

delighted in the same constellations and patterns of infant behaviors

such as: sleeping long periods, especially at night; smiling and

laughing; recognizing the mother and family members; being able to

reciprocate in play situations; quiet themselves and show increasing

bodily strength with rolling over, lifting the head and sucking for long

periods. These behaviors were interpreted as indicators of improving

self-reliance, a taken-for-granted understanding of what it means to be

human in America.

Sensitivity and Pattern Recognition

There was a difference in the perspective of the attaching process

as described by the mothers in Chapter 4 and 5 and the scientists'

perspective reviewed in Chapter 2. The mother's descriptions of their

lived experiences were more closely aligned to the phenomenological

perspective of Merleau-Ponty who argued: "in the conditions of

life . . . the organism is less sensitive to certain isolated physical

and chemical agents than to the constellation which they form and the

whole situation which they define," (1947/1964, p. 4).

The mothers' accounts contained descriptions which showed the

infant increasingly recognized the mother and responded to her in a
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manner different than with anyone else. The infant's increasing visual

acuity, ability to posture itself, and repetitive, frequent experiences

with the mother would lead to a proposition that the infant too over

time, begins to recognize constellations and then patterns which define

the mother as "the whole situation."

Gewirtz (1976) described cue responding in the attachment process

as a mutual-influence process in which the close reliance of the infant

to the mother creates a conditioning of infant behavior from a history

of routinely reinforced infant behavior by characteristic maternal

response. The infant's multiple innate abilities and behaviors as

discussed in Chapter 2 would, in Merleau-Ponty's terms, be described not

as cueing or signaling to the mother, but an orientation toward meaning,

the meaning of being human, which makes the infant sensitive to "certain

relations with its milieu" (1947/1964, p. 4) without conscious

intentionality or self-awareness. From this phenomenological stance,

the infant comes into the world, not with a repertoire of discrete

sensory and motor abilities or with intrauterine and extrauterine

conditioning to various stimuli, but with a body oriented toward being a

human being. This orientation or prospective capability is "exercised

only within defined limits and depends on precise, local conditions"

(Merleau-Ponty, 1947/1964, p. 4). The mother's descriptions and

interpretation of their infant's behavior during the attaching process

showed that the mother provides the defined limits and precise, local

conditions that exercise the prospective capability and develop the

infant's innate orientation to being human. Consistently, the mothers

described the infant's behavior as soliciting a close proximity by

crying, eye contact and body posture and being most content when held.
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The maternal recognition of the infant's prospective capability

also showed up in the described maternal experiences as in Debbie's

description of her infant "just lying there, breathing," and by Marie

whose infant "looked" at her. The ready identification of gender and

health was recognized by the mothers immediately with a priori notions

of the appearance and sound of a human infant's body and with the

cultural orientation to success and perfection. The exploratory

maternal behavior described by Rubin (1961, 1963) and Gottlieb (1978)

can be understood as the mother becoming familiar with her specific baby

who she first recognizes with taken-for-granted knowledge of humanness

and explores for specific attributes such as gender, size, length of

arms and legs, smell, facial features, and sound of cry which she has to

come to recognize a s her baby.

This predisposition of both mother and infant to familiarity with

each other's bodies guides the early practices of holding, sucking,

listening to human sounds and the warmth of the body. While Debbie said

' and Barbara heard "chirping,"her infant made "little puppy sounds,'

neither mother would have responded with the same familiarity to a puppy

or chick. The infant sucked at their human breast, molded to their

human body, and searched their human face in ways familiar to the mother

as being the human way. The mothers referred to the similarities

between young of all species-—the muted sounds, the closed eyes, the

total reliance on the mother for survival--and with an unconscious

acknowledgement of their primordial possessiveness of the infant had an

understanding of the infant's reliance on her for continuation of human

development. Recognition of "that little baby smell" is a poignant

example of orienting behavior of mothers in the animal world not often
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considered in the human world. The recent work by Porter et al., (1983)

shows human maternal smell recognition is reciprocal to the infant's

olfactory orientation to the mother (Macfarlane, 1975). Baby products

are perfumed with odors differing from those used by adults even though

the other ingredients may be the same (CBS Morning News, July 9, 1985).

The human mother and infant explore each other, not by licking as with

some animals, but with a typical human exploratory pattern of behavior

(Rubin, 1963) predisposed by the sensitivity of both the mother and the

infant to a recognized constellation including warmth, softness,

position of the eyes, shape and size of feet and hands and so on.

The exploratory behaviors continued in this group of mothers,

changing from the first week to the eighth in both content and form.

They were observed caressing their infant's legs while breast feeding,

commenting on increased size, potential length or skill. Helen was

exploring when trying to engage her infant with the mobile. The shape

and size of the constellation of cues explored changed over time until

the mother became familiar with recognizable patterns which had

developed as the infant's body adapted and grew in response to her

facilitating the prospective capability to be human. Their practices

were oriented toward interaction and care taking from an understanding of

humanness.

Shared Cultural Meanings

While the infant's behavior was described from an understanding of

embodied patterns of humanness, interpretation of the practices of these

16 mothers while attaching to a second, third or fourth infant showed up

embedded cultural meanings. As proposed by Heidegger (1927/1962), their
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practices were guided by meanings common to a group of mothers who

shared the same culture and language.

As described in Chapters 4 and 5, these mothers' were strongly

oriented toward the meanings of success and self-reliance. Self

reliance, autonomy, power and control were valued as tools for achieving

Su CC eSS . Implied in these traditions were the ability to learn,

communicate, be responsible for one's own actions and make choices which

do not burden others or require their time or energy. Activity was

generally interpreted as a sign of energy and health. Activity was

believed to reflect an engagement in productivity. Within this cultural

milieu, physical, emotional and social energy was directed toward

goal-directed activities and time became a scarce resource that needed

managing in order to maximize progress toward goals. The efforts of

these mothers to bring their infant into a human range of behavior were

guided by, "the prior existence of the shared world of meaning within

which the subjects of human discourse constitute themselves" (Rabinow &

Sullivan, 1979, p. 5).

Confirmation for the validity of this interpretation of cultural

meanings in the maternal practices comes from other studies of other

lived experiences of contemporary Americans. Bellah and associates

(1985) found the same cultural meanings dominating American practices in

public and private life: self-reliance and individualism guided the

practices of the more than 200 men and women interviewed. Similar

cultural meanings were extracted when the coping practices of a group of

middle-aged American men were interpreted (Benner, 1984b).

The self-reliance tradition. The intensity of the pre- and

postbirth mother-infant dynamics featured prominently in the interviews
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with all 16 women, the relationship being the major and most significant

current concern regardless of other events or processes occurring. They

referred to the temporary psychosexual and psychosocial moratorium

observed by Highley (1967) in a small sample of middle-class American

primigravidas in the 1960's. Most mothers in this sample described only

a partial moratorium with wanting to be alone with the infant. They, as

Doris said, worked hard at being Super-mom and did not take time off

from the responsibilities of family life. They prided themselves on

being up and dressed and out within days of delivery even though they

had help with household tasks. Kathryn was atypical in staying at home

for two weeks with the phone off the hook.

Colleagueship between mother and daughter was not evident in

maternal practices. Friendship was the more prevalent mode of

interaction between the mother and the grandmother. The older sibling

was delegated to the grandmother with permission to be dependent on her.

The independence and freedom of choice traditions did not allow these

mothers to appear dependent. They believed they lived in a different

social context and had more choices than their mothers had regardless of

whatever experience the grandmother had with small infants. The

exception was Karen, who at age 24, admired her mother who had breast

fed six children and slept with her infants. Those over 30 years-of-age

felt parents had raised them within rule-bound notions of infant care

with less help from paid helpers, less efficient homes and infant

equipment. What they did not notice was that they too, showed

considerable conformity in an illusion of naturalism which their

practices reflected.
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The self-sufficient tenet of independency from one generation from

another was different than the accepted dependence of another generation

in other cultures such as Taiwan (Chao, 1985) and Egypt (El-Sayed,

personal communication, 1984). Consultation was with professional

experts, most common during the first month. Even that advice was

rejected in favor of lifestyle demands. For example, Marie, a

pediatrician herself, said in a validation session: "The pediatrician

said not to take her out. You can tell he has never been a mother."

The other mothers laughed and told several similar stories, one citing

Dr. Spock as the source of this advice which was considered out-moded

and unnecessary. The discussion centered on the meaning for the mother,

not the baby, and was interpreted as expecting a mother to display an

unnecessary decrease in self-reliance. In that validation session, no

one interpreted the advice as intended to keep the baby, not the mother,

in an environment in which the infant had more possibility of

recognizing that which was important--the mother.

There was a tension in their descriptions between the self-reliance

mode of "performance" and the compelling nature of their small,

"fragile" infant. Breast feeding, which all mothers did with the belief

that it was "the best" way to feed a baby, put boundaries on their time

away from the infant and fostered a close body relationship and as such

served to modify the self-reliance theme which pulled them away from the

infant.

Recognition of continuities and patterns in their infant's behavior

was especially difficult for the mothers who were oriented to

self-reliance with a high level of efficiency. The participants sensed

a need for less fragmentation of time, activities and relationships but
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were caught in the urban web of a lifestyle created by their culture and

believed to be necessary for upward-mobility. As Joan said, her infant

wasn't still long enough to have a long nap. Their pace of life was

believed to be exhilarating and challenging. The families hung

suspended in cultural webs of significance they themselves had spun

(Geertz, 1973). In interpreting the self-reliant theme in one

professional woman's practices, Bellah et al. (1985) write, "This clear

sighted vision of each individual's ultimate self-reliance turns out to

leave very little place for interdependence" (p. 15). Their finding

validates and supports the findings of this study in which self-reliance

was pervasive in the maternal practices in both the pre- and postbirth

period.

The self-reliance tradition created interpersonal distancing as

each person in the family lived a life oriented toward being

individualistic and autonomous. Relationships therefore required work

and were managed as work, with a management style known to the mothers

prior to having children. With little variability, the days were a

succession of appointments, meals, and errands which were described as a

list of things to be done. The descriptions of finding time to be alone

with the baby had a similar tone to making an appointment. Vivian spoke

of "scheduling it in." Time was distributed among the relationships as

a scarce resource .

Time alone and quietly holding or playing with the baby could not

be taken-for-granted. The importance of this quieter time together was

sensed without conscious knowing it was creating a milieu in which the

infant found it easiest to become alert and aware of the environment.

None of the descriptions included making time when the infant was alert;
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it was an achievement to have successfully negotiated or manipulated any

time at all within the busy lifestyle.

A newborn baby showed up the lack of continuities and routine in

family life. A dependence/independence tension existed from birth until

it began to lighten at eight weeks when the infant was showing

behaviors interpreted as self-reliant, i.e. quietening self. It was

understood that the infant was dependent on them and needed to be with

the mother. The mothers however, did not have a framework within which

to understand dependence or the need for consistency. Thus, Vivian

found her infant "inflexible" in needing naps in a pattern; Barbara

found her rhythmic infant delightful but demanding when his rhythm

collided with other activities. All mothers delighted in the infant's

sleeping while they were out, without thinking of the possibility the

infant was shutting out sensations, and then beckoned them in the night

when it was quiet and still. This group of mothers felt somewhat

pressured by their children's dependency on them but at the same time,

as Joan said, enjoyed the "feelings" they liberated with their

smallness, softness and need "to be taken care of."

The infant's dependency transcended the ultimate independence and

self-reliance of the family and its members. The prebirth sensing of

the infant's body inside the mother seemed to have created a set or

atmosphere which predisposed the family members for change. The the

close body relationship begun in the prebirth period tugged hard at the

mothers who were attracted by the infant's initial unstable behavior

creating a taken-for-granted dependence on the mother and other family

members. The father coped with a temporary moratorium on the

husband-wife relationship, allowing the other children to depend on him
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in new ways. The majority of mothers wanted help to manage all their

tasks and caretaking responsibilities so that dependency needs were met

and they were freed to continue to "live life." The baby redefined the

meaning of independence and self-reliance traditions for more than half

the group who had the baby cosleeping beside or near the mother. While

some brought the baby into bed for pragmatic reasons initially, the

length of time extended past any planning for the baby to be in its own

room soon after birth. It seemed the mother and infant both enjoyed the

continuity of time and body closeness in the night with the quieter and

darker environment. As described, some mothers seemed freer to exercise

sensitivity to their infant's dependency at night without feeling the

self-reliance of either the infant or the mother was being threatened.

The Traditions of Success and Achievement. Having a baby was

interpreted as a project, chosen to be undertaken and which, once

decided upon, became a goal-oriented project directed toward being

successful. Success was interpreted as having a child emerge from the

body with all the potential of being a human being in the American

sense. As well, success meant remaining at a high level of competence

while giving good care to a newborn who grew and developed patterns

recognized as individualistic and self-reliant.

Within the broader cultural milieu, the traditions of childbearing

have become intellectualized and prospective parents take on their

responsibilities within an atmosphere of pressure to have and then help

a child be everything the child can become. The prospective capacity

of the infant was attractive to these success-oriented mothers who were

surrounded with literature, experts on television and in the community
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and a subculture that pointed to the importance of intellectual

development in childhood as the foundation for success as an adult.

The quest for success led to early and sometimes excessive sensory

experience from the mother for the infant who was primarily oriented to

being close to the mother who defined the situation for the infant. The

mother's situation was defined by a culture oriented to self-fulfillment

(Yankelovich, 1981) in which having a perfect baby and later an

achieving child was part of the self-fulfillment and not generativity.

These mothers took the engagement in what Ruddick (1984) calls the

discipline of mothering (p. 214) very seriously. Some approached it

with rational study of related issues and problems such as purchase of

good and services. For example, the finding of the 'right" pacifier was

carefully considered to meet several criteria. They took courses to

develop further expertise in subjects such as nutrition, infant

cardiopulmonary resuscitation, first aid and/or belonged to groups to

learn more about parenting from experts. They all had libraries, large

or small, related to various aspects of parenting. There was

competition and pressure to go to the "right" pediatrician and prepare

access to the best nursery school.

Within the arena of mothering, few descriptions of giving appeared

in their language. Florence's unborn was described as, "This one

doesn't like my lying on my back" and Joan's four day old with, "He got

up to eat three times" attributed power and control to an independent

person. Within this framework, the infant was successful in getting the

mother to change posture or provide the "food." The mothers did not

express the quality associated with the maternal role, that of giving

themselves (Lee, 1959; Ruddick, 1984; Rubin 1984) which generates
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satisfaction. They spoke instead of giving time, space, and energy.

While they did give, it was not their interpretation unless the infant

was described as demanding. They spoke of giving time, space, and

energy as compartments of themselves. This helps to understand the role

strain and diminished gratification in the maternal role found by Mercer

(1985) in older mothers.

A "calm and mellow" baby was desired as this temperament and

personality would make the least burden on the parents and family. In a

validation discussion with the participants, they were surprised when

told of the frequency of this desire (n=15/94%) and agreed with the

interpretation that this behavior would liberate time and energy,

qualifying that it was emotional energy that was being conserved.

Infant behavior was interpreted by mothers against the cultural

background; behaviors which could be interpreted as signs of

self-reliance, individualism, and intellectual skills were noted with

delight.

Mothers were empowered by the presence of the infant in the family

to impose shifts and changes in their relationships with husband and

other children until signs of humanness in the infant were stable and

predictable. The infant's human responses indicated success to the

mother and she then could bring the infant into the family's reshaped

relationship structure. In a validation session, the mothers laughed

while agreeing they had controlled access to the baby. Barbara said, "

I know, I decided when he was ready to be a member of the family and

then I began treating him like a member of the family." Her perception

was based, not in one experience of bringing a baby to this stage, but

in the recent lived the experience with her third infant.
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A Self-defining Relationship

Within the cultural background, a personal context was also evident

in guiding the practices of these mothers. What was appealing for the

mothers varied and affected their interaction with the infant. For

example, Esther found activity appealing and meaning health. Her sensed

experience with a very active unborn baby pleased her and sleepiness in

the early postbirth period worried her. The infant's entanglement in

her own cord leading to anoxia at birth was not meaningful to Esther who

searched for and stimulated her sleepy newborn in an already noisy

household. Claire found her baby's intrauterine activity bothersome and

continued to find his high activity level tiring postbirth while

delighting in his amicability and easy calming. Barbara enjoyed her

rhythmic infant she could organize around and, like Florence, liked

signs of "spunkiness and temper," a behavior that would not be pleasing

to the Japanese mothers who socialize their infants to quietness and a

group orientation (Caudhill & Weinstein, 1969).

These American infants had to work hard to acquire and maintain

their mother's attention. By four weeks, both Joan and Margaret's

infant were exhibiting "sham cries" and evening fussiness was universal.

Catching the mother's eye and pleading in the manner described by

Kathryn brought her close. The mothers were responsive when the infant

cried or fussed as an attempt, not only to quieten the upset infant, but

also within the meaning of being successful or unsuccessful. The

infant's preferential selecting the mother was interpreted as success

and the mother's reward for her caring and vigilance through the

prebirth period and the infant's early weeks postbirth.
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Summary. The practices of this group of mothers while forming an

attachment to an infant were guided by embedded cultural meanings of

being human and the embodied potential for human behavior. The mothers

in this study approached having a child and incorporating it into a

family as a project oriented to success. Their interpretation of a

successful human being that was evident in their practices, was one who

was self-reliant, social, independent and who could exercise power and

control in achieving goals. They recognized and responded to developing

constellations and patterns of infant behaviors which they could

interpret as evidence of increasing self-reliance and individuality.

Their practices also manifested a belief in the freedom of choice of

each individual to become what they wish to become. These meanings were

found in the language and skills of this group of American mothers and

were found to guide the practices. They formed the taken-for-granted

background that defined the maternal-infant relationship in both the

prebirth and postbirth period.

Attachment originates in the embodied capacity to behave in human

ways and in embedded cultural meanings of being human. The mother,

oriented to humanness from a taken-for-granted cultural understanding,

responds to her infant's behavior which is expressed in a body oriented

to being human. The American middle-class mothers in this study

recognized and interpreted pre- and postbirth infant behaviors as

increasingly self-reliant, individualistic and controlling, meanings

they interpreted as being necessary for success and achievement. The

strong orientation to self-reliance and individualism sometimes blunted

maternal sensitivity to the capacity of the infant.
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Implications

This study yielded some glimpses of what attachment/bonding looks

like while it is occurring in the context of culture and family

lifestyle. It elucidated the responsibility and caring dimensions that

accompany the emotional dimensions of locating and accommodating an

infant into an already existing attachment matrix. The data pointed out

the way in which the transactional processes which occur during the pre

and postbirth periods makes attachment possible through periods of

progress and regress.

Implications for Research

This study needs to be replicated in order to further test and

refine the methods used and to gain further understanding of attachment

as a meaningful process rather than an outcome. The findings show the

need to account for variability within and between mother-infant dyads

and the specificity of cultural meanings when studying attachment. It

is not known from this small, self-selected sample, if the repeated

interviews and use of the same tools sensitized the mothers as

self-observers of their mother-infant interaction or in recognizing

certain infant behaviors and their own responses that would otherwise

have gone unnoticed. Comparing the interpretation of a cohort group of

validators who are non-participants in the study to a group of

validators who were participants would also serve to refine the methods.

Photographs will be limited to those cultures who are not opposed to the

use of the camera. However, further studies which preserve the cultural

and relational context are warranted.
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Further intracultural studies are planned within the mosaic of the

Canadian population. Intracultural studies are needed to understand the

experience of mothers who are guided by different embedded cultural

meanings. The two instruments used in this study were developed and

tested in the American culture. The MABI showed lack of sensitivity to

the population group selected for this study. This instruments would

need pilot testing in other culture groups to identify if they are

culture-specific in questions and expectations of both infant and

maternal behavior. Intracultural study will require attention to the

language capacity of the investigator and assistance with validation

from participants or cohorts.

Cross-cultural study is planned with colleagues in Sweden and

Taiwan. Analysis of several intra-culture studies will delineate which

meanings and pre- and postbirth experiences with the infant are

universal and which are unique to each culture. Understanding the role

of the body and the embedded cultural meanings guiding the practices of

mothers will serve as a foundation for appropriate health policy,

preventive services and care modalities.

Also planned is replication of this study to understand the

experiences of mothers' development of sensitivity to pattern

recognition in subgroups such as those whose infant spends time in the

intensive care environment. Comparisons between maternal sensitivity to

the preterm or ill newborn and the term newborn including the cultural

context and the shared body experience are needed to understand how care

might be modified to reduce any unnecessary barriers to infant

behavioral pattern development and maternal pattern recognition.
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A serendipitous finding of this study is the possibility of a

continuity of infant temperament style sensed by the mother's pre- and

postbirth. Further study of the possible prebirth recognition of the

temperament style of the infant is warranted. This points out that

another subgroup to be studied is the prebirth experience of the

surrogate mother and the postbirth experience of the adoptive mother

with the same infant. Does the surrogate mother recognize cues that, if

shared with the adoptive mother, would appreciably enhance or facilitate

sensitivity to the infant?

The childbearing population who have conceived naturally after a

long period of infertility, through artificial insemination, fertility

drugs or embryo implant are increasing in numbers. It is not understood

how the meanings of success and self-reliance guide their maternal

practices or are transformed by their experiences. Further

understanding of the experience and practices of those parents who have

offset infant defects with fetal surgery is also needed. These

populations are new and their lived experiences while undergoing

specialized scientific procedures are unknown to those providing care

during the pre- and postbirth periods.

The father remains under-represented in studies of the prebirth and

postbirth period. This study pointed out changes in the father role as

the family was reshaped. In this sample, due to perinatal family

dynamics, relationship with the infant was controlled by the mother

until after eight weeks postbirth. Further study of the father's

phenomenological experience within the family context is needed to gain

understanding of his practices when an infant is added to the family.
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Further study of the expert practices of experienced mothers is

warranted. The practical knowledge gained by these few multiparas and

their families in this study was considerable and yielded maternal

theory worthy of systematic study of novices and experts in the style of

Benner (1984a). The grand multipara is particularly under-represented

in the literature. The rich, descriptive accounts of Barbara and

Kathryn contained more detail than most of the secundigravidas,

suggesting a they have a reservoir of practical knowledge gained from

experience. They had a trust in their bodies and in their infants'

bodies which needs examining to understand how this trust develops and

sustains multiparous mothers in periods of uncertainty. Accessing the

knowledge embedded in the practices of the experienced mother would

serve well to guide those who support and teach the novice mother.

Implications for Clinical Practice

Nursing is fundamentally a practice discipline. Research and

education are tools of practice. Findings of this study have

implications for practice in both tertiary and community services

related to the health of child-bearing families.

This study raises hypotheses about the nature of the shared body, a

unique experience of pregnant women and the infant (s) they carry and

nurture inside their bodies. Separation of mother and baby after birth

must be reconsidered seriously. Practices which remove the baby from

the mother's presence i.e. keeping a healthy newborn in a nursery

setting for 12 hours for "observation" can never exceed the vigilance of

the mother except in extreme circumstances. Transforming a baby into

"their baby" changes the meaning of the baby for the mother. The smell,
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the movement, the appearance, the sounds of the baby are features of the

newborn the mother needs to recognize in order to gain sensitivity to

the infant as an individual family member.

Nursing care that increases the sensory environment of the infant

needs to be reconsidered given the mother's lifestyle and the infant's

exposure to environmental sensations. Warming hands and equipment

before applying them to the maternal abdomen for assessment is important

given the scientific and maternal evidence that the unborn infant does

feel cold. Nurse interaction with the infant either by handling or

vocalizing needs careful consideration. Family-centered care modalities

may bombard the infant with several new voices and people so that, as in

the example of Debbie, the mother is left with a baby who has habituated

and disappoints her. The nurse's added sensory input may add to an

infant's disorganization. Satisfaction in maternity nursing will have

to come from accurately sensing the need for interaction with the mother

and the infant and doing so with quiet voice and step so that the infant

can use its scarce energy in responding to the mother. Nursing practice

needs to extend into the homes of mothers during the postbirth period to

continue to assist the mother, in her home, where she and the infant are

more familiar with the environment.

Nurses have become strongly oriented toward information giving in

the name of teaching and support. A stronger clinical practice is one

designed for transformation rather than information: transformation of

milieus, both physical and emotional so that family members and

particularly mothers, can be informed by their infant with the nurse

affirming their perceptions as possible and real. Teaching done with

understanding of the cultural meanings guiding the practices will be
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more beneficial. For example, instead of teaching the burst-pause

pattern of infant sucking, the mother's need to be informed of Kaye and

Wells (1980) finding that jiggling the infant increased the length of

the pause. Non-jiggling will be interpreted as saving time by

time-oriented mothers. Middle-class mothers do not need teaching about

how to stimulate their infants more. They need help to understand a

newborn in their terms, that is, in relation to what is successful.

Successful, correctly interpreted within the infant's capabilities, so

they can protect their infant from over-stimulation.

Understanding the embodied knowledge of the infant gained during

the prebirth period also serves to transform practice. The age-old

custom of "helping" mothers breast feed newborns by placing a pillow on

their laps may deprive them of important, recognized sensations they

feel with the infant on the abdomen.

The Language of the Pre- and Postbirth Period

Health care providers need to use a language with clients which

better interfaces with their lived experiences. During the prebirth

period, the mothers described a sensuous, meaningful experience with a

human infant inside their bodies when they found or made time to do so.

They did not did not use the word "fetus," nor did they speak of

"movement alone," or use medicalized or mechanized language in their

dialogue with the investigator or among each other except when

describing their interactions with health care providers or

institutions. The prebirth infant is sensed as a human baby. The

mother cares about and for her unborn infant and she is therefore not

beginning motherhood at birth. Birth, conceptualized as the beginning
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of the maternal-child relationship does not recognize the presence and

sensing of the infant prebirth as an individual or the depth of

experience mothers acquire during that period.

Motivation of Prenatal Attachment

Programs and suggestions for increasing prebirth interaction with

the unborn infant need to be practiced with caution. The bombardment

with sensations already present in the intrauterine experience with

inner-body sensations and those from the mother's lifestyle may led to

overstimulation of the unborn infant. Recognition of the individuality

of the unborn which is emerging in constellations of cues sensed by the

mother is important in caring for mothers during the prebirth period.

Motherhood as Significant Work

Finally, nurses could do more to increase society's awareness of

the "work" of mothers. The attention and vigilance needed to foster the

development of children, the level of competence required to sensitively

recognize individual patterns of behavior, and the appropriate response

to them with growing, changing child/ren does not get the recognition it

deserves from the corporate oriented society. Mothers know their

mothering is significant and requires diligence and specific skills.

Lobbying for a richer view of the maternal role in advertising and

television documentaries would make a good beginning toward increasing

and improving public awareness of the fundamental role of society.
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Implications for Education

The depth in self-observations and the quality of description of

the true multigravida/multiparas with third and fourth infants, leads to

a recommendation for nursing education.

Novice students could learn much from the multipara who are

experienced with their bodies, in caretaking skills and compare and

contrast their experiences. Novice students have traditionally been

assigned to follow the experiences of primigravidas, who are novices

themselves. The novice needs an expert as teacher. The experience of

the primigravida and then the secundigravida could follow experience

with the multipara. Assignment to a multigravida with follow up to in

home participant observation experiences throughout at least the first

eight weeks would provide the novice student with a rich data base for

further learning and practice.

Summary

This study elicited a glimpse of the evolution of attachment as it

was occurring, elucidated the relational, personal and cultural context

that makes it possible and identified the similarities and differences

in the meaning of the experience to 16 participants and their families.

The practices of these upwardly mobile American mothers reflected a

common cultural orientation to achievement, independence, self-reliance

and freedom of choice. A commitment to the production of a successful,

self-reliant individual was embedded in the mother's practices. The

baby 1iberated generosity, tolerance, stamina, perseverance, caring and

eventual love which kept the mothers vigilant in a possessive posture
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with the infant until both mother and infant were sensitive to

recognizable patterns of activity that made an understandable human

relationship and attachment possible. The feelings the baby liberated

enabled the mother to transcend the more confining notions of

self-reliance and unleashed a sense of interdependence.
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CONSENT TO BE A RESEARCH SUBJECT

M. Colleen Stainton, a doctoral student in nursing, is studying cultural
factors influencing the way a mother and her baby develop a
relationship. My baby, my partner, and I have been invited to
participate in the study.

If I agree to be in the study, Colleen Stainton will interview me four
times. My partner will also take part in these interviews if he agrees.
The interviews will take place first during the eighth month of this
pregnancy, and then at three days, one month, and two months after our
baby's birth.

The interviews will take place in our home at a time convenient to us.
If I am still in hospital on the third day, the researcher will contact
me or my partner to request a private interview.

Each interview will be approximately one hour long. They will focus on
my experiences with this baby in getting to know each other and will be
like an informal discussion. I will be free to ask questions and/or
refuse to answer any question.

Miss Stainton will tape-record the interviews and later transcribe them.
She will also take photographs of parts of our home related to the
baby's care, and pictures of myself, partner, and baby.

During the postpartum interviews, I will be asked to fill out a short
questionaire which takes less than 30 minutes. Colleen will fill out
another questionaire based on her observations. We will have access to
these at the end of the study period if we wish.

While this study will not benefit me directly, this study will provide
information which will be useful to nurses and others caring for
families with very young infants. I know that I will be busy during the
first two months following my baby's birth and may be feeling a little
uncertain about my baby's behavior. It may be helpful to talk about my
experiences; on the other hand, being interviewed during this time might
be inconvenient and increase my feelings of responsibility. I may
withdraw at any time without jeopardy to my health care or that of my
baby.

All records will be handled as confidentially as possible within the
law. I will sign the back of each photograph which I agree may be used
in publications. Excerpts of the tape-recordings may be used in
teaching or presentations without naming me, except those I may specify
to remain entirely private.
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This information has been explained to me by Colleen Stainton, who has
agreed to answer any further questions I or my partner may have. She
can be reached at (415) 753–1087. In addition, I may contact the
Committee on Human Research, which is concerned with protection of
volunteers in research projects by calling the office at (415) 666–1814
from 8:00am–5:00pm, Monday through Friday, or by writing to the
Committee on Human Research, University of California San Francisco, CA
94143.

I have received a copy of this consent form for my records. My
signature indicates my agreement to participate in this study under the
terms stated above.

Subject's signature

Date

Partner's signature

Date
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PRENATAL INTERVIEW GUIDE

After explaining the study and obtaining consents:

Interview to include:

What can you tell me about your baby?
Prompt (only if necessary): tell me about your baby's behavior

For each area: How do you know that?

What changes have you noticed since you became pregnant?
Prompt (if necessary): in yourself, in each other, in others, in

the world around you?

What preparations have you made for this baby?

What is important to you these days?

Is that a change?

Describe some critical incidents that have occurred because you are
having this baby. What were your feelings at the time? What did that
event mean to you?

Photographs

Space preparations for the infant

Equipment for the infant

Parent's typical interactive activities with fetus
(including close-ups of faces, hands)

Mother standing (i.e. carrying posture)
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POSTNATAL INTERVIEW GUIDE

These interviews to be as informal as possible and take the form of a
focused discussion.

Interview

What is your baby like now?
Prompt (if necessary): What is he/she like?

Does he/she do anything that surprises or disappoints you?
What is typical about him/her?
What stands out for you since I saw you last?

Describe your most satisfying moment with your infant?
What were you thinking at the time?
What do you think about it now?

What were your feelings at the time?
What are your feelings about it now?

What stands out as most important about that moment?

Describe your most distressing moment with your infant?
What were you thinking at the time?
What do you think about it now?

What were your feelings at the time?
What are your feelings about it now?

What stands out as most important about that moment?

Have you noticed any changes in yourself, your baby, each other, others,
or the world itself since your baby was born?

Photographs

Tableau of the family
Mother and infant in holding, carrying position

(close-ups of faces, hands)
Spaces used in infant care
Mother with infant in care taking activities
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MOTHER'S ASSESSMENT OF THE BEHAWIOR OF HER INFANT*

The following questions are similar to the questions asked when your
baby is observed. Because a mother knows her baby better than anyone
else, I would like you to give me your impression of your baby by
circling your answer to these questions. They will help us to
understand newborn babies better and how they behave in different
situations. In order to answer these questions, you might want to watch
your baby for a while and try playing some of the games with her. For
example, in order to answer question No. 9, you are asked to shake a
rattle to the side of your baby's face and see if she turns to look at
the rattle. Newborn babies can do lots of interesting things which you
will discover in your baby also. The games are suitable for a very
young infant.

Circle the number that best describes your daughter's most common
behavior. This is not a test of your baby's abilities or developmental
potential. It tells us something about your baby's response to her
environment. Colleen will explain the meanings to you at the end of the
study period.

1. When you play with your baby, she is often

1. sleepy
2. alert

3. upset

2. How would your describe your daughter?

1. fairly attractive
2. quite attractive
3. very attractive

3. How much do you have to stimulate your daughter to get her to look
at you?

1. not very much
2. a fair amount

3. a lot

4. When your daughter is upset what does she do to quiet herself?

1. brings her hand to her mouth
2. sucks with nothing in her mouth
3. looks at you

* two forms used to allow gender-specific items
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10.

Try talking to your baby holding your face about one foot away from
her face and then slowly move your face to one side and then to the
other as you continue talking. When you do this your baby

1. doesn't look at you
2. becomes quiet and looks at you
3. follows your face to each side with her head and eyes
4. follows your face with her head and eyes, up and down and to

each side

Now try the same thing, only move your face without talking. When
you do this your baby

doesn't look at you
becomes quiet
follows your face with her head and eyes
follows your face with her head and eyes, up and down and to
each side

: .

Try talking to your baby from one side of her head and then from
the other. When you do this she

1. has no reaction or she blinks

2. becomes quiet
3. turns her eyes and head to your voice once or twice
4. turns her eyes and head to your voice more than two times

Now try holding a colorful toy or some shiny object in front of
your baby's face and then move it slowly to each side of her head
and then up and down in front of her face. When you do this she

doesn't look at the toy
becomes quiet and looks at toy
follows the toy you are moving with her head and eyes
follows the toy you are moving with her head and eyes, up and
down and to each side

i
Try shaking a rattle on one side of your baby's head and then on
the other side. When you do this she

has no reaction or she blinks

becomes quiet
turns her eyes and head to the rattle once or twice
turns her eyes and head to the rattle more than two times

i .

When you did the above things with your baby she usually

paid little attention to you or the toy
had short periods of watching you or the toy
watched you or the toy for a fairly long time
paid attention most of the time

i
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11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

How does your baby feel when you handle or hold her?

limp like a rag doll
limp some of the time
relaxed but firm

very tense
i

When your baby moves her arms the movements are

jerky most of the time
jerky some of the time
smooth some of the time

smooth most of the time
: .

When you pick up your baby and hold her in a rocking position

... she often swings her arms and kicks her legs and squirms

... she's like a sack of meal in your arms
she relaxes and nestles her head in the crook of your arms
she moves her face toward you and reaches her hands out to
grab your clothing

i -

When your baby is crying very hard

nothing seems to quiet her
only a pacifier will quiet her
holding and rocking will quiet her
talking to her and holding your hand on her abdomen quiets her

i .

How would you describe your baby most of the time?

. very sleepy

. awake a lot of the time and quiet

. cries occasionally but is easily quieted

. cries a lot and is difficult to quiet
:

Please circle those activities which upset your daughter.

1. changing her diaper
2. undressing or dressing her
3. putting her back into her bed
4. lying her down on her abdomen

How active is your baby?

not very active
somewhat active

quite active
very active

i .
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18. How often does your baby tremble when she's warmly dressed?

1. not very often
2. occasionally
3. fairly often
4. very often

19. How would you describe your baby's color changes?

1. she rarely changes color
2. she changes to blue around her mouth when uncovered and to red

when crying but only for a minute
3. she changes color when she's uncovered or crying but changes

back to her natural color when she's covered up or comfortable
4. she seems to get blue or red very often but will get her

natural color back after you've been holding her for a while

20. How are your baby's mood swings – how often do they occur and how
quickly do they change?

1. she sleeps most of the time and hardly ever cries
2. she is quiet much of the time
3. she goes back and forth from being quiet to crying fairly

of ten

4. she often changes from being sleepy or quiet to crying and
then back again – she changes mood often and very quickly

21. When your baby is crying, how successful is she at quieting
herself?

1. she cannot quiet herself
2. she makes several attempts to quiet herself but is usually

unsuccessful

3. she has many brief successes at quieting herself
4. she often quiets herself for long periods of time

22. How would you describe your baby's hand-to-mouth activity?

she makes no attempt to bring her hands to her mouth
she often brings her hand next to her mouth
she sometimes puts her fist or fingers in her mouth
she sometimes sucks on her fist or fingers for as long as
15 seconds at a time

i .

23. How many times has your baby looked like she was smiling at you?

24. How many weeks old is your daughter now?
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25. Is there anything else about your daughter's behavior that you have
noticed but was not included in this set of questions?

From "The Mother's Assessment of the Behavior of Her Infant" by T. F.
Field, J. R. Dempsey, N.H. Hallock, H. H. Shuman, 1978, Infant Behavior
and Development, 1, pp. 156–167. Copyright 1978 by T. F. Field. Adapted
with permission.
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ASSESSMENT OF MOTHER-INFANT SENSITIVITY SCALE

MATERNAL : INFANT : DYADIC : TOTAL

Maternal Items

1.

1.

SPATIAL DISTANCE

I held away from M body so that it rests on or toward M knees; no
ventral/ventral or side/ventral contact; or I held in
dorsal/ventral contact facing away from M

I supine or M lap in side/ventral contact with M chest or abdomen;
no ventral/ventral contact

I alternately in partial ventral/ventral contact and then distanced

I turned toward M body and in partial ventral/ventral contact

I nestled against M chest, shoulders and flexed arm

HOLDING STYLE

I not held while engaged in feeding or caretaking

Varying periods of rigid holding, so that I's head and/or body
restrained from spontaneous self-directed movement

Varying periods of awkward holding, so that I's body periodically
supported and unsupported, or may lose support temporaily. Score
if even only one instance of loss of head support

Continuous support that allows self-directed movement by M does not
shift in response to infant body shift. M holds I in same position
throughout

Rhythmic holding so that close body contact alternates with slight
distancing to avoid restraint allowing for each partner to respond
to shifts in the body position of the other. Score if M is very
aware of I's need for control over position

PREDOMINANT MATERNAL MOOD/AFFECT

Flat, angry or annoyed expression, spends little time looking at I,
may read or engage in activities which divert attention from I for
most of feeding episode

Sad expression, may appear preoccupied or distant, spends little
time looking at I
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Tense, anxious expression, easily distractible; M may appear
worried and/or annoyed alternating with occasional expressions of
pleasure

Bland expression, at times disinterested or distracted,
occasionally smiles at I and gazes at I for 5–10 second intervals

Shifting expression of pleasure or tenderness; shifts expression in
response to I behavior, prolonged visual regard, smiles at I. M's
attention may be briefly distracted by events in room, but M's
overall focus is on I

MATERNAL VERBALIZATION (TONE)- predominant pattern

Speech to I strongly critical in tone; may be loud and abrupt

Speech to I is reproving in tone
Speech to I is neutral in tone
Speech to I is affectionate in tone
Speech to I is loving and animated in tone

MATERNAL VERBALIZATION (CONTENT)

is strongly critical or derogatory in content

is disapproving in content, expressing dissatisfaction with
something I has done, or I's appearance

is neutral in content, does not specifically express approval or
disapproval

is affectionate in content, expresses approval

is warmly affectionate and loving in content, expressing extremely
positive attributes (eg. I love you; you're such a beautiful baby).
Observer responds very positively to this speech

MATERNAL VISUAL INTERACTION BEHAWIOR

M does not present face within I's vision (gaze avoidance)

M may present face within I's line of vision, but M withdraws
quickly and/or shifts I's body so that I cannot hold en face (gaze
aversion)

M looks at I for brief periods of visual interaction (5–10 seconds
and then disengages)

M seeks visual interaction with I for long periods (at least 10
seconds)
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M stimulates I with social gestures (smiling, verbalizations) to
hold the en face

MATERNAL MODULATION OF DISTRESS EPISODES

Prolonged delay, allows I to reach state of prolonged distress
before intervention

Long delay, allows I to reach full-blown crying state before
intervening

Delays, allows I to reach distress state, crying for brief period
before intervening

Delays somewhat, allows fretting and/or fussing before intervening.
Score even if occurs only once.

M prevents distress episode by noticing beginning signs or subtle
cues (e.g. pre-cry grimaces) and intervenes before I reaches a
clear distress episode

CARE-GIWING STYLE

Handling rough, with sudden manipulations to I body and jerky
positioning; I responds with distress cry

Inconsistent, unpredictable, or awkward handling; M does not attend
to I's cues. I changed, wrapped etc. so that I does not
participate in the activity, but is the passive recipient of care.
Examples of I's cues are frets, grimaces, indicating discomfort,
restless body movements, or rooting.

Alternation between awkward inconsistent handling and smooth paced
handling; I sometimes is allowed to become aware of and control
what is happening to him, may track with anticipatory gestures. M
sometimes attends to I's cues.

Gentle, smooth, predictable and consistent handling; M almost
always attends to I's cues so I is allowed to become aware of and
can control what is happening to him/her

Gentle, smooth, predictable handling with I participating in care,
interspersed with maternal social gestures
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MATERNAL STIMULATION OF INFANT

(do not include stimulation to burp or feed)
Note: Harsh stroking or patting is jarring to I's body and is
generally considered aversive to I.
Firm stroking is clearly felt by I, but is not aversive
Gentle stroking has an affectionate quality to it

No stimulation to I's body
M stimulates I by any of the following: firm stroking, rubbing,
jigging, poking, without any gentle touching

M stimulates I with firm stroking, patting and/or posture change,
alternating with gentle touching. May also stimulate by shifting
I's position or tickling

M stimulates I with light gentle touching, holding, fondling,
stroking, and/or rocking

M stimulates I with gentle touching, rocking, position change,
interspersed with, and accompanied by social gestures
(verbalization, en face, smiling)

MATERNAL RESPONSE TO CHANGING LEWELS OF INFANT ACTIVITY

M tends not to respond with differential holding to changing motor
activity-maintains static holding style

M holds I with restraint to eliminate changing activity level

M holds I firmly to reduce or inhibit changing activity

M envelops I to contain changing activity

M supports I to facilitate changing activity level

BURPING STYLE

Harsh patting, jarring to I's body predominates burping episodes

Predominately firm rubbing, patting, stroking

Periods of gentle stroking alternating with firm to harsh
patting/stroking

Gentle stroking, patting, and/or position change only

M does not stimulate I to burp . I may burp spontaneously
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STIMULATION TO FEED - EACH EPISODE (e.g., jiggling nipple, tactile
stimulation to face, mouth; changing position)

M stimulates at initiation of feed, during feed and at termination
M stimulates at initiation, during and/or at termination (any
combination of 2)

M stimulates at initiation or termination

M stimulates during feed
M does not stimulate to suck

MANNER OF STIMULATION TO FEED (score if occurs at a11)

Forcibly pulling on mouth and chin or other abrupt movements and/or
aversive stimulation to I's body

Attempts to stimulate with nipple insertion and removal and/or
unwrapping, jiggling to I's body

Slight jigs of bottle of brief duration and/or jiggling I's body

Touches mouth/cheek and/or gently strokes baby's face and/or picks
up and talks to I

No stimulation to feed

FREQUENCY OF STIMULATION TO FEED

5 or more times

3–4 times
1–2 times

Once

None

MATERNAL RESPONSE TO INFANT SATIATION

M forcibly attempts to insert nipple — I fusses, frets, cries,
and/or turns away

M attempts to insert nipple in presence of I's head turning and/or
pushing nipple out

M attempts to insert nipple, holds it in place after I fails to
suck

M places nipple to lips, holding it in place after I fails to suck

No attempt to feed satiated I

TOTAL MATERNAL SCORE
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Infant Items

PREDOMINANT INFANT STATE

I predominantly drowsy throughout feed, eyes closed or half-closed;
never seems to reach alert state

Predominantly drowsy and I's eyes may be open, but they seem to
stare into space rather than focus on an object except for very
brief periods or orientation (1ess than 3 seconds). I may be
actively avoiding interaction

I appears alert, focuses on animate and inanimate objects at times;
at other times drowsy or appears in a sleep-like state

Alert throughout most of feed with some visual regard of animate or
inanimate objects. May fall asleep at end of feed

Active, alert, scans in search of animate or inanimate objects.
May fall asleep at end of feed

PREDOMINANT INFANT MOOD/AFFECT

Withdrawn, inactive, depressed, may shut out stimuli by sleeplike
behavior

Restless, tense, irritable

Tolerant, bland, placid, disinterested, alternating with periods of
tension and restlessness

Pleasant, relaxed, appears interested

Pleasurable expression with periods of brightening, smiling

INFANT VOCALIZATIONS

Note: Score if occurs at all

No I vocalization

Brief I vocalization, only one syllable or sound at a time

Short burst of I vocalization, combining several sounds or
syllables

Vocalization, contingent to M. I is clearly vocalizing in response
to M

Contingent vocalization accompanied by pleasurable affects (e.g.
smiling, eyes brightening).
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INFANT DISTRESS

(score if occurs at all during interaction)

Full blown crying/screaming, I is extremely upset and distressed

Crying, accompanied by arching or turning away

Moderate fussy crying, fretting, crying not accompanied by arching
or turning away

Mild intermittent fretting

No fussing, crying, or other distress signs

INFANT WISUAL BEHAVIOR

(score the highest level observed)

I does not present eyes within M's line of vision (gaze avoidance)

I may present eyes within M's line of vision, but I withdraws
quickly or shifts position so that she/he cannot hold en face (gaze
aversion)

I seeks visual exchanges with M when her face is in line of vision,
brief periods (less than 5 seconds)

I seeks visual exchanges with M as above for long periods
(10 second intervals)

I actively seeks M for en face behavior through searching head
postures, and/or social gestures (smiling, vocalization)

INFANT POSTURE

Inactive, flaccid throughout observation period

Restless, somewhat rigid throughout most of observation period

Generally relaxed but occasionally appears tense.
(Score only if one episode of tension observed, e.g. clinging;
startles; tightening of arms, neck, and/or leg muscles)

Relaxed, somewhat molded posture throughout feeding

Shifting posture in active attempt to interact, alternating
relaxed, molded posture (e.g. I 's head turns, moving arms/legs in
response to M)
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INFANT RESPONSE TO STIMULATION TO FEED AT SATIATION

Submission – compliance and increased sucking
Submission with distress (whole body unhappiness)
Aversion. Attempts to avoid but is overridden, may try spitting
out, dribbling

Successful active avoidance,
(e.g. turning head, closing mouth)

Ignores M's attempts to feed

TOTAL INFANT SCORE

Dyadic Items

1. SYNCHRONY IN RESPONSE TO PLEASURABLE AFFECT

Refers to extent to which M and I enter into at least one

pleasurable exchange or interaction during the observation period.
I may express pleasure by gazing at M, smiling, vocalizing, eye
brightening, and/or body movement which appears rhythmic and
responsive to maternal behavior. M may express pleasure by
smiling, vocalizing, head and body movement in response to I,
and/or gazing with relaxed facial expression

no pleasurable exchange

I enters state of excitement and/or pleasure and M does not respond

I enters state of excitement and/or pleasure and M abruptly
interferes, resulting in shift in I's mood (e.g. shutdown,
distress)

I enters states of excitement and/or pleasure. M delays, then
responds to I appropriately with verbalization, gestures, and
sharing excitement

M and I enter into pleasurable exchange almost simultaneously

REGULATION OF FEEDING: INITIATION (predominant method)

M inserts nipple with no preparatory signal to I; I may be relaxed
and take nipple easily, but did not participate in initiation of
nipple insertion

M provides preparatory signal which fails to elicit a response from
I. I does not respond, and M holds nipple against mouth so that I
cannot reject it
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3. M provides preparatory signal which fails to elicit a response from -
I. I may be relaxed and takes nipple easily * *

º "...'.

4. I takes nipple on own initiative; M positions it so that I can root
and take nipple at own pace * -

5. I takes nipple on own initiative following emissions of some
signal, gesture or vocalization which M interprets as indicating
wish for nipple (full-blown cry is not considered a signal)

3. REGULATION OF FEEDING: TERMINATION

1. M removes nipple forcibly, e.g. may push chin away, insert finger
in I's mouth to break suction, or pull nipple from Its mouth, while
I actively sucking and holding on so that there is a loud break in
suction

2. M removes nipple while I still exerting some pressure on it. I is
not actively sucking; sound or resistance indicating slight break - -

in suction may be present
* * *
- * *

3. M at times removes nipple while I still exerting some pressure on *-

it and has not let go of own accord. I may not be actively *

sucking; sound or resistance indicating slight break in suction may º
be present; at other times I may disengage of own accord sº ■

4. I disengages from nipple on own accord, e.g. may open mouth and tº:
turn to pull away. M never removes nipple before I disengages

-

**

5. I may interrupt feed for brief periods, releasing hold on nipple, º
and resuming feed at will º

TOTAL DYADIC SCORE

From: "Sensitivity in Mother-Infant Interactions: The Amis Scale" by
G.M. Price, 1983, Infant Behavior and Development, 6, pp. 353–360.
Copyright 1975 by Gail M. Price. Reprinted by permission.
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CONSENT TO USE PHOTOGRAPHS --->

■

I have seen and reviewed the photographs taken on * -->

during the course of our participation in M. Colleen Stainton's doctoral

dissertation. I have no objection to the use of any of them and release
-

º * *

my right to privacy in them provided that they be used only without - - -
º

identification by either name or address. I also waive my right to sign --

the back of individual pictures as indicated on the CONSENT TO BE A

RESEARCH SUBJECT signed on . The above

is in consideration of the opportunity to consult on matters of child .

and family care with M. Colleen Stainton, a qualified parent-child º Ti

-

2 * * *
nurse . º

sº

º
Signature .

º
-",

( ,
* *

Date º

Signature

Date
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